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i-mTioryjCTioN 
The use of draglines and mechanical shovels to uncover 
and remove coal from surface mines haa greatly Increased, in 
importance in the last 20 years. Strip mining, aa this 
method la called, has reaiilted in a greater per man day coal 
production and in a greater percentage recovery of coal from 
coal veins. Along with this increased production and in­
creased efficiency in the use of one reaource there often 
occurs the loas or degradation of another equally valuable 
resource. Strip mining, ifaich lowers the level of land use 
and often completely destroys agricultural land, has loomed 
aa a serious problem in agricultural areaa of the Midweat. 
Litaatrom (1948) in a Central States Forest Experiment 
Station Report Indicated that by 1946-47 approximately 
190,000 acres bad been strip rained in the Central States 
area. Included in thia Central States area are Arkansas, 
Illinoig, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentxicky, Missouri, Ohio 
and Oklahoma. According to the IJ. S. Bureau of Mines (1953), 
coal production froia strip mines since 1946 has continued 
at a level approximately equal to the 1946 production of 
112.9 million tons per year. 
The expansion of strip mining in Iowa like other parts 
of the Central States area haa progressed quite rapidly. In 
1932, according to Bell (1949), there were 14 strip-mine 
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operators and 127,000 tons of coal were produced. The ton­
nage In that year made up approximately 5.3 percent of Iowa'a 
total coal production. In 1950 there were 63 strip-mine 
operators in the state and the 1,298,000 tons produced made 
up 67.2 percent of the state's coal production. Iowa strip-
mined areas totaled 2,499 acres in 1947 and by 1952 there 
were an eatirriated 5,000 acres# 
Interest In the possibility of vegetative reclamation 
of atrip-mined areas is shared by the mine operators and the 
people of the state of Iowa. This mutual interest in the 
restoration of Iowa atrip-mined areas led to the signing of 
a memorandum of understanding in April, 1952 between the 
Iowa Coal Research Association and the Iowa Agricultural 
Flxperlment Station. Under the provisions of this memorandum 
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station received a research 
grant from the Iowa Coal Research Association to carry out 
investigative studies on the possibilities of vegetative 
reclamation of coal strip mines in Iowa. 
Basic Information on the chemical and physical proper­
ties of the various kinds of spoil-bank materials was urgently 
needed. Information concerning the effect of these properties 
upon plant growth was also lacking. It was the purpose of 
this study to Investigate several of the more important types 
of spoil-bank materials and to determine their physical and 
chemical properties and the species of grasses, legumes and 
trees that might be used to revegetate these areas# 
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RE¥IS1 OP LITERATURE 
Larg® acale strip mining of coal in the United States 
.has been in progress over 40 years, and aa early aa 1918 
interest was shown In the revegetation of strip-mine areas, 
since 1918 a large ntuaber of Inveatlgations have been carried 
on in an effort to restore coal atrip-mine lands to uaeful* 
neas. The amount of pitollshed Inforiaation on atrip-mine 
revegetatlon and reelamatlon la large as evidenced by a re­
cent bibliography written by Limatrom (1953)• In thla 
bibliography he Hated 135 references directly related to 
atrip-mine reclamation and an additional 113 referencea on 
oloaely related aabjeeta. 
Research work on strip-mine revegetation generally haa 
been aimed at solving problems related to one or more of 
the following three siain problem areas j Adapted tree and 
forage apecies, ohemloal and physical properties of apoll-
bank materials and econooilc aspects of the atrip raining of 
coal# It is the intention of the author to bring together 
a review of some of th® more recent investigations directly 
concerned with the phyalcal aapecta of revegetation of 
atrlp-mlne areas. 
i'hyalcal Propertiea of Spoil Materials 
The phyalcal propertiea of spoil materiala differ greatly 
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from the physical properties of normally developed soils. 
Investigations have been mad© on the properties of these 
newly exposed, partially weathered materials with the view 
to using ttiis Information in evaluating results of past 
revegetation and suggesting l\ature uses and treatments of 
spoil-bank areas# 
Limatrora (1948) stated that the physical character of 
the materials making up spoil-bank areas has an Important 
effect upon plant growth and ultimate soil development. He 
found a wide variation in the nature of spoil-bank materials 
and for this reason believed that spoil materials could not 
b© claaaifled Into well-defined textural classes. The three 
classes of spoil snaterials he used were sands, loams and 
silty shales and clays. He stated that the proportion of 
particles less than 2 millimeters in siae influenced the 
success of forest plantations. The initial survival and 
growth of forest plantations were found to be directly re­
lated to the percent of fine materials in spoil surfaces. 
Rogers (1951) pointed out that the texture of strip-
mined lands has an important bearing on aeration and moisture 
conditions, both critical factors in plant survival. Rogers 
further stated that aandy areas were well aerated but dried 
out duririg periods of extreme drought. Clay banks had poor 
drainage, compacted easily, crusted over during periods of 
drought and were poorly aerated. Loams and silty shales 
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were reported to be the most productive amterlals and 
usually provided good aeration and favorable moisture con­
ditions. 
Clark (1954) reported that there was no apparent rela­
tionship between survival and the percent of material less 
than 2 milliffletera in size but felt that this may have re­
sulted from confounding influences# Potter, I'eitzman and 
Trimble (1951) aimilarly reported they found no relationship 
between the texture of the soil fraction, or soil-rock ratio, 
and. the degree of natural revegetatlon or growth of trees. 
They suggested there was no relationship present because 
lest Virginia spoil areas had such a limited amount of soil-
rock and textural variation. 
Tryon and Markus (1953) found that on century-old, 
iron-or© spoil areas, there were a greater number of roots 
which extended to greater depths than on near-by, un-atripped 
areas. This superiority of root development was thought to 
be due to the desirable physical properties of the spoil-bank 
areas. 
Coleaian (1951) studied infiltration rates on spoil-bank 
areas In Pennsylvania and reported a large variation in 
infiltration. He attribiited lower infiltration rates to the 
dlaperslble nature of the material and hl-rh percentages of 
particles leas than 2 millimeters in size. Stivers (1949), 
in a OGnprehensive study of the physical properties of 
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Indiana apoil areas, measured volume weight, pore a pace 
i-elationships, texture and rate of settling of spoil-bank 
areas. Stivers concluded that raoiatur© relations were 
generally favorable and soil moisture was limiting in only 
©xtremely sandy areas# Limatrotn (1950a, 19501)) and LlmatroBi 
and Merz (1951) listed the proportion of ston© and mechanical 
analyses of a mmher of Ohio spoil materials. Rogers (1951) 
reported on textures and. percentages of soil-aize materials 
in the overlmrden of Western Interior coal fields# 
C?rading of apoil bai&s asodifies the physical properties 
of spoil staterials* Limstrom (1952) studied the effect of 
grading on early growth and survival of planted trees and 
concluded that grading results varied with the climatic con­
ditions of th© area and. texture of spoil materials. Coarse-
textxired banks, located in areas where prolonged droug.ht 
periods were unooiamon, were little affected by grading. 
Survival and growt.h on sticky, heavy-textured spoils in 
areas of extreme rainfall variation were significantly re­
duced by grading. This was apparently the result of poor 
aeration and unfavorable moisture conditions. Graded banks 
tended to dry out more quickly during periods of drought 
ai^. became water logged more rapidly when, rainfall was 
excessive. 
A number of authors have reported on the adverse effects 
of grading on tree growth and survival. Potter, Weitzraan and 
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Trimbl® (1951) indicated that complete grading adversely 
affected natural revegetation of lest Virginia strip-mine 
areas* Deltscbfiian (1950), when comparing graded and ungraded 
areas, reported aignlficantly greater height growth on 
ungraded areas of all studied species except eastern red 
cedar. Limstrom and Merz (1949) reported aimilar results 
on Ohio strip-ffiine areas. Similarly, Sawyer (1949) and 
Clark (1954) found greater growth and superior survival on 
ungraded areas when these areas were compared with adjacent 
graded sites. Finn (1952), in investigating the reason for 
superior growth of trees on unleveled areas, found no sig­
nificant differences in foliar nitrogen, phosphorus or 
calcium between trees grown on graded and ungraded strip-
mine areas* He concluded from his results that moisture and 
aeration aiust be reaponsl'ble for existing growth differences.. 
Tyner et, (1948) noted that regraded surface layers 
of spoils were compacted to depths of 18 to 24 inches. Young 
forage seedlings, old well established grasses and certain 
legames were observed to suffer during prolonged dry periods. 
Apparently this was due to the interference of compaction In 
the normal rooting zones of the plants. 
Russell (1951) stated that subsidence and poor drainage 
were th© main obstacles to the reclamation of English open 
cast coal mines. Sawyer (1949) found regraded areas had an 
average infiltration rate of 0.6 inches per hour and caused • 
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aerloua erosion while ungraded apoil materials had an average 
Infiltration rate of 3.9 Inches per hour and erosion waa 
alight# Similarly, Mbtz and Finn (1951) reported the mean 
Infiltration rata on ungraded spoil banks waa more than ten 
times as great as the Infiltration rate of graded apoll 
hanks# 
Sti¥©r (1949) reported greater compaction by tractor 
tires. Tiiaen spoil areas were wet. leaver and Jamison (1951) 
studied tractor tire compaction and found leas compaction 
when the soil was dry or wet above the lower plastic limit, 
Parker and Jenny (1945) in studying water infiltration 
stated that tractor traffic was detrimental to water infil­
tration on both wet and dry soils. Soil compaction was more 
pronounced on wet soils. 
Hot all grading results in conditions detrimental to 
plant growth. Limstrora (1952) reported that Orandt, who 
worked with graded apoil areas made up primarily of shale, 
loess and glacial material, found grading had no harmful 
effect on the growth of forage crops. Kohnke (1950), in 
discussing the advantages and disadvantages of leveling, 
stated thsit althou^^ leveling did affect compaction and often 
incroased the erosion hasard it advantageously increased the 
rate of soil formation, raised the land capability class, 
helped "bring about better utilization of small unstrlpped 
areas and Improved the looks of strip-mined areas. 
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Chemical Properties of Spoil Materials 
Coal apoil-bank raateriala may toe made up of ahalea, 
sandatones, limegtone, glacial till, loeaa or a mixture of 
a nuBilber of these materials. A large proportion of the 
spoil-bank materials have been removed from strata 20 to 60 
feet below the earth's surface# Theae materials have only 
recently been expoatd to the forces of weathering. Freezing 
and. thawing;, exfoliation, oxidation, solution and other 
proeeaaea of physical and chemical weathering have not 
altered these materials to a point itiere they are in approxi­
mate equilibrium with their environment. Changes are still 
taking place and many investigations have been made to 
determine the differences between the chemical properties 
of coal spoil-bank materials and the properties of normally 
developed soils. 
Croxton (1928) made some of the earliest studies on 
the chemical properties of coal-spoil areas. Working with 
Illinois coal-stripped land he found total nitrogen, phoa-
phoms and potassium at levels high enou^ for plant growth. 
Croxton also rttea.sur0d the pH, soluble salts and total sulfur 
of spoil-bank materials. He stressed the importance of pH 
on plant growth and ascribed the low pH of spoil-bank areas 
to the oxidation of pyrite and marcasite sulfur. 
Recently several other workers have measured the levels 
of the more important soil nutrients which are considered 
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©aaential for plant isrowfch* Limstrom (1950a, 1950b) ar»3. 
Mnistrom and. lierz (1951a, 1951b) deterained available phos­
phorus, available potaasitim and pH of hi^wall materials in 
Ohio, Deltschman and. Lane (1952) reported the thickness and 
geological characteristics of highwall materials along with 
total sulftir and pH of Indiana spoil-bank areas# Stivers 
(1949) also working in Indiana studied the chemical proper­
ties of spoil materials and reported the levels of nitrogen, 
phoaphoraa., potassium, calcium, magnesitim, exchange capacity, 
lime requirements, exchangeable hydrogen and total sulfur of 
ooal-apoil nmterials* Rogers (1951) investigated, the chemi­
cal properties of spoil-bank areas in Oklaho.ma, Missouri and 
Kansas. Exchangeable calcium, available phosphorus, avail­
able potassium, pH and percent of organic matter were deter-
.mined for both highwall and spoil samples# Grandt (1951, 
1952) and Thairn (1953) obtained data on pH, available phos-
phopia and available potassium for Illinois coal-spoil areas* 
Most workers who have Investigated the chemical proper­
ties of spoil materials have found nitrogen and organic 
matter present in very limited amounts while phosphorus, 
potaasiuffi and calelura are present in am.ounts adeqtiate for 
plant growth# 
The iraport.ance of spoil-barik acidity in relation to 
plant growth was recognized by a nu-mber of workers and has 
been investigated rather widely. Deitschman and Lane (1952), 
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Deitschman. and N®ck©rs {1955) ami Clark (1954), among others, 
attributed high acidity on spoil-hank areas primarily to the 
©xpoaure and oxidation to sulfuric aoid of such sulfur bearing 
coffipoixnds aa pyrite, marcasite and complex polyarulfidea. 
Oxidation of these sulf\ir cotapounda is alow and makes pH 
mea3u,r«ai©nta of freah spoil matarials and highwall samples 
unreliable Indicators of future acidity of spoil areas* 
Meaaurementa of sulfur in spoil materials give the most 
reliable Indicator of future spoil-bank pH» Stivers (1949) 
and. Kohnk® (1950) report using the azide field test for 
determining sulfur in spoil-bank materials. Neckers and 
lalker (1952) and Deitachman and Beckers (1953) describe the 
US© of the lead acetate method of determining sulfur com­
pounds in the field# In addition to measuring the chemical 
properties of spoil materials a mmber of investigators have 
carried out nitrogen, phosphoru,s, potassium and liming ex­
periments in the field and. greenhouse on spoil-bank materials • 
Stivers (1949) concluded from his work in Indiana that nitro­
gen was the element first limiting plant growth. Tyner and 
Smith (1945) found that on acid spoils the greatest response 
was obtained froii nitrogen and phosphorus and no response 
?ma obtained from potassium applications. On calcareous 
spoils nitrogen gave the greatest response. Grandt (1951, 
1952) and Thurn (1955) made similar fertilizer trials in 
Illinois on leveled spoil areas using corn, wheat and 
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soybeans# 
Plajftt Growth aM Soil Acidity 
Limstrom (1948), as mentioned earlier, listed spoil-
bank texture and spoil-ba.nk acidity as the two principal 
factors Dhlch affected survival of plantings on spoil-bank 
materials. Spoil-bank acidity, which is expressed in the 
terms of pH, has been widely investigated. Croxton (1928) 
measured apoll-baiak pH values and found a rather well defined 
correlation between the density of vegetation and hydrogen-
Ion concentration. latural vegetation was lacking or sparse 
on highly acid spoil areas, it was well established upon 
spoil fflaterlala of pH 5.0 and was dense on spoil banks which, 
were neutral to alkaline. 
Llmatrora (1948) states most authors agree that the 
lower pH level for tree planting la about pH 4.0. Ee further 
states that where the pH is leas than 4.0 spoil banks are 
considered toxic and little or no plant growth is possible. 
Limstrom and. lerz (1949) reported growth of black locust waa 
raarkedly reduced when planted on acid spoil-bank areas. They 
recommended areas with a pH of less than 4.0 be avoided in 
tree plantings. Potter, Weltzman and Trimble (1951) found 
that on spoil areas with a pH lower than 4,0, less than one 
percent of the areas r©vegetated naturally. There were no 
trees and only a. few herbaceous plants such as pokewe«fl. 
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elnquefoil, poverty grass and blackberry. Spoils with a 
pH of 4»0 or higher generally were found to be seeding in 
naturally witih. herbaceous, ahrub and tree species# 
Clark (1954) stated th&t soil acidity is of primary 
importance to growth and survival of trees. Deitschman and 
Lane (1952) reported that growth of pine plantations did not 
appear to b© influenced by variations in acidity above pH 4.5. 
Very high acidities (below pH 4.5), however, caused a sig­
nificant decrease in the growth rate of pine. The mean an-
mal growth was reduced from 1.7 to 1.4 feet when pines were 
growing on highly acid spoil materials. 
The acidity of spoil-bank materials has been attributed 
to the exposure and oxidation to sulfuric acid of snich sulfur-
bearing compounds as pyrlte, marcaaite and polysulfides. The 
rate at which the oxidation occurs ia influenced by several 
factors. Li (1926) reported that marcaslte tended to break 
down faster and form a higher percent of small materials* He 
also stated that oxidation was directly proportional to the 
temperature and. Inversely proportional to the diameter of 
the particles. Simon and Schollenberger (1925) stated that 
the rate of oxidation was dependent upon the surface fineness 
of the sulfur compounds. The most complete oxidation was 
correlated with the highest hydrogen-ion concentration. 
Huispel, Harmsen and Otzen (1952), in discussing the 
oxidation of pyrlte In the soil, reported that pyrlte 
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oxidation «3id not depend upon the activity of microbes but 
was greatly atiaulated by the presence of a specific sulfur 
oxidizing bacteria TMobaoillua thlooxldans» They went on to 
aay that pyrite oxidation and disintegration started with the 
oxidation of ferrous-ions on th© surface of the crystals, 
releasing the sulfur. The sulfur was then oxidized and 
transformed to sulfates by sulfur oxidizing bacteria. This 
oxidation of sulfur decreased the pH, which in turn increased 
the aolubillty and oxidation of Iron. Harmsen (1954) dis­
cussed pyrlt© oxidation in well aerated soils and reported 
oxidation often was not as rapid as comiaonly believed. He 
stated that in some old, well drained, Dutch soils appreciable 
affiounts of pyrlt© were still present after many years of 
cultivation. 
Romanoff (1945), in discussing the effect of aeration 
on the hydrogen-ion concentration of soils high In sulfur 
compounds reported Papakatlng sllty clay loam had a pH of 
7.2 when In a moist field condition. When air dried this 
soil became acid and bad a pH of 3.7 to 4.3. Romanoff also 
found that by.moistening the soila and holding them under 
conditions of poor aeration the pH of this soil could be 
again raised to a pH of 7.2. These changes in pH were ex­
plained by oxidation and reduction changes which occurred 
in the aoll when subjected to different conditions of aera­
tion. These observations suggest interesting compllcationa 
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whiob may exlat when management of spoil raaterlala high in 
3u.lfidas la attempted. 
Investigations concerning the relationships of pH and 
plant growth upon normally developed soils are voluminous• 
It la not th® purpose of this review to cover this aspect 
of the literature in any detail but merely to taentlon a 
msfcar of studies and sources of Information which may be 
of interest to persona wishing to investigate these relation­
ships in greater detail* 
Small (1946) reviewed various aspects of the effect of 
pH on plant growth. He stressed that pH affects plant growth 
both directly and indirectly by modifying the availability 
of inorganic materials (such as iron, nitrogen and phosphorus) 
and affecting other chealcal and physical properties of the 
soil. Small also Hated species which were classified by 
other workers as acldlphllous, acid-tolerant, mesophlllous, 
aiaphi-tolerant, alka-tolerant and alkaliphllous. Small re­
ported acidiphlloua plants grow at pH values below 4.8 and 
have an organic acid metabolism. Alkaliphllous plants grow 
only at pH values above 6.3 aM have a medium phosphate 
buffered metabolism with little or no organic acid. 
Irnon and Johnson (1942) stated that the adverse ef­
fects of H or OH ion concentrations, when isolated from other 
variables, were found only at extremes of acidity or alkalin­
ity* later and aand culture work by Maglatad (1925), 
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ffilson (1932), aii¥© 0^ §!• (1935) and other earlier workers 
had yielded aiailar results. Arnon, and Johnson further 
stated that aatlsfactory growth could be obtained at pH 
values of 4 to 8 if an adequate autrient supply was main­
tained. They reported the significance of acid pH in a soil 
was determined by the extent to which this pH reflects a 
deficiency of calcium and magnesium or indicates the presence 
of toxic amounts of alumimm or manganese. Alkaline pH 
values may b© important in reflecting the availability of 
phoaphate, iron or manganese. 
Poor growth on acid soils has been related to toxic 
amounts of soluble aluminum, aianganeae and iron. A large 
mmber of workers support the alumima toxicity theory. 
Sb,ear (1958) reported that available iron, aluminum and 
aanganese increased in the soil as the soil became more acid*, 
Applications of phosphate to acid soils did not affect aoil 
pH, soluble iron or soluble raanganeae but did decrease soluble 
alumlmai and increase available jiiosphorua. Plant growth 
was increased by this increased phosphorus availability and 
uptake by the plants. 
Pierre arxl Stewart (193S) applied super phosphate to an 
acid aoil and reduced the soluble aluminuui one-half without 
altering the pH. They believed aluminum caused phosphate 
deficiency. McLean and Gilbert (1928) studied the influence 
of aluiairaim on plant growth and concluded aluffliraim was 
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directly toxic. H&rtwell aM Pember (1918) added enough add 
phoaphat® to cause a decrease in soil pH* Growth was in­
creased on the treated soil and they attributed the increased 
growth to a decrease in soluble aluMimm. 
McCoiab and Kapel (1942} working with black locust aiid 
aah obtained good growth at pH 4#3 when phosphorus was ap-
pli©d» Prokoshev's (1945) work showed that the presence of 
active alumiKtum in soils of pH 4«5 to 5.5 had a depressing 
effect on crop growth. He reported no increase in yields 
from small additions of phosphorus, whereas large applications 
of phoaphorua cauaed large yield increases. Prokoshev con­
cluded the first effect of phosphorus was to immobilize active 
aluiainum and after the alumimm was removed phosphorus becarae 
available to the plant. Suchting (1948) studied the effect 
of soluble aluminum on pine growth• He found soils hi£^ in 
soluble alumimm hindered absorption of phosphorus and re­
sulted in growth decreases of as much as 50 percent. 
Manganese toxicity has aliao received the attention of 
a number of investigators. Morris and Pierre (1948) studied 
the influence calcium, phosphorus and iron had on the toler­
ance of lespedeaa to manganese toxicity. Increasing calcium 
concentratioiis In the culture solutiona was ineffective in 
reducing manganese toxicity* Manganese toxicity was in­
creased by increasing the phosphorus in the solution. 
Increasing iron to one part per million reduced manganese 
IS 
toxloitj, tout increasing the iron eoncentratlon above 2.5 
parts per Million raaulted in flecreaaed growth regardless of 
the mangactea© concentration. Pried and Peech (1946) found, 
when tislng gypsum as a aourc© of calcium, that soluble iron, 
manganese and alumlmm increased and growth decreased# 
Amounts of iron aM aluminum in plant materiala were not 
appreciably altered by increased amounts of soluble materials 
in the soil. Manganese concentratlona in plant materiala 
were increased by increased manganese concentrations in the 
soil. Soil applloatlona of manganese were also shown to be 
toxic to alfalfa* Lohnla (1951) produced manganese toxicity 
on acid and unlimed aoila by adding manganese sulfate. He 
showed liming of soils decreased manganese in plant materiala. 
Blair and Prince (1936) also found the manganese content of 
plant ffiaterial was decreased by liming. Emmert (1931) In­
creased the manganese content of lettuce by adding sulfuric 
acid to the soil and the resulting chlorosis was attributed 
to manganese toxicity. Jacobson and Swanback (1929) reported 
a definite correlation between soil reaction and manganese 
content of th® plant material, viz.. the higher the acidity 
the greater the percentage of manganese. 
Iron has been less studied in acid soils than the other 
elements mentioned but there is sorae indication that in 
extremely acid soils iron may affect availability of phos­
phorus. iimnaon. Cole and Sleling (1949) reported the 
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precipitation of phosphates hj iron and alumimra# Th© rtiaxl-
mum preeipitatlon of phosphate bj iron was reported at pH 
2.5 to S#5 while the maxioiaia precipitation of phosphate by 
alumimm occurred at pH 3,5 to 4.0. Perkins (1948) likewise 
reported phosphorus fixation hj iron at low pH values, H© 
also stated, that fixation of phosphorus by iron decreased as 
the soil pH Increasedt 
High aolubl® salt conoentrations hav© been shown to 
influence plant growth. Th® II. S. Salinity Laboratory (1954) 
demonstrated that there was a relationship between the con­
ductivity, soluble salts and osmotic pressure of soil solu­
tions. Hayward and Spirr (1944) and Wadleigh and Ayers 
(1945) found that osmotic pressure of the soil solution was 
closely related to water uptake and growth of plants in 
saline aoila. Ayera and Hayward (1949) la-esented data indi-
catlnii that with increasing conducti¥ity of a saturated soil 
extract, seed germination decreased. 
Adapted Tree Species 
Strip mining of coal is common throughout a wide area 
running from Oklahoma and Kansas northeast and east to 
Pennsylvania and. West Virginia. The types of overburden 
found in the different ©xtreraes of this geographic area vary 
greatly in chemical and physical properties. Climatic con­
ditions also vary icreatly within the area where strip mining 
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is common. This climatic and edapMc variation has resulted, 
in the conAictlon of a maber of independent studies to 
select tree apeoiea suitable for coal spoil-bank revegetation. 
Some of the earliest exploratory atadies on coal spoil-
bank areas concerned investigations of natural stands and 
the selection of adapted tree species. Dean (1925) reported 
on an investigation made of a 1920 planting on atrip-mined, 
coal company lands In Ohio# Red pine, white pine, Scotch 
pine, whit© ash, yellow poplar, black walnut and black locust 
were planted# Black locust seedlings survived well and had 
an average height of 16.5 feet and an average diameter of 
2»8 Inches after three growing seasons. All other species 
failed to survive in any numbers with the exception of black 
walnut and yellow poplar, fhese two species showed some 
promise. McDougal (1925) .made ecological studies of strip-
mine areas in Illinois. He found 25-year-old bottomland 
areas, that had been strip mined for coal, became stocked 
with natural stands of typical bottomland species. Cotton­
wood and willow usually were the first to become established 
followed by green ash, soft maple, American elm and sycamore. 
Croxton (1928), in studying the various aspects of revegeta-
tlon of Illinois ooal-atripped land, reported partially 
closed, natural stands of cottonwood and sycamore and also 
mentioned the presence of willow, green ash, soft maple, 
Araerlcan elm and persimmon on strip-mine areas. 
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More recently Merz (1949) and Merz and Plass (1952) 
have studied natural regeneration In Kentucky and Ohio. Merz 
stated that In Kentucky 20 percent of the areas that were 
fl¥e years old or older were adequately reforested through 
natural seeding of aach species as sweet gum, syceimore, 
Cottonwood, yellow poplar, elm, oak, ash, eastern red cedar, 
river birch, willow and others. Merz and Plaas Investigated 
a natural stand in Ohio and reported that the area was stocked 
with ayeamore, maple, yellow poplar and white oak. The area 
contained 8,450 trees per acre on north aspects and 1,130 
trees per acre on south aspects# 
Since 1940 many contributions have been made to our 
knowledge of adapted forest trees. Limstrom (1948), in a 
comprehensive review of the extent, character and foreatatlon 
posaibilltles of land stripped for coal in the Central States 
area, listed the following site conditions as having an im­
portant bearing on the suitability of strip-mine land for 
forest plantings! 
1. Acidity of spoil materials. 
2. Texture of spoil materials. 
S. Topographic conditions. 
4. Stability of bank to erosion, slipping and settling. 
5# Character and density of vegetation. 
Llmstroai stated that the natural range of species should be 
considered when choosing trees to b© planted. He also stated 
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that h© conaidered acidity aM texture as the moat important 
factors affecting th© plantabillty of apoll areas* Llmatrom'a 
recommendations included the uae of Jack pine, red pine, 
shortleaf pine, pitch pine, Virginia pine, ponderoaa pine, 
loblolly pine, ©astern red cedar, hlack locuat, bur oak, red 
oak, white oak, green ash, sycamore, cottonwood, red elm, 
soft maple, yellow poplar, red gum, hard maple, black cherry, 
black walmt and hasswood within the natural range and under 
appropriate conditions of texture, acidity and type of apoll 
material# 
Limstrom and Merz (1949) in dlacuaaing rehabilitation 
of atrlp-mln© areas in Ohio described experimental plantings 
which were set up to teat the suitability of apeciea to 
spoil-bank altea. Four plantings were eatablished on four 
different types of spoil materials. Survival and height 
growth of speciea led to recommending 25 apeciea of conifera 
and hardwoods as suitable for apoil-bank plantlnga under 
certain oondltiona of acidity and texture. Included among 
thea© were auch apeciea aa green aah, white aah, eaatern red 
cedar, cottonwood, red elm, sweet ^ mm, black locuat, black 
walmt, hard maple, soft maple, red oak, white oak, bur oak, 
aycamore, yellow poplar, jack pine, pitch pine, red pine, 
shortleaf pine, Virginia pine and white pine. Direct aeedlng 
poaaibllltles were also Investigated using a number of coni-
fera and hardwooda. Of the apeciea investigated only bur oak 
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and black walmt showed mach promla©. 
Llmatrom and DQitschmn (1951) described spoil-bank 
condltiona in Illinois, and concluded that the site qualities 
that largely determine -afclch apecies are suitable for plant­
ing on a particular site are the character of the overburden 
and the inetfaod of stripping, free species studied in 5 to 
10-year-old plantations resulted in eight conifers and ten 
hardwoods being recommended for planting under specified 
conditions. Recommended conifers included eastern red cedar. 
Jack pine, Virginia pine, pitch pine, loblolly pine, white 
pine, ponderoaa pine, red pine and shortleaf pine, airvival 
of pine ranged from 80 to 98 percent and averaged about 60 
percent# Hardwood species that were recommended included 
black locust, black walmt, catalpa, green ash, osage orange, 
northern red oak, sweet gum, silver maple, sycamore and yellow 
poplar. 
Deitschman and Lane (1952), as a result of a comprehen­
sive study in Indiana, separated lists of recommended sj^cies 
into three regional groups# Species were grouped into those 
trees recomraended for planting in the Ifisconsin glaciated 
region, the Illlnoian glaciated region and the unglaclated 
region# These groups wore used because of the pronounced 
Influence of glaciation upon spoil-bank characteristics. 
Species recommended for each of the glacial regions were 
f\irther subdivided into those beat suited for certain degrees 
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of acidity and certain textures# 
Bramble (1948, 1952), Bramble, Deltachman and Keppler 
(1948) and l^ramble and Stamer (1955) have conducted Intensive 
investigations of reforestation poaalbllities in Pennsylvania. 
Bramble (1948, 1952) reported pitch pine growing on apoll 
areas with a pH of 2#5 to 3»5. He also reported that Banks 
pine, pitch pine, white pine, white aah and red oak had 
greater than 40 percent survival on apoll-bank areas with a 
pH of 4«0. Red pine. Banks pine and Japanese larch were 
reported doing well on spoils of pH 4»0 to 5.0« Recormnended 
species for Pennsylvania, based upon observations In 10 to 
24»year-old stands and studies In several younger planta­
tions, included such species as Banks pine, pitch pine, white 
pine, red pine, Japanese larch, green ash, white ash, red oak 
and black walnut* Other species showing promise Included 
table mountain pine, Scotch pine and ¥irglnla pine. 
Similar investigations as those described above have 
been conducted in other regions where strip mining la common# 
Chapman (1944) did early Important work in Ohio and reported 
that shortleaf and pitch pin® growth was rapid on acid shales 
and sandstones. Black locust growth, however, was reported 
to have surpaaaed growth of either of the above conifers. 
Clark (1954), working on strip-mine areas in Missouri, 
OklaiioBia and Kansas, reported that green ash, black walnut, 
eastern red cedar, sycamore, bur oak, black locust, cottonwood 
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and black cherry were the species best suited for strip-
mine plantinga. Results for theae recommendations are "baaed 
upon stiidiea of older stands and survival after 6 years in 
a 12 area, 14 species tree aaitabllity test. Rogers (1951) 
reported good growth and. survival of jack pine, Virginia 
pin© and yellow poplar in plantings mad© in Missouri. Short-
leaf pin© and catalpa were also reported to have shown pro­
mise in MisTOuri along with black walnut in Kansas and black 
locust in Oklahoma. Schavilje (1941) working in Illinois, 
Potter, leitaman and Trimble (1951) studying areas in West 
Virginia, Merz (1949) working in Kentucky and Sawyer (1946) 
investigating conditions in Indiana all listed apecies which 
appeared to be suited to spoil-land plantings. 
Black locust has been the most planted and the most 
studied s,pecl©3 in spoil-bank Investigations. As early as 
1906 White (1906) stated that black locust was the most 
insect-ravaged tree species extensively planted in the Dnited 
States and predicted eventual failure wherever it was planted 
as a coBsaercial apecies. Despite the warning of White many 
early workers recommended black locust for commercial pro­
duction of posts, poles and mine timbers. Hecent work has 
taken into consideration the effects of the locust borer 
(Megaojllene robinlae Forest.) and the twig borer (Ecdytolorfaa 
insitieana) and has resulted in limiting black locust use to 
a nurse crop and erosion control agent. Chai»ian (1944) 
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contends that black locust iiauallj stabilizes spoil-bank 
surfaces in 5 to 8 years and la superior to teated species 
of pine a in bringing about fsTOrabl© conditiona for aarly 
hardwood reproduction# Chapman recommends using black locust-
hardwood mixtures containing as nsjich aa 60 to 75 percent black 
locust. Merg (1949) suggests the use of black locust in 
stabilising steep slopes so more valuable species can become 
©atabliahed and make use of the increased nitrogen and nurse 
crop effect. Potter, Weltzman anfl Trimble (1951), Bramble 
(1952), Bramble and Stamer (1953), Bramble, Deitachman and 
Keppler (1948) and Clark (1954) also made similar recommenda-
tiona. Deitachman and Lane (1952) recommend the underplant-
Ing of unproductive decadent black locust stands which have 
light ground cover with species such as yellow poplar, sweet 
ipxm, black walmt, silver maple and eastern red cedar. Pine, 
sycamore and cottonwood are not recommended for underplant-
ing* Idaatrora and DeltachMan (1951) report a nine year old 
decadent black locust stand was found to be a valuable nurse 
crop for black walnut, silver maple and yellow poplar but 
was unfavorable for survival of cottonwood, sweet gum and 
Oaage orange. Llmstrom and Merz (1949) recommend that if 
rfjixed stands of black locust and other species are desired, 
underplantlng ghoixld be at an early age before the ground 
cover becomes dense and conversion becomes expensive. They 
suggest that an even more practical treatment is the mixing 
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of black locust and the more valuable speclea at the time of 
planting# Llmstroia (1948) reeoamends that 25 to 75 percent 
of a mixed hardwood plantation should b© black locuat. 
Deitachman {1950) reports that the survival and height growth 
of a mafcer of hardwoods and eastern red cedar were better 
when planted under an overstory of decadent black locust 
than when planted under shortleaf pine or where no overstory 
was present. 
The use of early survival and growth aa a basis for 
r©contending speciea for planting on spoils areas has ita 
limitations. Growth and development of spoil-bank stands aa 
they Increased in age have been a question mark in the minds 
of many research workers. Because of this uncertainty, 
older spoil-bank tree stands have been investigated when­
ever the opportunity presented itself# Rogers (1949, 1951) 
describes growth and survival of a rmmber of older plantings 
on atrip-mine areas in Missouri, Oklahoma and Kansas. He re­
ported on Kansas black walnut plantings which were made on 
partially leveled, state-owned land in 19S4, 1935 and 1956, 
Of the 2,923 acres planted with walnut seed, 2,000 acres 
supported stands of 300 to 600 trees per acre. The trees, 
in 1946, had an average height of 14 feet and an average 
diameter of g.5 Inches. Growth of selected crop trees on 
permanent plots was 0.35 inches in diameter per year and 
1.58 feet in height. 
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Sawyer (1946) dlacuaaed observations and meaaurementa 
asade on 1926-1927 strip-min© plantings in Indiana. Black 
walnut and yellow poplar when planted with black locuat had 
diameters of 4 inches and heights of 30 to 35 feet after 
20 years of growth# Several conifers were reported to be 
showir^ promise. Ou.tstandlng were Jack pine, red pine, 
whit© pin© and Scotch pine. Diameters of 6 inches were com­
mon and heights of 30 to 35 feet were not unusual. Scotch 
pine and Jack pin© were producing seed.and some areas had 
reproduction of 30 to 36 inches in height, natural stands 
of Cottonwood and syeamor® were reported to be making good 
growth with trees of 12 to 14 inches in diameter and 40 to 
50 feet tall common on many areas. 
Tryon aM Markua (1953) in an interesting and valuable 
atudy on century-old, West Virginia iron*ore spoil banks 
found that trees became established upon young spoils low 
in nitrogen and maintained satisfactory growth beyond 60 
years of age# A stand of large oak, 72 to 83 years old, 
on one spoils area showed that growth of trees on that 
spoil area was :ftilly as good as growth of oak on undisturbed 
land» 
Deitachman and Lane (1952) investigated a number of 
pine, pin® hardwood and hardwood plantations in Indiana. 
Ages of these plantations ranged from 18 to 24 years. Pin® 
plantations survived better than the other two plantation 
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typea and contained an average of more than 800 trees per 
aer©# Thea© stands contained 850 cutoic feet of merchantable 
material and if cut would produce nearly 1,000, 7-i foot 
poata per acre# Jack pine, red pin®, Scotch pine and white 
pin© were most promising and exhibited growth rates on spoil-
bank areas greater than rates upon undisturbed soils in their 
native habitat. 
Clark (1954) similarly investigated a number of older 
plantings and natural stands In Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri. 
Catalpa growth was reported to be poor on ridge tops but 
quite satisfactory on lower slopes. Natural Cottonwood 
stands observed were well stocked and making excellent 
height growth. Ponderosa pine in Kansas was found to grow 
vigorously at first but was very susceptible to needle cast 
f^ingus. This disease greatly lowered growth rates and often 
killed the trees. Clark concluded from the above investi-
gations on older stands and a 6 year tree suitability test 
that species native to the area were best suited for spoil-
bank plantings. 
Adapted Forage Species 
Primarily because of the rugged nature of spoil-bank 
areas, early studies on th© use of forage species as a means 
of reclalffllng coal spoil-bank areas are few. Recent public 
interest in the leveling of strip-mine areas coupled with 
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the passag® of laws by several states (Ohio, Indiana, Seat 
Virginia and Pennsylvania) reqiiiring leveling of certain 
portions or all of the spoil-bank areas has resulted in 
increased experimentation with forage species* 
Stiver (1949) worked with a raiaiber of forage species 
in atrip-mine studies in Indiana# Results of a number of 
trial plantings led him to conclude that early spring plant­
ing on freezing and thawing ground gave the heaviest stands# 
Plantings on new spoil areas produced denser stands than 
plantings on old spoil areas. Stiver also rex3orted pH 4.6 
was the miniaum pi for most forage species# On calcareous 
spoils stiver found Aite and yellow sweetclover were superi­
or to other species. Alfalfa also proAiced very satisfactory 
stands. Korean lespedesaa and blrdsfoot trefoil likewise 
showed promise, the latter started slowly hut when estab­
lished grew very well# Stiver stated that grasses did poorly 
until legumes increased the level of soil nitrogen and he 
recommended that grasses be sown into established legume 
stands. Grasses recommended for planting into legume stands 
and. with legume mixtures included Kentucky bluegrass, Alta 
fescue, orchardgrass and broraegrass. 
Tjner and Snith (1945) and Tyner, anlth and Oalpin 
(1948) dlaeussed a series of grass and legtime trials made on 
leveled West Virginia spoil areas. These trials were made 
on the three principal types of spoil materials (acid. 
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allghtly acid, and caloareous) found in West Virginia. Acid 
spoils were reported best revegetated by delaying plantings 
several years to allow leaching of acids and then liming 
with at least 5 tons of lime p©r acrd. After three growing 
seasons birdsfoot trefoil and Korean leapedeza were vigorous 
and maintaining themselves on acid spoil areas. Orchard-
grass, tall meadow oatgraas, red top and timothy showed the 
most proiaiae of the grasses used in the trials. Other grasses 
and legumes were tried Imt produced poor stands. On cal­
careous spoils, Tyner, Smith and Galpin (1948) reported that 
after 3 years alfalfa was growing vigorously and making good 
yields. They also stated Korean leapedeza and sweetclover 
had reseeded and showed promise. Birdsfoot trefoil, alsike 
and Serieea leapedeza were likewise promising and were listed 
among the recommended legumes for calcareous spoil plantings. 
Orchardgrass, tall meadow oatgrass, red top and meadow fes­
cue were reported to be best suited for calcareous spoils 
and did quite well when associated with legumes. Slightly 
acid spoils were best revegetated using combinations of 
alfalfa, birdsfoot trefoil, Sericea lespedeaa, orchardgrass, 
red top, bromegrass, timothy and tall meadow oatgrasa. Al­
sike clover, red clover and sweetclover have not maintained 
theraaelves in corapetitlon with long-lived, taproot legumes 
.and tall grasses. This was especially true on areas which 
were highly compacted by leveling am root penetration was 
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reatrioted da© to compaction# Long-lived, taproot leguai^a 
vt©re reconmendtd for these compacted, altea. GreerJiouse work 
with, forage species showed nitrogen and phosphorus gave the 
greatest response on aciti and slightly acid spoils# litro-
gen was llBiiting growth on calcareo-us spoil areas# 
Tryon and Markus (1953) compared century-old, iron-ore 
spoils in lest Virginia with near-by pastures for alaundance 
of desirable forage species and forage production. They re­
ported desirable species (Kentucky bluegraas, Canada blue-
graaa, f/hit© clover, low hop-clover, red top and timothy) 
had a greater total abundance and a ,gx'©ater forage produc­
tion on spoil-bank areas. 
McDlll (1952) working with highway bank slopes found 
that on subsoils in central Iowa a mixture of bromegrass, 
alfalfa, alaike clover and red clover produced the best cover 
on the areas tested. Bromegrass exceeded th© legumes in 
stand producing efficiency. Red clover was the most effici­
ent stand pro(3ucing legume. 
Kohnke (1950) reco ran ended the following species as 
suitable on calcareous, spoil-bank areas in Indiana: sweet-
clovers, alfalfa, Ladino clover, Korean lespedeza, birds-
foot trefoil, Kentxicky bluegrass, bromegrass, orchardgraaa 
and tall fescue. Treatments on graded spoils included lim­
ing to bring all areas uj) to at least pH 6.5, use of mulch 
and fsrtillzing with nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium at 
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the time of seeding# Treatments on ungraded banks Included 
seeding grasses and legumes at the same time, seeding areas 
in the late winter and use of normal seeding rates where 
the area w&a not to be pastured for at least three years. 
Gist (1953) in recommending cover crop plantings for 
Ohio coal spoil-bank areas suggested the nae of a grasa-
legume mixture of yellow aweetclovsr, alsike clover and 
orchardgrass. For permanent pastures on atrip~mine areas 
he recoramended a mixture of birdsfoot trefoil, red top and 
Kentucky bluegrass• 
Grandt (1951, 1952) and Thurn (1953) in Indiana investi­
gated the adaptability of forage species to leveled spoil 
areas. Rogers (1951) working in Missouri, Kansas and Okla­
homa and Knudaon and Struthers (1952) in Ohio reported good 
forage stands growing on spoil-bank areas, Rogers found 
sweetclover and lespedeaa the two principal species used 
in improved pastures. Knudson and Struthers indicated for­
age crops of alfalfa, birdsfoot trefoil, broraegrass, timothy 
and bluegrass can be grown in eastern Ohio* 
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I1¥ESTIGATI0NS AMD RESULTS 
Preliminary Investigations 
The major objective of this study is the characteriza­
tion of Iowa coal-spoil materials aa a medium for plant 
growth. Prior to 1952 little work had been done on spoil-
bank areas in Iowa. Before the characterization of these 
materials could be started basic questions as to the extent, 
location and nature of the problem areas needed to be answer­
ed. Information was also necessary on the development of 
spoil-bank acidity, types of coal overburden and the pre­
diction of the properties of spoil-bank materials. With 
these questions in mind a mimber of interrelated, preliminary 
experiments and studies were set up, the results of whidi 
should form a sound basis for future work. 
Geology and hjghwall atudiea^ 
The character of Iowa coal strip-mine areas is governed 
principally by the type of overburden covering the coal and 
the stripping method used by the coal mine operators. 
Iowa coal-bearing rocks are of Pennaylvanian age and 
have been described by lood (1941), Hinds (1908) and Lees 
(1927, 1930) aa beir^ associated witii the Cherokee formation 
%'he highwall is the steep wall which is exposed by the 
dragline when uncovering the coal. See Figures 2 and 3» 
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of the Dea Moines aeries and Sev@ry shale of the Virgil 
series. Th© coal fields in Iowa form an areuate belt across 
the central and southern parts of tha state and are at the 
northern ©nd of th© Western Interior coal fields. Averitt 
(1949) reported there are thr©6 Iowa coal-producing districts 
located within the Western Intarior coal fields (Pl^^re 1). 
The Clarinda-N©w Mai'ket district occupies a 1,500 square 
Mile area in'Adam, Taylor, Montgomery and Page Counties and 
the coal la recovered pplncipally by deep mines. The Mystic 
or Centervllle district occupies 400 square miles and is 
also mined hj similar methods. The Des Moines River district 
forms an ©loingated belt bordering the Des Moines Blver. 
fhe latter la mined both by deep-mining and strip-mining 
techniques and is, at present, the most Important source of 
Iowa coal. 
Averitt (1949), Wood (1941), Lees (1927, 1930) and 
Hlnda (1909) reported the coal beds In the Des Moines River 
district were In the Cherokee group and at the base of the 
coal weasurea. These basal beds were said to have been de­
posited upon the undulating surface of rocks of Misslsslppian 
age. The ooal beds appear to have been deposited in restrict­
ed marshy areas which were low places on the Miaaiaslpplan 
surface. The coal, as a result, forms discontinuous lenses 
usually being thick at the center and thinning laterally. 
Most of the lenses are small in size. Coal fields contain­
ing 300 to 400 acres of coal of mlnable thickness (2 to 3^ 
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Figure 1. Map of Iowa coal fields showing chief 
coal-producing districts. The shaded 
area pictures the northern end of the 
Western Interior coal field. Map from 
Averitt (1949, p, 2). 
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feet) ar© unusual* Rio® (1921) estimated that leas than 25 
percent of the D®s Moinea River district containa coal of 
workahle thlctoiess and quality. 
fhe overtBirden of the coal beda consists principally 
of Pennsylvanian shales, glacial till (Kanaan and/or Nebras-
kan) and liaconaln loess. The thickness and character of 
the overburden has an Important effect upon the type of 
spoil banks produced by strip-mining operations# With this 
fact in mind it was decided that basic information on the 
nature of Iowa coal overburden could be obtained by atudying 
a raifflber of representative highwalls that had been exposed 
by atrip-mining operations# 
I'hirty two hig^awall sections were described and ten 
highwalls were sampled.. The highwall descriptions, which 
?#er0 mad® with the help of Dr. L. A. Thomas of the Iowa State 
College Geology Department, were located throughout the range 
of the Dea Moines River coal district. 
Two typical highwall sections from Marion County, Iowa 
are shown in B'igures 2 and 3. The overtwrden from top to 
bottom generally consists of loeas, glacial till, buff 
colored saraiston© and shale,^ gray shale^ and dark gray 
ahale#^ Table 1 suBaaarlzes by counties the highwall 
^Sames of spoil materials were arbitrarily selected and 
Include shales with a range of colors. For a more complete 
description see the section which characterizes the princi­
pal spoil ffiateriala. 
Pipir© 2« This Marlon County, Iowa coal strip-mine high-
wall illustrates a more or leas typical sequence 
of higJawall apoll materials. From top to bottom 
the materials ares (1) iiaconain loess, (2) Kan-
san glacial till, (3) buff colored Pennaylvanian 
shale, (4) dark gray Pennaylvanian shale, (5) 
light gray Pennaylvanian ahale and (6) gray 
Pennaylvanian ahale grading into dark gray 
shale# The automobile is parked on the exposed 
3 foot vein of coal. 
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Thickness Hlghwall section Description 
5» 
2.5' 
Loess - buff colored, pH 5.6 
Glacial till - reddish, gravel­
ly, pH 7.0 
Sandstone and siltstone - yellow 
to huff, sandstone medium 
grained occurring as lenses, 
pH 7,8 
7' 
FT~1 
Siltstone - yellow to buff, lo­
cally sandy with thin iron 
band partings. Strata capped 
with 1,5 foot medium grained 
sandstone layer, pH 8,2 
Shale - gray, silty with scat­
tered calcareous nodules. 
Progressively more clay and 
iron pyrite with depth, pH 7.1 
Shale - dark gray, argillaceous 
with scattered brownstone 
bands, pH 7,8 
Coal 
Figure 3. Coal strip-mine highwall, Marion County, Iowa, 
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Table 1» Avaraga thickness of highwall materials by counties 
in the Dea Moines River 'coal district 
Geologic formation 
Marion Ma^ska Wapello 
Van Buren-
Davia 
Loess 3.8 3.2 .9 2.0 
aiacial till 5.5 4.8 3.0 10.0 
Buff gtoale5 8.0 5.0 5.7 3.1 
Gray shale 9.9 11.6 13.2 32 .3 
Bark gray shale 13.8 12.0 12.7 9.1 
Bla<^~cal0. shale • 1.5 m 
Coal 3.6 3.4 3.7 3.2 
Percent acid foraing 
material 58 62 73 59 
Miniser highwalls 12 7 5 7 
shale incMdes irerj light gray ahale and sandstone, 
^Gray shale includes gray shales with brownstone part­
ings, 
descriptions laad© in the Dea Moines River coal district. 
Besults indicate that there tends to be a greater thickness 
of loess, glacial till aM buff colored shales in the high-
walls of the northwest section of the district• As one 
proceeds southeast along the Des Moines River the percentage 
of acid-forming gray and dark gray shales increases. The 
only ejtception to this trend occurs in Davis and ¥an Buren 
County where in a limited area there are several i>it3 which 
have a greater thickness of glacial till in the highwalls. 
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fMs results In a greater average thlckneaa of till for these 
eountlea m& a low percentage of acid-forming materials. 
fh@ data in T&hle 1 are averages and are not intended 
to give the Impression that in each profile all of the above 
strata occur* SOBS© strata raaj be entirely missing in a 
profile or in other cases there may be a difference in the 
normal order listed above. Gray, dark gray and calcareous 
shales are usually the strata which are foand out of the 
normal order# 
^rvey of apoll-bank conditions 
The character of spoil banks, as stated earlier, is 
related to the method of atrip mining aM the type of coal 
overburden. These two factors vary considerably in Iowa and 
made a detailed survey of spoil-bank conditions desirable. 
Preliminary Information as to the nature, size and location 
of tiie problem areas was obtained by making a survey of the 
surface spoil-bank conditions# Tracings of selected strip-
aiine areas were made from aerial photographs • The tracings 
were then used as base maps and the spoil-bank conditions 
were mapped directly upon the tracings. Spoil pH and the 
parent material were the principal criteria for 
making area separations. Approximately 2,500 acres of spoil 
areas and materials were mapped, fhese areas were scattered 
uniformly throughout the region where strip mining was common 
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and eoastltut©d approximately one-half of the total atrip-
mined areas in Iowa. 
airvej results show tlmt 9S percent of the spoil areas 
are located within 10 mil©s of th® Des Moines River ?;here th® 
topography is quit® rolling, naturally developed soils are 
shallow and less productive and the coal overtwrden is 
generally thin# Th© northernmost pit la located near RunneHs 
and th© areas extend southeast along the Des Moines River to 
Farailngton# Toxic spoil materials (pH less than 4»0) seem 
to be th© major problem in Iowa* Results of the smpping of 
g,500 acres of spoil-bank materials indicated that spoil 
banks in the northwestern part of the Bes Moines River dis­
trict are most suitable for plant growth and that as one 
proceeds southeastward the proportion of spoil material sur­
faces that will support plant growth decreases* Table 2 
presents a classification of spoil materials by counties and 
acidity# 
Textures of Iowa spoil-bank materials are quite uniform 
and offer no real problem in revegetation# Most materials 
have loam, silt loam or clay loam textures. Large rocks are 
little or no problem# Greenhouse and nursery work on the 
weathering of newly exposed, consolidated shales showed that 
disintegration was very rapid and the percent of material 
less than 2 millimeters increased greatly the first year# 
Llaistroffl (1948) classified spoil-bank materials into 
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fable 2. Percentage of surface area of apoil materials by 
acidity classes and counties 
Nmitral to 
foxie®^ alkaline 
(pH 4.0 Yery acid Acid (pH 7.0 and 
ComntT or leaa) (pH 4'*5) (pH 5-7) hiaher) 
Marion 29 13 27 31 
Mahaska 38 7 23 32 
Warren 36 4 42 18 
Davis 44 12 15 29 
¥an Buren 72 2 14 12 
lapello 78 3 14 5 
Stat© of Iowa 38 10 25 27 
%oxio materials -asually will not support plant growth. 
the following groups based upon pH? 
Toxic banks - banks having more than 75 percent of tiie 
surface area with a pH leas than 4.0. 
Marginal banks - banks having 50 to 75 percent of the 
surface area with a pH less than 4.0. 
Acid banks - banks having more than 50 percent of the 
surface area witti a pH of 4.0 to 6.9. 
Calcareous banks - banks having more than 50 percent 
of the surface area with a pH of 7.0 or more. 
Mixed banks • banks in which no acidity class is 
predominant. 
Ihen Iowa spoil-bank areas were classified according to 
Limstrom'a laethod and the highwalls associated tsdth the 
classified spoils areas were examined, the results were very 
interesting* Results showed spoil-bank surface areas that 
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were • classified toxlo or marginal were associated with hl^-
walls which contained a large proportion of acid-forming 
matsrials# Calcareous spoil areas, on the other hand, had 
higfewalls with a low percentage of acld-formlng materials. 
Table 5 briefly suflimarlzea the results of highwall-apoll 
area comparisons. 
Table 3« Spoil area acidity class In relation to the per­
centage of acid-forming materials in the associated 
hlghwall 
Acld-formlng materials 
Spoil area acidity class in hlghwall 
Percent 
Toxic and marginal 82 
Mixed, 66 
Acid 61 
Calcareous 43 
The above comparison indicates that, as has been stated 
by raimerous aiathors, the type of overburden making up the 
hlghwall has an important bearing upon the character of the 
resulting atrip-mine area# 
Development of acidity in spoil-bank materials 
Developnent of acidity in apoll-bank materials la an 
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extremely Important plias© of coal spoil revegetatlon in Iowa# 
Measurement a of taken in newly exposed highwall materials 
are poor Indicators of the future acidity of spoil areas. 
Often the pH of fresh unweathered hlgjawall materials is high 
enough for good plant growth but when this same highwall 
material is placed upon the spoil banks the area may become 
¥®ry acid or toxic to plants. This increase in acidity is 
due to th© exposure and oxidation of certain sulfur com­
pounds (pyrite, aarcaaite and polysulfidea) and the formation 
of sulf\iric acid. The amount of acid and the rate at ?dilch 
it develops depends upon th© total amount of oxidizable 
sulfur, the type of sulfur compounds involved, the degree 
of fineness of the sulfur and the associated chemical and 
physical properties of the spoil materials. 
Weathering of coal^arjoil materials. A series of leach­
ing experiments was set up in 1952 to measure the changes 
which occurred during the weathering of highwall materials. 
Samples of fresh highwall materials were ground to uniform 
alze and placed in containers and allowed to weather. One 
aet of samples was placed in large jars and the material 
was allowed to weather in the greenhouse. The greenhouse 
jars received approximately 1 inch of water every 8 to 10 
days. Measurements of pH were made periodically and samples 
of th© water leaching from the pots were collected at irregu­
lar intervals. Another aet of samples was placed outdoors 
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at the Stat© Forest lursery. This 3@t was exposed to the 
normal forces of weathering and pH maasurements were made 
periodically# 
Pigiire 4 graphically pictures the pH changes which 
occurred la several of the mor© important typea of spoil 
materials upon exposure to th© forces of weathering. Toxic 
shales dsvaloped their raaxiraam acidity in about 6 months. 
After this period the acidity remained approximately the 
same and even after S years there was little indication of 
a decrease in acidity# 
Gray shale with brownstone partings^ appeared to be an 
exception to the rule when it cam© to development of acidity. 
Sulltir, aa iron pyrlt®, was often associated with the resist­
ant brownstone partings# Weathering of the partings was slow 
and although total sulfur was high, spoil-bank acidity de­
veloped slowly. Some of the brownstone shales had such a 
high proportion of their total sulfur associated with the 
partings that th© acidity never developed to the extent it 
did in gray shales of slaiilar total sulfur content. 
io attempt has been made in these studies to determine 
the types of sulfur compounds involved or the degree of 
flueneas of the sMlfur present# These two factors, based 
^Brownstone partings are reddish brown in color and are 
composed of iron carbonate, clay and iron pyrite# They are 
f to l|- inches thick and divide the shale into a series of 
distinct layers# 
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Figure 4. Weathering of coal-overburden materials 
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upon the work of LI (1926) and Simon and Schollenberger 
(1925), ar® laiportftnt and would affect the rate of pH 
changes# 
Soluble aalt and pH# The concentrations of soluble 
aalta In spoil «mt®riala varied greatly and seemed to be re­
lated to pi# In toxic materials of low pH the soluble aalt 
concentrations were ©xtremelj high. Measurements of the 
soluble aalts found in the leachate of spoil materials weath­
ering in the greenhouse indicated soluble salt concentrations 
decreased as the length of leaching period increased. 
fable 4 summarizes data for two toxic and two acid 
spoil-bank materials# These data illustrate the differences 
which exist mong spoil Materials in the rate and extent of 
pH development, the amount of soluble salta present and the 
rate of chemical improvement. Permeability appears to be 
very important to the reduction of salt concentrations. The 
toxic black shale in Table 4 waa quite permeable, leaching 
was rapid and the soluble salt concentration decreased 
greatly# Th© toxic gray shale was slowly permeable and the 
soluble salt concentration decreased very slowly. The two 
acid shales changed little in pH during weathering and the 
soluble aalt concentrations were imich less than in the toxic 
gray and black shales# 
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Table 4» Solubl© salt measurements on acid and toxic spoil-
bante materials 
Tlai© of 
1?jpe of spoil leaching 
material Days 
Spoil 
material 
pH 
Leachate 
Dl 
Soluble salts 
in leachat©®^ 
p.D.ia. 
0 5 • 90 
145 1 .95 2 .40 47 ,200 
fozio 195 1 .95 2 .15 102 ,000 
black .sfeale 256 2 .20 2 .05 87 ,200 
(Ferffleabl®) 332 2 .25 2 .10 66 ,000 
478 2 .20 2 .00 40 ,000 
621 2 .30 2 .00 37 ,000 
0 5 .25 
Toxic 84 4 .65 4 .15 1 ,420 
gray shale 256 3 .00 2 .70 5 ,800 
{Slowly 532 3 .40 2 .90 5 ,600 
permeable) 478 2 .60 2 .50 5 ,500 
621 2 .70 2 .60 5 ,300 
Acid gray 
brown ihal© 621 6 .10 6 .05 1 ,400 
Acid baff shal® 621 6 .55 6 .45 700 
®"M@asia'ed by uae of solubridge and calculated from 
atandard ctir¥®#. 
Teat for aalfldes 
\ 
The very acid and toxic spoil areas In Iowa make a 
aerioiia reiregetation problem. Low pH levels are often 
accompanied by small microbial popilations, low levels of 
certain essential nutrients (phosphorus and calcium), ab­
normal concentrations of other elementa (iron, alumimm and 
manganese) and high total soluble salt concentrations. These 
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abnoriaal mtritiooal conditions can result in greatly re­
stricted plant growth and they make prediction of potentially 
troubleaoM® highwall and spoil-bank materials deairable. 
leaaureraent of th® pH of newlj exposed highwall materi­
als , aa atated earlier, is not a good indicator of the futiare 
acidity of coal spoil-bank waterials. Since th© acidity of 
apoil materiala is directly related to the oxidation of sul-
iUr compounds, a mmber of workers have suggested the meaaur-
ing of sulfur in nerwly exposed materials aa an indicator of 
their J^iture acidity# 
Stivers (194©) ard Kohnke (1950) suggest the azide field 
test for active sulfur in spoil materials* Neckera and 
lalker (1962) and Deitachman and Beckera (1953) deacribed a 
lead acetate method of field teating sulfides and reported 
good correlation between the chemical analyses for total 
sulfur and ttie level of sulfides# It was the purpose of 
this preliminary study to carry this idea on© step further 
and compare the pH of a immber of highwall materials after 
weathering with total sulfur and with sulfides aa determined 
by th© lead acetate method# 
Twenty-five freshly exposed highwalls were sainpled and 
total sulfur, milfides by the lead acetate field teat method, 
and the original pH of highball materials were determined. 
The highwall materials were then weathered for 6 months and 
the final pH readings were taken* Results of this work are 
shown in fable 5» 
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fable 5# fotal sulfur, aulfid© sulfur and pH before and 
after weathering for different spoil materials 
Sample 
number 
fype of spoil 
material 
Total^ 
sulfur 
Percent 
Sulfide^ 
sulfur 
oH 
Start Finish 
52-63-8-0 Ijoeaa 0.02 Blank 5.6 5.3 
52-63-8-1 Glacial till 0»03 V. low 7.0 6.6 
52-6S-8-8 Sandstone 0,00 V. low 7.8 7.5 
52-63-8-3 Buff shale 0.04 Low 8.2 7.9 
53—63—1—0 Sandy buff shale 0,06 Blank 7.6 7.4 
52-89-lS-S Fossil*ous shale 2.15 High 6.8 7.4 
52-63-8-5 Browns tone shale 0.42 Low 7.9 7.9 
52-63-3-4 Brownston© shale 0.28 Blank 7.3 7.5 
52-63-4—5 Brownatone shale 1.46 High 6.9 7.8 
52-^ -2-4 Gray shale 2.34 High 3.1 2.6 
52-63-4-4 Gray shale 2.35 High 3.9 2.2 
52-63-4-3 Gray shale 0.49 V. low 6.4 5.6 
52—63—6—1 Gray shale 0.18 Blank 6.9 6.8 
52-63—8—4 Gray shale 0.18 Moderate 7.1 6.9 
52-63-8-5 Brownston© shal® 0.74 Moderate 7.8 8.1 
52-62-10-1 Brownatone shale 0.26 Low 7.2 7.6 
52-63-11-1 Brownatone shale 0.11 ¥. low 7.5 7.6 
52-26-12-4 Brownatone shale 0.09 v. low 8.1 7.8 
52-26-12-5 Brownatone shale 2.32 High 3.6 2.8 
52-26-12—6 Brownatone shale 1.73 High 7.7 7.7 
6. H.-l Brownstone shale 1.58 Moderate 7.4 7.9 
G. H,-2 Toxic black shale 2#41 V. high 5.9 2.2 
0 • H • -3 Gray brown shale 0.07 Low 6.2 6.4 
H.-4 Gray shale 0.34 Moderate 5.1 3.0 
G, H.-5 Buff shale 0.04 ¥. low 6.6 6.9 
%'otal sulfur waa mn by Iowa State College Analytical 
Service Laboratory. Method used was prescribed by Associa­
tion of Official igriculture Ch«iista (1950) • 
^Sulfide sulfur by lead acetate field method described 
by Deitschman and Neokers (1953).« 
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An examination of the data suggested correlation between 
total sulfur aM aulfldes as determined by the lead acetate 
method# To obtain an estimate of the degree of correlation 
the sulfide determinations were aasigned numbers from one to 
ten# The assigned miisera were then plotted with the corres­
ponding total sulfur determinations as shown in Figure 5. 
Calculations of tiie plotted data gave a correlation coeffi­
cient (r), between total sulfur and sulfide sulfur, of 0,84. 
This then made the lead acetate field test method appear to 
b© a aatiafaotory aolution to the pH prediction problem* 
However, when the pH after weathering was compared to the 
total aulfur there did not appear to be a correlation• The 
sulfide field teat appeared to be better correlated to the 
final pH but the correlation was still very low as indicated 
by the calculated r value of -0#40* 
Careful examination of the data in Table 5 indicated 
that apoil-bank materiala, in which the sulfur compounds 
were associated with brownatone partings or fossiliferous 
shales, showed the greatest discrepancy from the expected 
results# fhe discrepancy in the case of the brownstone 
partings appears to be related to the resistant nature of 
th® partings# Oxidation of the associated sulfur compounds 
is slow and acidity fails to develop as expected# The fos­
siliferous shale discrepancy apparently is related to the 
large amount of lime in the shale and the organic nature of 
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Figure 5. Total sulfur, sulfide sulfur and pH relationships. 
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th© sulfur compounds. The abnormal nature of these two 
types of materials aade It seem advisable to exclude them 
from th« correlation analysis. When this was done a greatly 
improved correlation between the pH after 6 months and the 
ffulfid® content was obtained. The correlation coefficient 
(r* -0.7g)still was not exceptionally high and indicated 
that th© use of total sulfar and the sulfide field testa 
were of somewhat limited value in the prediction of the pH 
of spoil-bank materials after 6 months of weathering. 
The lack of a good correlation between the sulfide 
sulfur (or total sulfur) and the pH after weathering is not 
too surprising. The two tests used do not take into account 
the type of sulfides involved, the degree of fineness of the 
sulfur compouMs or ttie associated chemical constituents in 
the sample. Despite the faults of these tests there is one 
very good point in their favor. In determining the types 
of spoil materials which should be allowed upon the surface 
of spoil-bank areas these tests tend to over-estimate the 
nuffiber of acid and toxic spoil materials with the result 
that there is little chance that any potentially troublesome 
materials will be recommended for surface use on spoil banks. 
Plant Growth on Spoil Materials 
The establishment of vegetation on coal-spoil areas 
presents many problems. Slopes of these areas often are 
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ateep and cannot to© worked toy machinery. Erosion ia severe 
&.n& because of their newness and the lack of organic matter, 
the phjiieal character often is not conducive to the estato-
lishHient and growth of plants. The chemical properties of 
coal-apoil materials also can cause many difficulties# 
Little is known about the lime requirements and availability 
of certain elements essential for plant growth. Large areas 
of toxic spoil material (S8 percent of the total Iowa spoil 
area) such as pictured in Pigare 7 support little or no 
plant growth. The reasons for poor growth on acid areas 
and the failure of plants on toxic areas are not definitely 
known. Infomation on adapted tree and forage species as 
well as information on ways of iaiproving growth of plants on 
spoil-bank laaterials is needed. To obtain information which 
will help answer these questions and to secure some basic 
data on the causes for poor growth on add spoil materials 
the following greenhouse and field experiments were conducted. 
Preliminary liae requirement Investigation 
Prior to setting up experiments Investigating nutrition­
al deficiencies of spoil materials, the lime requirements of 
toxlo gray shalea wore invoatigatod. Lime, aa precipitated 
c&lciuia carbonate, was added in amounts equivalent to 21.0, 
17.6 and 10#0 tons per acre to a series of pots of toxic 
gray shale with an original pH of 2.5. The application of 
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21»0 tona of llm© per acr® increased th® pH from 2.5 to 7«4 
after a period of 30 days# This pH, however, did not remain 
constant. As the length of time from the application of the 
lim® increased the pH of the spoil materials decreased. 
After 8 Months the pH of the material itilch received 21.0 
tons of lime dropped from 7.4 to 5#2. Similar trends oc-
mrred in the pots where 18.7 and 10.0 tons of lime per acre 
were added. ResBlts of this preliminary work are summarized 
in B'igure 6 and clearly demonstrate the difficulties in­
volved in reclalnsing toxic areas. 
It is interesting to not© that a gray shale which con­
tains 2 percent oxidizabl© sulfur would require approximately 
62#4 tons of calcium carbonate per acre to neutralize the 
sulfuric acid formed in the surface 6-2/3 inches. This aa-
auaes all the sulfur ia in a form which will be oxidized 
to sulfuric acid and does not allow for acid loaaes from 
leaching. It does help explain drift and the reasons for 
hi^ liming levels necessary on toxic gray shale areas. 
fomato as an indicator of nutrient deficiencies in spoil 
materials 
Nutrient deficiencies of coal-spoil areas were investi­
gated by growing tomatoes in the greenhouse on weathered 
spoil materials. Tomatoes, used as mtrient deficiency 
indicator plants, were grown on four types of spoil materials 
8 
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Figure 6. Effect of lime on the pH of toxic coal-apoll materials. 
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which ranged in original pH from 2.5 to 7«2« Liming with 
precipitatdd calcium oarhomt© was earried out on the toxic 
gray shales (original pH 2#5) • No lime waa added, to the 
other three types of spoil materials. On all four types of 
spoil imteriala nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium alone, 
and In all possible coahinationa, were investigated. Tomato 
(Lycopersicum esoulantum) was grown for 45 days as a test 
plant. Kutrient deficiency symptoma and green weights were 
noted for the plants grown on the four types of spoil materi­
als# The experifflantal imiterials were arranged in a three 
replicate, completely randomized, 2x2x2 factorial experi­
ment* litrogen was applied as sodium nitrate at a rate of 
100 pounds per acre# phosphorus was added at a rate of 100 
pounds per acre as monobasic sodium acid phosphate. Potas­
sium was added at a rat© of 126 pounds per acre as potassium 
chloride# 
The toxic gray shale (original pH 2.5), which was one 
of the four spoil materials used, was limed with 19.4, 15«8 
and 12#2 tons of lime per acre# The pots were allowed to 
come to equllibrluffi by moistening them periodically over a 
4 month period# This was done to allow the potted spoil 
materials to drift down to the desired pH and alao to allow 
them to reach a point on the pH-time curve where additional 
pH drift would be at a mlniHtium. The 12.2 ton application 
failed to reach the desired pH and actually produced a pH 
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only allghtly less than tiae 15,9 ton application. See Table 6 
and Appendix Table 40 for additional inforioation on toxic 
gray ahal©3» 
Re.aulta on toxie gray shale* The three lime levels of 
the toxic gray shale experiiaent were run simultaneously as 
a completely randomized, 72 pot experiment# This made it 
necessary to handle the analysis a3a3x2x2x2 factori­
al* Appendix Table 41 shows the method of analysis. Fig­
ures 8 and 9 picture the type of growth obtained in the 
tomato experiment on toxic shales. The yield data from 
Table 6 and Appendix Table 40 point up the large yield re­
sponses obtained from P, MP and iPK treatments. These tables 
also Indicated that nitrogen and potassium did not give sig­
nificant yield increases unless phosphorus was also present. 
The analysis of variance and F-tests (Snedecor, 1946) of the 
data confirmed the above observations and also yielded cer­
tain other information. P-tests using the mean squares 
Indicated ttiat the different levels of liming produced highly 
significant yield increases. The F-test also showed that the 
raain effects of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and the 
nitrogen-phosphorus interaction were highly significant. 
These same tests indicated that the phosphorus-potassium and 
the nitrogen-phosphorus-potassiuBi interactions were signifi­
cant at the 5 percent probability level. The high signifi­
cance of the main effects of nitrogen and potassium appear 
Figur© A toxic atrip-mine area in Mahaaka County, 
Iowa which resulted from the placing of dsa:*k 
gray afealea, originating in the lower part of 
th# hi^wall, upon the surface of the spoil-
bank piles. 
Pltpre 8« freatment of toxic gray spoil materials (pH 
2#5) with lime, nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium mad© It possible to grow tomatoes 
as nutrient indicator plants. 
Figure 9. Typical toiaato plant growth on limed (19.4 
tona/A), fertilized, toxic gray shale after 
4§ days# 
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to be mainly to the larg© yield Increases which resulted 
when nitrogen aod potassimia were applied aa part of the 
nitrogen-phoaphoms-potasslum treatment# Uae of the t-teat 
to compare tlie overall treatment means (Appendix, Table 40) 
demonstrated that nitrogen applied alone and potaaslum when 
applied alone did not ifoduoe significant Increases In 
yields# Phoaphorua, however, did produce significant yield 
increases vihexi applied alone and appeared to be the elwient 
first limiting plant growth on these limed toxic shales# 
A possible phoaphorms deficiency was further supported by 
the extreme pirpllng exhibited by the tomatoes which re­
ceived no phosphorus* Hltrogen produced a highly signifi­
cant response when applied with phosphorus but the best 
yields resulted from the complete nltrogen-phosphorus-
potasalum treatment. 
The exact mechanism involved in the first response to 
phosphorus la not evident from the data# The phosphorus 
applications may have Improved growth by decreasing soluble 
aluaiimm, decreasing soluble iron and/or increasing avail­
able phosphorus. Very probably the obtained response was 
due to a combination of these actions# 
Fieaulta on neutral, light gray shale# The results of 
fertlliaer treatments on tomatoes .grown on a neutral, light 
gray shale are sumroarlsed in Table 6# They demonstrate the 
large response obtained from the application of nitrogen and 
Table 6» Toimto jieMs on coal-spoil aatsrials 
Type 
fflatr. 
Lime 
added drift 
Average »een weight In b jap?a®s 
Check N P K IF IK m IPl X 
foxlc 
shale 
19,4 T/A 6.4 
to 
5.8 
.53 .57 1.12 .55 1.27 .45 1.20 2.42 1.01 
Toxic 
shale 
15 *8 f/A 5.0 
to 
4.8 
.33 • 50 .63 .52 1.79 .47 .75 1.89 .86 
f oxic 
shale 
12.2 T/A 4.7 
to 
4.6 
.25 .25 .71 .41 1.13 .47 .70 1.94 .73 
leutral 
shale 
None 7.2 .72 1.36 .81 .62 5.67 1 .37 .98 5.06 2.07 
Buff 
shale 
None 6.0 .24 .20 .92 .31 3.40 .22 .90 6.35 1.57 
Glacial 
till 
None 7.8 .40 .43 .50 .58 3.51 .63 .52 4.12 1.34 
^Flrst pH is at start, aecond la after 45 days. 
^Average green weight cf toaato plants based upon three replications. 
Table 40 of Appendix gives additional breakdown of data. 
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nitrogen-phosphorus and th© lack of response to potaasiura# 
Th© analysis of variance (Appendix, Table 42) confirms the 
aboir© observations# The inain effects of nitrogen, phos-
phorua and th® nitrogen-phosphorus interaction turned out 
to be highly aignifleant• The main effect of phosphorus 
la significant because of the large nitrogen-phosphorus 
response. Using t-tests of treatment means, nitrogen was 
found to be th® one element when applied alone that gave 
significant yield increases# This indicates that perhaps 
nitrogen was th© element first limiting plant growth* The 
nitrogen-phosphorus treatment gave the greatest response 
and should be the treatment made to increase yields on 
this type of coal-spoil material* 
Results on acid buff shale* Data from Table 6 show 
that acid buff shale was deficient in all three (nitrogen, 
phosphorus sjid potassium) of the added fertilizers. Phos­
phorus appeared to be th® element first limiting plant 
growth, lltrogen and phosphorus when applied together 
gave good yield increases but the greatest response was 
from the IPl treatment. The analysis of variance of these 
data (Appendix, Table 44) shows that all treatment main 
effects and all interactions were highly significant. This 
fact apparently resulted froitt the extremely large response 
which was obtained fraa the NPK treatment. Use of t-tests 
Indicated nitrogen alone, phosphorus alone and potassium 
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alon© did not give significant yield increases although 
phosphoTOs approached the 95 pereent level of significance. 
Iltrogsn and phoaphonis when applied together gave signifi­
cant yield increases but from an economic viewpoint the 
beat treatment for buff shale spoil materials would be a 
properly balanced nitrogen-phoaphorus-potasaium fertilizer 
application# 
Reaulta on calcareous .glacial tlll» Results of fer­
tilizer treatments on calcareous glacial till (Table 6) 
indicated that nitrogen and phosphorus when added alone 
failed to materially increase the tomato yields but when 
used together resulted in large yield increases# The sta­
tistical analysis of these data (Appendix, fable 45) con­
firms th© above observations# F-tests of the treatments 
showed that the main effects of nitrogen, phosphorus and 
the nitrogen-phosphorus interaction were highly significant. 
The main effects of nitrogen and phosphorus make use of 
all data and are signlfioaiit because of the large response 
to the NP treatment. Use of t-tests on treatment means 
showed the application of nitrogen alone, phosphorus alone 
or potaaslum alone did not give significant increases in 
yield, fhe ITK treatment gave a greater yield than the NF 
treatment but was not significantly greater by the t-teat. 
litrogen and phosphorus applied together, as in the case 
of neutral, light gray shales, should be the treatment used 
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to improv© yields on this calcareous glacial material. 
Tree speoiea inveatigationa 
The 1130 of apoil-bank areas for Christmas tree, post, 
pole, pulpwood and tirtoer prodaetion appears to be most 
promising. Mmoh work has been done in the Central States 
area on adaptable tree species but because of the extreme 
¥arlability of spoil-bank materials and climatic conditions 
additional work In Iowa seemed advisable. 
Methods of inYeatigatlona. Three types of plantings 
were used in in¥e.stlgatlng tree species adaptability and an 
atterapt was made to secure plantings on all of the major 
types of spoil-bank materials. The first type of planting 
was a block type in which spacing was not rigidly controlled, 
survival counts were not made and areas planted covered 2 
to 6 acres. Pour of these areas were planted by the cooper­
ating coal companies in 1953 and involved approximately 
23,000 trees of 20 different species# It was hoped that 
these areas in the future would give some information with 
regard to the effects of aspect, slope and slope position 
on tree growth. 
The second type of planting was a replicated experi­
mental design with a 6 by 6 foot tree spacing. The species 
of trees were mixed by rows. Each row was considered to 
b@ a replicate and because of the wide spacing the trees 
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often extendad over on© or more similar types of spoil 
materials* fhree areas were planted in 1952 using thia 
planting design#-
The third type of planting was a replicated design 
with a 2 by 2 foot tree spacing. Each species was repre­
sented by SO trees per replicate and the trees were planted 
la a plot of three rows with ten trees per row# By cutting 
down the spacing and testing only ten speciea (five coni­
fer a and five hardwoods) all replicates were confined to 
the same type of spoil material. This appears to be a 
satisfactory arrangement for testing tree survival and early 
growth. Six of these experimental areas, with three repli­
cates of all species in each area, were eatahliahed in 1953 
on aix of the major types^of spoil materials# 
A total of 24 tree species were planted on Iowa coal-
spoil areas. The species planted included the followingi 
Conifers 
Eastern white pine f imxa atrohua L« 
Red pin© Pinua realnoaa Ait# 
Jack pine Pinua bai&aiana Lamb* 
Pitch pine Pinu'e rigida Mill# 
Virginia pine Fiima virglniam Mill# 
Scotch pine Pinu.s aylvestrls L» 
Table Mountain pine I'inua mngena Lamb. 
Austrian pin© Pinua nigra'' Arnold 
Pouglas-flr Faeudo'twS mengleail (Mirb#) Franco 
Japanese larch Larix Koefflsferl Sarg# 
European lar<^ Larix decidu'a' i^ll» 
Eastern red cedar Juniperu a virginiana L# 
lorway apr^ace Ploea 'Abrea Karst# 
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Hardwoods 
Black locust RoMnla paeudoaoaola L. 
G-reen ash Fraaclima Wgnaa'ylvanica Marsh. 
Cottonwood , p'oSima Idea BarCr• 
American el® Plimg''amerle^a It< 
RiYer tolrah Betula nlcra Lt 
Sjcamor© Platama oocidentalia L. 
Hybrid poplar F» alba x g.# grandidentata 
Black walnut Juglans nigra L» 
Ihit® oak gnercua albft'L* 
Chines® ehoatmt cia''stSea''''''mo'i''ll8alma Bl« 
Hybrid willow Sal'ia;''"("Clone Nos# 52, 56, 87, U. S. 
Willow Inc.) 
Su.r¥ival reaulta* The weather in southcentral Iowa 
during the aiiiwer and fall of 1953 and the suiamer of 1954 
was extremely dry# "Dnofficial estimates indicated the 
1953 growing season was the driest alnce the drought year 
of 1956. Rainfall during the growing season was 8-10 inches 
below normal and growing conditiona were extremely unfavor­
able for trees ©atabllaihed in both 1952 aM 1953# 
Tables 7 and 8 present the aarvival data from the 
three 1952 and the six 195S replicated tree plots. On 
three of the six areas planted in 1953 much replanting was 
necessary in 1954 because of drought injury and losses, 
and the 2 year survival on these areas has been very low# 
This was particularly true of the trial near Pella, Iowa, 
where vegetative competition was severe. Low survival on 
the Atlas and Otley areas apparently resulted from drought 
conditions combined with the unsuitable nature of the spoil 
materials for plant growth* Considering drought conditions 
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Table 7. TMrfi year tree survival on the 1952 Pershing, 
Baasey aad. Klrkvllle plots 
' Av. of 
Perahlng I Baaa&j Klrkvllle® all 
areaa 
Species Sarvlval In percent 
Green ash 97.4 91.5 85 .4 91.4 
Cottonwood 90.2 80.5 68.9 79.9 
Black locust 90.5 69.9 77.0 79.1 
Jack pin© 87 #8 71.8 70.7 76.8 
Red pin© 87.5 57.1 50.3 58.3 
Pitch pine 72.2 36.3 41.6 50.0 
Scotch, pine 68.8 39.1 36,3 48.1 
Eastern white pin® 69.6 25.7 37*2 44.2 
Virginia pine 52.6 28.6 48.1 43.0 
E« red cedar 65.1 25.8 34.0 41.6 
Table Hit. pin© 67,5 22.8 26.7 38.9 
Japanese larch*^ 9.5 4.6 6.7 6.9 
European larch^ 8.6 5.1 0.0 3.9 
Av. of all species 66.7 41.3 44.8 50.9 
®I'hr@e repllcatea, loeas-till-bu.ff ahale spoil mixture, 
pi 6.0 to 6.5, southeast aspect, 10'-4C^ alope. 
^Plve replicates, buff shale spoil amterlal, pH 6.0, 
north-south running ridg®, 10'-40^ slope# 
®Thr©© replicates, till-gray shale apoll material, 
pH 4.0 to 6.0, north aspect, lO-^^ slope. 
^Stock was leafed out upon planting and this apparently 
lowered survival# 
Table 8, Two year tree sxirvival on the 1953 Strothera, lldon, Pershing, Otley, 
Atlas and Pella plots 
Species 
Strothers^ liaoa^  
REI'SFIING 
II® OtleY^ Pella® Atlas^ 
OX 
all areas 
airvival in cereent® 
1. red-cedar 86.7 45.5 82.2 10.0 20.0 44 .5 47.8 
Jack pine 74.4 57.8 75.5 22.4 0.0 20.0 41.7 
fitch pine 80.0 72 .E 53.3 6.6 0.0 31.1 40.5 
Red pins 75.6 57.8 40.0 11.6 0.0 2.2 31.2 
Va. pine 65.6 45.6 38.9 5.0 0.0 3.3 26.4 
Green ash 90.0 36.6 97.8 71.6 14.4 78.9 64.9 
Am. elm 54.5 64.5 81.1 26.6 13.3 ^ . 6  49.4 
Cottonwood 91.1 5.5 50.0 8.3 0.0 16.6 28.6 
Sycaffiore , 51.1 7.7 30.0 30.0 0.0 6.6 20.9 
River birch 1.1 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 
Av. of all 
species 67.0 39.3 55.0 19.2 4.8 26.0 35.2 
^Leadied glacial till, jffl 6«4, east aspect, 3-5^ slope. 
^Llght gray i^ale spoil material, pH 4.5-4«8, ridge top, 0-10^ slope. 
^Saii^y iRaff shale spoil material, pH 6.4, southeast aspect, 25-30^ slope, 
^rown ^ ale spoil material, pH 4.0-4.5, south aspect, 20-25% slope. 
®Calcareou3 glacial till spoil material, pH 7.5-7.9, southeast aspect, 20-30|^ 
slope. 
%lack calcareous shale spoil material, pH 7.2-7.7, east aspect, 25-35^ slope. 
'Average of three replications. 
^Poor planting stock. 
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th© -gurtrival data ppeaented are probablj conaervatlve esti­
mates of survi¥al that could be obtained in years of nonnal 
moistur©# 
Despite l^e poor sFurvival on three areas several lessons 
were learned from these plantings# Vegetative competition 
showed up as doubly important in dry years# Bry seasons 
also pointed up the importanoe of planting drought and 
competition resistant species which have the ability to 
survive and develop rapidly when planted on adverse sites* 
Cottonwood and sycamore did poorly while green ash, American 
elsi and ©astern red cedar, although not showing rapid growth, 
survived under conditions of low moisture and heavy compe­
tition* Jack pin© and Virginia pine showed the ability 
to develop rapidly when competition was not too severe# 
Good planting stock on spoil-bank areas is very import­
ant# Coniferous planting stock should be 8-12 inches tall, 
be of large caliper and have a high root-top ratio# Hard­
wood stock i^ould be 16 to 80 inches tall and have a large 
number of fine roots when planted# Use of even larger stock 
may be desirable where conditions of erosion are severe. 
Based upon two and three year survival data jack pine, 
red pine, pitch pine and Virginia pine showed the most 
promise on spoil areas of pH 4.5 to 7»0. Eastern red cedar 
also showed promise particularly on calcareous spoil areas# 
Best survival by hardwoods was shown by green ash and 
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American elm, however sycamora and cottonwood did well #i0n 
inolature conditions war© good and vegetative competition 
waa low*. Species recommended for us© on the major types 
of Iowa coal-*spoil materials along with a deacription of 
th® major spoil areas appears in th© fourth section of this 
report. Figures 10, 11, IE and 13 picture, 5-year-old trees 
grown on apoll-bank areas* Figures 14, 15 and 16 picture 
cottonwood, black locust and Virginia pine growing on 
coal-spoil $aaterials» 
Growth, of trees on apoil. bank areas* Cottonwood, 
American elm, black cherry, boxelder, willow, black locust 
and several other species, through natural revegetation, 
have become established on spoil-bank areas. Of the species 
listed only cottonwood occurs in such numbers and of such 
size as to be useful in the prediction of future growth 
possibilities of spoil areas# F'our plots taken in spoil-
bank cottonwood stands indicate that cottonwood is capable 
of producing considerable volume of pulpwood and large 
nuHnbers of posts when In fully stocked stands. 
Table 9 aummarlzea the results of the four cottonwood 
plots and points out the wide variation in growth on spoil-
bank materials# Plot auntser on© is located on a low spoil 
pile (Figure 16) composed of a mixture of loess and cal­
careous shale• Th© pH of th© material is approximately 
6»5 and the stand is located about 50 feet above a strip-min© 
Figure 10. Upper left, jack pin© illustrates better than 
average growth on a loess-buff shale apoll-
baiik area. The average height of jaok pine 
was 3 feet after three growing seasons* 
Figure 11. Upper right, red pine demonstrates typical 
growth and form after three growing aeaaona. 
The spoil area is the same as Figure 10. 
Flg\ar@ 12* Lower left, green ash growth is variable and 
the ash pictared is slightly better than 
average for loess-buff shale spoils after 
three growing seasons. 
PlgOTe 13 Lower right, three-year-old cottomsood shows 
good growth on moiat, lower slopes of loess-
buff shale spoil areas. 
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Pigur# 14» Cottonwood growth is best on moist lower 
slopes. Thia stand Is 20 years old and has 
an average height (dominant and codoniinant 
trees) of 55.6 feet# A fully stocked cotton-
wood stand on this coal apoil-bank site could 
toe expected to have a volume of 5,400 to 
3,600 cubic feet per acre. 
Figure 15» Black locust and Virginia pine on tills apoil-
baiik area are 4 years old. The Virginia pine 
range in height from 3 to 6 feet and the 
black locust from 16 to 20 feet. 
Flgtire 16» This fully stocked, ooal spoil-bank cotton-
wood stand la 10 years old and has an average 
height (dominant and codominant trees) of 30.5 
feet# At present there are approximately 530 
6§ foot posts per acre on this area* 
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fabl© 9* Growtb and yields of Cottonwood on spoil-bank areas 
Plot 1 Plot g Plot 3 Plot 4 
Age-years® 10 10 20 30 
Diameter breast high® 4.0 4.4 10.5 11.1 
Total height-feet®' SO.5 26.1 53.6 58.2 
Av, diam# breast hlgh''^ 3.2 2.6 7.7 9.2 
Av. total height^ 26.3 20.3 41.3 52.0 
Cubic ft. vol. (3" top} 320 110 1740 1900 
lo. trees / A 830 390 160 210 
Degree stocking 100^ 47^ 47^ lOOjg 
lo. S'l* fence posts / A® 530 220 740 1130 
%v®rag0 of flv© dominant and oodominant trees - center 
of plot. 
Average of all trees on plot. 
®Split ai3d round posts. 
pond area. Plot xmvb&r three (Figure 14) Is quite similar 
to plot nuatoer one. The starid is located on a spoil material 
composed of loess and sandy glacial till. The pH of the 
spoil material is approxlinately 6.0 and the stand Is lo­
cated on a lower slop© above a strip-mine pond. Growth on 
these two stands is good and compares quite favorably with 
Cottonwood growth on upland areas In southern Iowa. Plot 
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two is located on oaloareoua glacial till in what might be 
termed a middle-slop© position. Plot four ia located on a 
amall ridge of buff colored shale* The pB: of this material 
is appro3d,raately 6#0 and there is evidence of fire damage 
to th© stand# Growth of the latter two stands is slow and 
indicates that th© type of spoil material and topographic 
position are important when selecting cottonwood aites# 
Forage apecies inveatlg.ation.8 
Using forages to revegetate strlp-min© areas la an 
important method of reclaiming these areas in the Central 
States region* liuch of the land in Iowa that has been 
atrip mined for coal was originally agricultural land. 
Agriciiltural land surrounds these areas and many of the 
owners of th© strip mines are farmers. If atrip-mined land 
could be reclaimed for pasture, moderate returns could re­
sult from areas which are almost worthless in the unimproved 
oondition» 
Forage establishment is difficult in many areas* Little 
ia known concerning forage species adapted to Iowa sites* 
Spoil banks are steep and machinery cannot be used to pre­
pare seed beds# Fertilizers if used must foe applied by 
hand* Erosion is sever© and the chemical and physical 
characteristics of these areas often make establishment 
difficult and, growth slow* With these problems in mind, a 
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mittber of Interrelated forag® trials were aet up to deter-
taln© the types of spoil materials stiltabl© for growth of 
forages, the speclea toast adapted to thes® si tea and methoda 
of ©atabllshsient on spoil-bank areaa» 
Methods of inveatigatlon. Grasses, legumes and grasa-
leguM© laixturea were aeeded on 16 areas over a 3-year 
period. Trials were placed on a will® variety of spoil-bank 
materials and results varied greatly. Thirty species of 
grasses and leguraes were planted for observation on these 
areas during this period# fable 10 lists coaaaon and botani­
cal names of the apecies tried# 
Figure 17 illustrates the two types of trials which 
were employed in Investigating the adaptation of forage 
spsciea* One-fourth acre areas were seeded during the first 
year of thes© studies to select promising apecies for fur­
ther testing and to determine the value of fertilizer as 
an aid to forage establishment, 5he one-fourth acre areas 
were divided in half and a 4-12-8 fertilizer was applied 
at th® rate of 400 pounds per acre to one-half of th© plot# 
Forage trials of thla design were located on three types of 
spoil materials# Th© areas were seeded without seed bed 
preparation with a grass and a legume mixture as shown in 
Figure 17# The second type of trial was a randomized block 
design wife, ttiree replications in which single species were 
planted in an area 6 by 30 feet# The number of species 
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Table 10. B'orage apeoiea seeded 
Conraon name Botanical nam© 
Red clover 
Alalk© cloTrer 
Ladino clover 
Yellow aweetclover 
iMt© sweetclover 
Hubaai aweetclover 
White ikiteh ©lover 
Alfalfa 
Korean lespedeza 
Iowa 6 leapedeza 
Serlcea lespedesa 
Blrdafoot trefoil 
Marrowleaf trefoil 
Milk vetch 
Crown vetch 
Hairy vetcii 
Partridge pea 
Trifoli'gffi Tpratenae L» 
friJ^oiiiiM faybridum L# 
Tri'^oliiS re pen var« F-ip^anteum 
Lagr'.-foss 
Melllotaa offiolnalua Lam# 
Melilotu'i' alba Dear. 
Me'Iifotmi' a.iba var. anma Coe 
yrlfoli^  repen3""ij'» 
yed'ic'a'goraatlv.a L# 
Lespedeza 'atimlaoea Maxim. 
Leapedeza atimla.o^ Maxim. 
Leapedeza ouneata (bamont) G. Don 
Lotus oornloulatua L. 
Lotua cornicu'iaiu'a var. tenui-
A3trag:alus sp. 
Coronixia'varla L. 
V'icla villosa toth 
Chaiaaeoriata faacioulata (Michx.) 
Greene 
Indiangrass 
Switchgrasa 
Little blmestem 
Big bluestem 
Canada wild rje 
Kentucky bluegpasa 
Intermediate wheatgrasa 
Virginia wild rje 
Orchardgraaa 
Alta fescue 
Timothy 
Smooth bromegrass 
Sorgaatrum nutans (L.) Na^ 
Fani<mm virfs;atum L. 
AndropQTOn aoopariua Miohx. 
Andropogon gerardl" "Vitiaan 
Alyaaia' oanadenai a "L. 
Poa pratena^La L. 
ACTOPvron intermedium (Host) 
&auv»" 
Elvwua. virginicua L. 
Dactylis glomerata L. 
Festaoa arundinaoea Schreb. 
Fhleum pratenae L. 
BroMaa ineriaia Leva a 
100' 
o 
n 
a 
as 
Legup' 
mix 
Pertillzed 
le 
;ure 
n o 
m 
m 
ai 
U 
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A C D B B A D C B A C D 
Figure 17. Types of experimental plots used in 
forage investigation work. 
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tested In each replicate varied from four to eight. In 
some oaaes th© plots were split and the lower half received 
a light raking treatment after the seed had been sown. 
Plots within these trials were of such size that all three 
replioationa ocempied approximately the aame type of spoil 
material and were on the aame aspect and slope position# 
This design waa used in evalmtlng single species seedings 
of grasses and legumes, and for testing the value of pellet­
ing and early seeding. Clipped quadrats, species quadrat 
counts and field observations were used in determining the 
results of seedings« Figures 18, 19 and 20 picture spoil-
bank forage areas. 
The seeding rates used on the replicated trials were 
similar to those used in normal agricultural practice and 
are recorded in Table 11# The seeding rate for the legume 
mixture was 24 pounds per acre and consisted of approximately 
6 pounds of leapedeza species, 2 pounds of alfalfa, 2 pounds 
of aweetclover, 3 pounds of blrdsfoot trefoil, 2 pounds of 
vetch species, 5 pounds of grass (tiffiothy-4, Kentucky blue-
graas-1) and 4 pounds of other miscellaneous clovers (red, 
alslke, white and Ladlno)• A complex mixture was selected 
because of the extreme variability of these sites# The 
grass mixture seeding rate was 14 pounds per acre and 
consisted of 2 pounds of each of the following seven species* 
big bMeateia, little blue stem, Indiangrasa, swltohgrasa. 
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Tabl® 11* Seeding rates for grass and legaa© plantings 
Seeding rate 
Species seeded alone Ib./A Seeds/sa« ft 
Alfalfa 15 75 
Lespede25a 15 75 
Sweetclover 15 90 
Birdsfoot trefoil 10 90 
Ladino clover 5 90 
Narrowleaf trefoil 10 85 
Crown vetch 15 40 
Hairy vetch 20 10 
Ortdiardgrass 12 185 
Timothy 5 140 
Alta fescue 20 100 
Intermediate wheatgraas SO 40 
Canada wild ry©, Virginia wild rye and intermediate wheat-
grass. These ar@ all native grasses except intermediate 
whaatgraas and were selected because of low nitrogen re­
quirement, drought toleraaoe and long-life. It will be 
noted that seeding rates were .high for all small seeded 
species# 
Forage specie a eommriaona* Forage aeedinga, like the 
tree plantings, suffered severely from the 1952 and 1953 
droughts# Standa were generally thin and yields from clipped 
quadrats were low. Despite these thin stands, plots did give 
infomatlon on species which were best suited for spoil-bank 
aeedinga» Observations on the one-fourth acre trials 
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indicated that of the species uaed. in. the grass and legume 
mixtures soaie were quit© promising. In the aeedlnga mad© 
with the legume mixture, aweetcloTer domlmted the first 
year stands when planted on loess, glacial till and buff 
shale fliat©rlala^» Alfalfa b.M lespedeza (Iowa 6) also con­
tributed considerablj to the stand with blrdsfoot trefoil, 
red clo¥er and Ladino clover making up only a very minor 
part, Sweetclover dominated the legume mixture the second, 
year and crowded out many of the minor species. Alfalfa 
survived the severe competition of second-year sweetclover 
and in the third growing season, when sweetclover was re­
establishing itself from the seed set the second year, 
alfalfa became dominant. Timothy, which was Included in 
the legume mixture, showed up the third year (Table 18) 
and helped produce a good grass-legume stand. No appreci­
able differences were obtained by fertilization of one-
half of the legume mixture area. 
Grasses in the one-fourth acre forage trials showed a 
much greater response to fertilization and stands were 
generally fair on the fertilised while they were poor on the 
unfertilized areas. Canada wild rye and intermediate 
wheatgrass (Figure 19) were the main components of the 
grass stands with Virginia wild rye and switchgrass occurring 
as scattered plants. Growth of the grasses was slow the 
first year and it was not until the spring of the second 
Figure 18., fills stand of sweetclover and lespedeza was 
obtained by spring (April) seeding on a newly 
mined apoil-bank area# Thla area was strip 
mined using the "bench method". 
Figure 19# Intermediate wheatgraaa and Canada wild rye 
are two of the most promising grasses for dry 
exposed sites* 
Figure 20. Blrdsfoot trefoil starts slowly but, as the 
lower picture illustrates, when it becomes 
established growth usually la vigorous. This 
stand of trefoil is growing on a mixture of 
loess and buff shale# 
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j®ar that the grasses eontributefi rauoh to the stands* 
Growth ImpTOved the second season and during the third 
growing season the grasses began to spread. Indiangraaa, 
big bliiestem and little bluest a® ahowed up very poorly and 
this may be accounted for partly bj the poor quality of 
the seed* 
Pour replicated legume trials were established on four 
types of spoil raaterials for the purpose of testing the 
adaptability of eight legumes for spoil-'bank plantings* 
The trials were arranged in a randomijsed block design and 
of the four types of spoil Biaterials upon v^hich they were 
located only one area (Trial 10) produced satisfactory 
stands. After the failure of three areaa the first year, 
these trlala were replanted the aecoM year and the lower 
half raked after the aeed was sown. The second attempt 
resulted in better stands on the raked areas but even with 
raking the results were far fro® satisfactory# 
Trial 10 was located on weathered glacial till with a 
pH of 6*5. The seeding rates were the same aa described 
earlier# Table IS summarizes the results of quadrat counts 
on the replicated plots and demonstrates large differences 
between apeciea. Wo raking treatment was xis©d on this area 
and it produced the aost satisfactory stands of the four 
areas tested. Alfalfa produced the best stand of the spe­
cies tried. Growth of alfalfa has been good the last two 
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Table 12• Species counts on legume Trial 10 
Species 
Mc s. plants »er sauare foot 
r'©d. i Bep. 2 Rec. 3 Av, 
Alfalfa 3.6 9.0 5.4 6.0 
Leapedeza 6.4 2.9 5.9 5.1 
Ladino clover 0.5 2.0 2.8 1.8 
Sweetclover 0.7 2.2 1.8 1.6 
Birdafoot trefoil 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.6 
Narrowleaf trefoil 0.5 0 .2 0.3 0.3 
Hairy vetch 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 
Crown vetch 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 
years and each year con3lca.erabl6 aeed has been produced. 
Iieapedeza alao produced a satisfactory stand but seed pro­
duction was sparse and uneven and th© stand the second year 
waa not as uniform as the original seeding* Sweetclover 
also looked promising th© second year despite the sparse 
stand which developed from th© original seeding. Seed 
production the second year was hi^ enough to supply seed 
for good stands of new seedlings next spring* 
Trials 8, 9 and 11 were located on sandy buff shale 
(pH 6.0-6.4), gray shale (pH 4.0-4.6) and sandy glacial 
till (pH 6.5) respectively, fhey were of the typical repli­
cated, randoEil^sed. block design and were used to teat the 
same species as Trial 10. Drought coupled with adverse 
physical and chemical site conditions resulted in none of 
the tested species producing satisfactory stands. Sweet-
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clover and lespedeza, althoiig^i far from satisfactory, were 
the most promising species on areas of pH 6.0 and above. 
In addition to the one-fourth acre trials using seed 
laixturea and the four replicated trials just discussed, 
several other legume adaptability teats were made. Soil 
conditioners used on buff colored shale pointed up the 
laiportance of seed bed preparation and the suitability of 
sweetclover, alfalfa and lespedeza to buff shale spoil 
materials once they are established. Results from a pellet­
ing and a "time of seeding" trial (see establishment of 
legume stands) also indicated satisfactory stands of sweet-
clover, lespedeza, birdsfoot trefoil and alfalfa could be 
obtained iinder favorable weather conditions when the seed 
was covered by a light raking treatment. 
Observations of seeding aucceases and failures of 
large scale legurae seedinga on Wilkinson Coal Company land 
further substantiate th© importance of the seed bed. Good 
stands of sweetclovar and lespedeza were established on 
strip-rained lands by early spring sowing on freshly stripped 
spoil-bank areas. Fijpres 18 and 26 illustrate stands ob­
tained by early seeding on nev/ly stripped apoil-bank areas. 
Success of these aeeclings apparently depends upon favor­
able moisture conditions during germination. It is desir­
able to have some coverage for th© seed. Since tillage is 
almost impossible one must depend upon seed falling into 
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creirioea, belr^ covered by erosion on new spoil bsuaka or 
being covered due to the effects of freezirsg and. thawing in 
earlj spxlri; • 
Graaa seeding triala* Legiira© stands on spoil-bank 
areas provide a m&m of improving spoil jmateriala and 
stablliBing at@©p slopes but greater erosion control and 
grazing utility eotiM b© obtained from th© areas if grasses 
could be incorporated into the legume stands# Because of 
their nitrogen requirement, grasses are beat established by 
seeding into areas where legumes have been growing and 
supplying nitrogen• 
Pour grass trials were established to provide informa­
tion on species and methods of establishing grasses in 
legume stands. The trials were the standard randomized 
block design described earlier. Intermediate wheatgrass, 
Alta fescue, timothy and orchardgrasa were tested. Eadti 
plot was split aiMi the lower half was raked lightly after 
the seed was sown, frial 7 was located in an area in which 
sweetclover had completed its second year of growth. Trial 
12 was placed in dense first-year sweetclover. Trial 13 
was located In a well established lespedeza stand while 
Trial 14 was situated in a mixed sweetclover-lespedeza 
stand. Seeding rates used were the same as those described 
in Table 11, S'lgure 21 shows grasses being seeded in the 
fall in sweetclover that had matured seed; -ttie lower half 
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of the plots are being raked. In Plgare 22 grass has been 
seeded into f 3r at-year sweetclover. 
Seedllr^ counts were made on th® plots and although 
not ooncluslv©, results provided answers to some of the 
questions important to th© conversion of le^ime stands to 
grasa-legUBi© ml3ctures» Severs competition of the aecond-
year sweetolover stand on frial 12 resulted in the shading 
out of all grasa aeedlirga# This planting, as was expected, 
was a comijlete failure and no data have been presented* 
Sweetclover seedlings on frial 7 caused less shading and 
moderate stands were produced. Results of seedling counts 
on Trials 7, 15 and 14 are auraimariaed in Table 13« 
Comparisons of grass stands on the raked sections 
(Table IJS) show that on each of the trials orchardgrass 
produced the densest and timothy the thinnest stand. Alta 
feacu© and intermediate wheatgrass both produced satisfac­
tory stands and if results were adjusted for seeding rate 
differences th© stands of t!ie latter two species would bo 
similar to orchardgrass. Stands on the unraked areas varied 
considerably but Indicated fair results could be obtained 
without seed bed treatmerA. Raking treatments in all plots 
were located on the lower half and this resulted in confound­
ing of raking response with position on the slope. Th© 
total distances, however, are small and since there are 
froia two to three times as many seedlings on the raked areas 
Figure 21. Seeding Into stands of second-year aweet-
oloTer is one way to get grasses established 
on neutral or alkaline spoil banks. Stands 
may be imreased raking. 
Pigtir© 22# fhia photograph shows an area where grass 
seed was raked into a first-year sweetclover 
stand. This praetice la not recoimnended 
because the rapidly growli^ aweetclover will 
ahade out the grass seedlings. 
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Table 13 . Grass seedling counts 
Ho»' aeejilnga. per aouare foot"' 
Species Trea-tment ¥riaf"'"'7'"'''' Trial t'ii Tri'^'.' l4 Av> 
Intermediate Raked 9.0 7.6 5.4 7.3 
wheatgrasa Nonraked 2.1 4.0 1.3 2.5 
Orchardgrasa Haked 9.8 10.8 lt!!> .2 11.3 
Monraked 3.6 6.8 4.1 4. 8 
Alta fescue Raked 8.6 7.4 9.0 8.2 
lonraked 4.9 4.8 2.4 4.0 
Timothy Raked 6,0 3.7 3.5 4.4 
lonraked 4,4 2.7 1.2 2.8 
it seems aaf® to oonclud® that a large meas-ur© of the In-
oreaaed stand density was due to the raking treatment. 
Remits indieate 0atabllab.m0nfc at grass atanda hinges 
upon the seed bed condition and the degree of competition 
offered bj the legumes# Lespedeza stands can be converted 
to grass-legume mixtures by fall or early spring seeding of 
grasses into the stands. It is often difficult to establish 
grasses in stands of sweetclover becsaise of its rank growth# 
Sweetclover is a biennial and in stands that are being 
grazed or mowed, both first and second-year plants can be 
found. In starwis not being utilized, as is often the case 
on spoil banks, new seedlings are constantly being shaded 
out by the raids growing second-year plants. This results 
in seed being procMeed only every second year and on "off 
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years" only new seedlings are found. This cyclic behavior 
provides a period of tiime in which grass seedlings may be-
oome ©atablished. without the severe competition of fast 
growing seeoM-ye&r sweetclover plants• Conversion of 
sweetclover stands ©an be best accoiapliahed by early fall 
seeding of stands after they have flowered. Ralcing, par­
ticularly on exposed sites and on upper slopes, can be used 
to improv© staM densitgr and bring about strategically 
located ridge top grass seed sources which will result in 
the spread of grasses down spoil-bank slopes. 
Establiahment of legume stands. Prelindnary work with 
soil conditioners and raking treatments pointed up the 
importance of the seed bed corwaition in establishing legume 
stands. The use of soil conditioners and raking is expen­
sive and It seemed advisable to try to find an alternative 
method of stand establishment# Two approaches were made to 
the probleii through the establishment of two legume trials. 
In on© trial pelleted seeds were compared to unpelleted. 
fbe ottier trial was established to determine what effect 
"time of seeding" had on density of the stand produced. 
The "time of seeding" trial was located on a spoil 
area itilch consisted of a mixture of loess and buff colored 
shale, fhe material had a pH of approximately 6.0 airi a 
silt loam texture, "the plot was a randomized block design 
of tiie type and size described earlier and three species 
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were used to teat th© ©ffect of time of seeding on the dens-' 
Ity of standa# Hubam sweetclover, alfalfa and loapedeza 
w@re used with seeding rates the same aa listed in Table 11• 
An early planting was mad© March 23 and. a late planting on 
May 4. Th© lower half of each plot was raked after the seed 
was aown# A ai,iaaary of results la shown In Table 14. Be­
cause the raking treatmenta were not located at random the 
statistical analysis of data was complicated and the analy­
sis had to b® compated separately for the raked and nonraked 
areaa« 
Results of the analysis of variance are shown in Table 
15. P-teata on bol^ the raked and nonraked areas indicated 
there was a significant difference between species and a 
significant interaction between species and time* Time of 
planting, however, was not significant in either trial. 
Comparing treatment means and taking into consideration the 
interaction between species and time it appeared that alfalfa 
stands were increased by early planting. Sweetclover ap­
peared to be little affected by time of planting while 
leapedeza actually produced poorer stands when sown early 
in the spring.. The lower stand density of leapedeza in 
early aeedlngs may be related to the fact that leapedeza 
germinates somewhat later than the other two apecles and 
some of the seed on steep slopes Bmy have been moved by aoll 
erosion before germination occurred. A compariaon of the 
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facile 14, Sesdllng counts of "time of planting" trials 
STOoies Flantlna tiias Ret). 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Total 
Raked areas-No. plants/sa. ft. 
Sweet- March 6.7 7.0 10.7 24.4 
clover May 4.0 5.3 8.3 17.6 
Alfalfa March 12.0 14.3 10.0 36.3 
May 8.3 7.0 6.3 21.6 
Leaj^deza March 2,0 1.3 3.0 6.3 
May 5.0 3.0 8.3 16.3 
lonrak ed areas-No. plants/sc. ft 
Sweet- larch 0.7 2.7 2.0 5.4 
clover May 1.3 3.0 4.0 8.3 
Alfalfa March 4.0 4.0 4.7 12.7 
May 0.7 1*7 2.7 5.1 
I»esp0deza March 0.7 0.3 0.7 1.7 
lay 2.0 2.0 3.3 7.3 
Tatol® 15. 
Somroe 
Analysis of variance data for "time of planting" 
trials 
oi* I Sma o'l*' aquarea ''''' Mem aqWr^ 
Ratod aection of plots 
fotal 
Beplicationa 
'Sp&eiea 
f 1«© 
Interaction (SxS?) 
Exp# error 
17 
2 
2 
1 
2 
10 
211.SS 
8.32 
104.18 
7.35 
53.05 
38.44 
Honraktd aeetion of plots 
fotal 17 
Rtplleatlons 2 
Spselea 2 
f ime 1 
Interaction (Sa^P) 2 
Exp. error 10 
32.06 
S.34 
6.45 
0.04 
16.62 
4.01 
52.09 
7.35 
26.52' 
3.84 
3.22 
0.04 
8.31 
0.40 
•m 
•»» 
"^Significant at 5^ level. 
Significant at 1^ level. 
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effeets of raking indicated that rakiiag was much more ef­
fect iv© than early aeeding of legumes. 
Pelletirig of grasa and l©@a.rae seed was also tried as a 
means of Improving atanda* The pellets were produced by a 
coBwercial seed company in Midland, Michigan and contained 
4 percent super phosphate, 4 percent aimonium nitrate, 46 
percent feldspar and 46 percent filtereel# The type of 
spoil material and the type of experimental plot were the 
same as used in the "time of seeding" trials described pre­
viously. Birdsfoot trefoil, alfalfa and aweetclover were 
used and tb© seeding rates were the same as those listed 
in Table 11. Proper allowance was made for the increased 
weight of the pelleted seeds. The plots were seeded April 22 
and the lower portion of each was raked. 
The results of seedlirig counts are reported in Table 16. 
An analysis of variance of tiie data, calculating the raked 
and nonraked areas separately, is reported in Table 17. 
Results in this trial failed to show pelleting was effective 
in increasing the density of the stand. A comparison of the 
raked and nonraked stands again verified the value of this 
type of treatment. 
A trial with pelleted grass seed was carried out in 
the greerjihoua© prior to trying the pellets in the field. 
The pellets were tested in a replicated experiment on coal-
apoll nmterlals.. Results from this preliminary work failed 
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Table 16. Seedling counts of legam© pelleting trials 
Species Treatment Rep. f Rep. 2 Rep. 3 "foM 
Eaked areas-Mo ,1 ,p3^ »t:s/3q, f ft. 
Blrdsfoot Pelleted 5.3 1.7 1.0 8.0 
trefoil lonpelleted 3.7 4.3 2.0 10.0 
Alfalfa Pelleted 4.0 2.3 2.7 9.0 
Nonpelleted 8.3 4.0 3.3 15.6 
Swe©tclo¥©r Pelleted 6.3 11.0 9.3 26.6 
lonpelleted 7.7 7.0 3.7 18.4 
llonraJ£®d areas-Mo. plants/sa. ft 
Blrdsfoot Pelleted 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.7 
trefoil lonpelleted 0.3 1.3 1.0 2.6 
Alf alf a Pelleted 1.3 1.7 1.3 4.3 
lonpelleted 1.3 1.7 1.7 4.7 
Sweetclover Pelleted 2.7 3.0 4.7 10.4 
lonpelleted 5.3 2.7 1.0 9.0 
Table 17• Analyala of variance data for seed pelleting trials 
Stm of aamres 
Raked aectlon of plots 
Total 
Replicati ona 
Species 
Treatment 
Interaction (SxT) 
Ixp# error 
17 
2 
2 
1 
2 
10 
135.se 
15.04 
66.04 
0.01 
19.12 
35.15 
Honraked seetion of plots 
Total 
Replications 
Species 
freatments 
Interaetion CSaS!) 
Exp. error 
17 
2 
2 
1 
2 
10 
32.94 
0.06 
19.90 
0.00 
0.49 
12.49 
lean squares 
33.02 
0.01 
9,56 
3.52 
9.95 
0.00 
0.24 
1.25 
•IS# Slgnifleant at 1^ le-^el. 
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to show any improvement in seed germination or increased 
early growth resulting from the pelleting treatment• 
aiitable Goal«'9T)oil materials for forag:e plantings» 
Baaed upon experimental trials, general field observations 
and studies of the properties of spoil-bank iMiteriala, four 
types appear to be suitable for growth of forages. The 
four watoriala are Wisconsin loess, Kansan glacial till, 
acid buff shales and black calcareous shales. Generally 
because of stripping OBthods these spoil luaterials do not 
occur as individual types but as nsiixtures* These four mix-
tures ar© present in southern Iowa and some are supporting 
satisfactory forage stands. Figures 18 and 26 show such 
areas and Table 18 Indicates that in many cases yields from 
some of tti® better spoil-bank forage stands are comparable 
to yields of hay ft*OBi southern Iowa meadows harvested in the 
aarae manner. Loess and glacial till, being higher in base 
exchange capacity and superior in physical properties, are 
the most prowislng types of spoil materials. Buff colored 
shale is the least promisiijg and is not reconunended for use 
in forage ppodaction mless it is mixed with loeas or glacial 
till. B'ortunately the buff colored shales are usually lo­
cated stratigraphically Just below the loess and glacial 
till and in the process of atrip mining become mixed witib. 
these two materials. The black calcareous shales occur in 
ttie spoil banks of a limited geographic area north of 
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Table 18• Forage yields on coal spoil-bank materials 
SDeoies Year 
cut-
tiafl:s Type,, spoil material 
Yields 
lb ./a® 
•Sweet clover 1953 1 Buff shale- 4400 
krilium treated 
Sweetclover 1953 1 Buff shale- 3572 
raked seed hed 
Sweet clover 1954 1 Glacial till- 3200 
caloareous Vk 
Sweetelover 1955 1 Loess-huff shale 2850° 
mixture *K 
Sweetclover 1954 1 Buff shale-aandy 2940® 
Birdsfoot trefoil 1955 2 Loess-huff shale 2980 
mixttire 
Blrdsfoot trefoil 1954 2 Loess-buff shale 4980° 
mixture 
Alfalfa-timothy 1054 2 Loess-huff shale 4920° 
mixture v. 
Lespedeaa 1953 1 Buff shale-some 1790° 
loess "W 
Lespedeza 1954 1 Buff shale-sandy 2090° 
Ladino clover 1955 2 Bu,ff shale-loess 1860^  
mixture 
®Yield - pounds per acre of oven dry weight • 
^Average of three clipj^d quadrats# 
Eddyville, Iowa» No forag© trials were located on this 
material hat good stands of aweetclover and Canada wild rye 
were found growing where this ahale was mixed with loeaa, 
glacial till and/or huff shale• Spiles reeojsuaended for use 
on the major types of Iowa spoil areas, along with a descrip­
tion of the material, are discussed under th© diaracterization 
of tibte principal spoil raaterials. 
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Soil Development on pennaylvanian Shales 
Studies of slmle derived aolla 
Gosport and Bauer are two soils mapped in aoutheaatern 
Iowa whose oharaoteriatles ar© greatly Influenced by the 
variability of the parent material from which they have 
developed, fheae aolls ar® found on steep slopes overlook­
ing th® Dea Moines River and its tributaries. Gosport soils 
have developed under forest vegetation while Bauer soils 
have developed under grass vegetation. The parent materials 
of these soils are jipedoialnantlj shales and ©lays of the 
Pennsylvanian system. Peterson (1946) studied several 
Gosport profiles and as shown in Figure 23, taken from his 
work, th® characteristics of the individual Gosport profile 
depend upon th© position it occupies on the slope. 
fhe Pennsylvanian shales which are the parent materials 
for Gosport soils are the aasse shales which are found in 
th© spoil banks of strip-mine areas. Prediction of the 
future potentialities of spoil-barik areas is difficult be­
cause of the relative young age of these areas. Examination 
of the diaraoteristica of the highly weathered clays and 
shales which occur as part of tla© Gosport and Bauer soil 
profllea appears to be the best method of predicting future 
potentialities of shale spoil-bank materials. 
Frevioua studies of Gosport soils. Peterson (1946) in 
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Shallow 10633 over till 
Light 
brown 
shale V 
Sandstone — Sandy soil 
Jit 
Gypsum crystals 
in blue shale — 
Sandstone 
Coal smut 
Loess 
1 6  
Gray shale 
and clay ' '  i  i ,  
-Till 
Colluvial 
Gray shale 
and clay 
Alluvial 
i 
Figure 23. Cross section of the valley of 
Long Branch Creek, Marion County, 
Iowa. Sketch taken from Peterson 
(1945, p. 202). 
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Ms work daseribed two Gosport profiles. Data on. these 
two profiles are suBamrlzed in Table 19# Peterson attributes 
the low base exchange oapaoltj of the profiles to th® hi^ 
content of kaolinite in tii© shales and clays# He also 
atreasea th® low pH and base saturation of the profiles and 
the iaper'^rlous nature of many of the horizons# Peterson*s 
work was confined to characterizing soils developed on only 
two of the ahale variations which are ooramonly found as 
jarent material of Gosport and Bauer soils# Inforraation 
was needed on ottier types of shales exposed in spoil-bank 
areas and for this reason fotir additional profiles were 
investigated# 
Table 19# Characteristics of Gosport soils, Peterson® 
Profile Samplefype pirentBase exchange Base satura-
mmber depth aaterial sH camcity" tion percent 
P-11 3-5" Loess-till 5#1 25.6 ^#1 
15" Loeaa-till 4#8 26,2 53.0 
26» Stiale-lt# gr# 
to pale br# 5#1 12.7 59.5 
P-13 1-2" Shale-till 4#7 14.1 50.2 
12-lS" Shale-pale br. 3.4 18.1 35.0 
18" Shale-pale br# 
to It# gr. 3.5 15#0 40.6 
30*" Shale-pale br. 
gypsum crystals 3#5 19#7 56.5 
42-46« Shale-It# yel­
lowish br. 3.5 17.9 78.7 
®i;'abl@ adapted from work by Peterson (1945, p. 209). 
fyp© of parent material was obtained fyom profile descriptions. 
per 100 grams. 
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Soil profile daaoriptlona* Profiles G-1, G-2, G-3 and 
G-4 w0r© looat«d near atrip-min® areas In Marion County. 
Detailed samples of these profiles ware collected and labora­
tory data obtained on particle size, available phosphorus, 
available potasaiua, exchangeable calcium, cation exchange 
capacity, total exchangeable cations and pH.^ Standard 
Munaell (Pendleton and liokerson, 1951) moist colors were 
used in describing the profiles. Other morphological ter­
minology Is essentially according to Soil Survey Manual 
(19&1). 
Profile G-1 ia developed from reddish brom ahalea and 
sandstones* Profile G-2 is formed from pale brown and brown 
shale though some very dark gray shales are also jresent. 
Profile G-S la formed chiefly from pale brown and light 
gray sandstone# Profile G-4 la developed in dark gray 
shales# fhe chemical and physical data of these four 
profiles are given in Tables 20 and 21* 
Profile 6-1This profile la located on a nar­
row portion of unatripped land between the county road 
and the Wilkinson Coal Company strlp-inining area. P'ur-
ther described the profile ia located 30 feet east and 
160 feet south of the old county road corner and in the 
^Methods used are the same as those used in cheracter-
iaing coal-spoil materials# 
%'entatively classified with Bauer aeries* 
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1,1. 40, S.E» I, Sec. 29, f75N, R81W, Marlon County, 
Iowa* Tb© soil appears to have developed under a vege­
tative cover of prairie grasses and forbs. The aspect 
of til© site is south arid tiie hillside has a slope of 
approxiaately 10 percent# The characteristics of the 
profile are aa follows: 
1 Horizon Thickness Characteristics 
.2 A, 0-2" Very dark gray toroim (10 YR 3/2) j' 
moderate fin© granular structure 
with many roots, worm holes and 
occasional sandstone flakes# Loess-
till parent material forming a very 
friable loam# 
% 2 2-5" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 2/2) weak 
medium angular blocky strue tarej 
friable loam, Increasing number of 
saMstone flakes with increasing 
depth# Many roots and worm holes# 
Ikjess-till and shale parent material# 
5-8" Sharp transition occurs which is 
mainly a parent material change# 
Colors are mottled dark reddish brown 
to dark reddish gray (5 YR 3/2 -
4/2)« Structure is moderate medium 
angular blocky with increasing 
amounts of small sandstone flakes 
and chunks; firm clay loam# Moderate 
number of roots. Parent material is 
shale # 
Designations of genetic iiorissons are tentative# 
Studies of additional profiles may indicate that some of the 
lower horizons designated as B might better be called part 
of C horizon# 
O 
Colors are tram a atanciard lunsell color book. (Pendle­
ton and Nickerson, 1951). 
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B-j p S-IE" Dark reddlah brown to reddish brown 
(5 IB 5/3 • 4/2), Structure is mod­
erate medium angular blocky with in-
creasing amounts of sandstone? firm 
loam texture. Colors mottled wit2i 
gray and reddish brown (2.5 IB 5/0 • 
5/4) « luBJber of roots decreasing* 
Bg 12-18" Color similar to ^^ ^^ 2 that 
there are increasing spots of red 
{10 R 4/8) and strong browns (7.5 YR 
5/8) and also some dark iron or iron-
manganese concretions. Loam texture. 
Piran, moderate medium angular blocky 
structore. Roots limited in number. 
0 18" • Mot described. 
Profile G-2.^ Profile &-2 is located on a north-
facing, 30 percent slope which is part of a small upland 
waterway. The waterway is located approximately 3/l0 
of a sail© north and 200 feet west of the 1/4 section 
corner between sections 11 and 14# The soil profile 
appears to have developed under timber vegetation al­
though at present the area la being pastured and there 
exist only scattered bur oak trees# A further legal 
description locates the profile in S.B. 40, S.'#. 1/4, 
See. 11, T741, R18W of Marlon County, Iowa. Frofile G-2 
is described as followsi 
HorlEon^ Thickness Characteristics 
A, 0-3® ¥®ry dark gray broTO (10 YR 3/2) 
friable loam; moderate fine granular 
structure with many fine roots. 
Loess-till parent taaterial# 
jfentatively classed with Gosport series, 
'tentative genetic horizon designation. 
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Ap 3-6" Dark gray (10 YR 4/1) friable loamj 
moderate thin platy structure with 
many coatings of gray (10 Iffl 6/1)• 
Many fine roots. Loess-till parent 
material# 
B, 6-9" Light yellowish brown (10 XR 6/4) 
flrai clay loam} moderate medium 
granular structure, with many fine 
roots# Some gray coatings (10 YR 
5/1) and occasional small iron con­
cretions. Loeas-tlll and shale 
parent material transition. 
Bjj - 9-15" Pale brown to brown (10 YR 6/3 -
5/S) firm clay loam with weak mod­
erate angular blocky structure. 
Lower section shades into brownish 
yellow (10 YR 6/6) with occasional 
sandstone fragments. Brown shale 
parent material# 
Bg 2 15-19" Layer of horizontal occurring, par-
* tlally weathered sandstonei brownish 
yellow (10 YR 6/8) and white (E.5 YR 
8/2) color. Only rock sampled. 
Bg g 19-22" Transition zone between sand buff 
shale and darker shales. Color rang­
es from gray brown and brown (10 YR 
5/2 and 5/3) to dark gray and dark 
gray brown (10 YR 4/1 and 4/2). 
V0TJ firm, moderate medium to large 
angular blocky structure and clay 
texture. 
. 22-28" Color predominantly very dark gray 
(2.5 YR S/O) witfc^ occasional streaks 
of brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8). Very 
flria clay J material breaks into mod­
erate medium plates; with some oxi­
dized iron along seams; waxy feel and 
app©aj*anc©# Moderate number of large 
roots. 
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28-36" Very dark gray clay (2»5 Iffi 3/0) 
with f@WT brownish atreaka than 
abo¥0» Mocierate medium platy struc­
ture j very firmi waxy feel and ap­
pearance with a moderate number of 
roots. At 53" a atratum of black 
{2.0 YR 2/0) ahale# 
G 36" • Same as Bg except less weathered and 
fewer roots# 
1 Profile 6-3• Profile G-3 is a soil which has 
developed under forest vegetation on gray Pennsylvanian 
sandstone# fhe profile is located in the N»E, 40, 
I»E# 1/4, Sec. 20, T75N, R18W of Marion County, Iowa# 
The profile la located on a steep north aspect above a 
small stream. More accurately located the profile is 
approximately 300 feet south and 1,000 feet east of the 
bridge across a branch of Willow Creek# 
Horizon^ Thickness Characteristics 
Ai 0-1" Very dark gray to dark gray (10 YR 
3/1 - 4/1) color} loose loam with week 
fine granular structure; many fin® 
roots. Sandstone parent material. 
Ag 1-8" Bark gray (10 YR 4/1) loam with 
numerous small pieces of sandstone# 
Many tree roots and fine grass roots; 
loose, weak fine gpsmxl&v to slightly 
platy structure. Sandstone parent 
material. 
Ajj S-IS** Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) loam; loose 
with very little structure. Increas­
ing niimber of pieces of yellow and 
gray sandstone. 
tentatively classed with Gosport aeries. 
%entatlve genetic horizon designation. 
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C 12" Pinkish gray (7.5 YR 6/2) looae, 
3tructurel®as sandy loamj large 
amount of horizontally occurring 
sandstone. Tree root a nuiwroua# 
Profile 6-4Profile G-4 ia located near profile 
G--3 in the I.E. 40, I.E. 1/4, Seo. 20, T75M, R18W of 
Marion County, IOTO» The profile is about 500 feet 
west of profile G-S on the west aide of a small, erod­
ing, upland waterway. The aspect is northeast and the 
profile appears to ha'^e been developed primarily under 
graaa vegetation. TMa is not a typical ahale derived 
soil profile but is interesting because toxic dark 
gray shales are found near the surface. The character­
istics of this profile are aa folloirsj 
p 
Horizon 1'hickneas Characteriatiea 
A, 0-4'" Very dark gray brown {10 YR 3/2) 
friable loam} raany fine rootaj 
moderate medium granular atructure. 
Loeas-tlll parent material. 
A3 4-6" Color grades from very dark gray 
brown IlO IB 3/2) to very dark gray 
{2.5 YR 3/0) J moderate medium aub-
angular blooky atructurej firm clay 
loamj sparse fine roots. Transition 
layer with pirent material changing 
to very dark gray (2.5 YR 3/o) shale# 
tentatively classed with Bauer aeries. 
%*entatlv© genetic horizon designation. 
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G, 6-16" Iqtj dark gray (2.5 YR 3/0) struc­
tureless hlghlj weath€5red shale# 
Pew If any roots* Ix)wer layers 
show horizontal cleavage with iron 
oxidation occurring along the aeams# 
Very sticky with clay texture# 
Sammarized in fables 20 and 21 are some of the more 
important ohemical and physical characteristics of tiie four 
profiles studied# In all of ttie profiles that were investi­
gated pH values were In the acid range# In horizons which 
had developed from dark gray shales, liifjit gray shales and 
gray sandstones, the pH values were 4,5 or lower. Available 
potasaium aM available phosphorus were low in horizons de­
veloped from shale or sandstone but were high in horizons 
developed from loess and/or till# The cation exchange capac­
ity of the horizons investigated were low, particularly in 
the horizons ^ ioh had developed from Pennsylvanian sand­
stones. The loess-derived horizons had the hlgjiest cation 
exchange capacity# The percent base saturation varied 
depending upon the type of parent material involved. Gen­
erally the loess and brown shale derived horizons had the 
highest base saturation and the gray shales and gray sand­
stones had the lowest, fhe average percent base saturation 
for all horlzon.3 lnv@atigated was found to be 66 percent# 
Exchangeable calcium also varied with the type of parent 
material and was quit© low in the horizons derived from 
dark gray shales and gray sandstones# 
Table 80# Some che»ical aM pliysloal eharaeteristlea o.f profiles 6-1 and G-4 
Cation Total 
Partlcl® ex- ex- Base 
Pro* Layer 
file thick-
lo» neaa 
Type 
parent 
material 
si^e 
Sand 
f 
distr» 
Clay 
f pH 
change 
capap-
lt?> 
change­
able 
bases 
aattara-
tion 
% 
Exchar^e-
able Ca® 
A'railable 
P K 
lb/A lb/A 
G-1 0-2» Loeas-till 28*9 22.7 6.3 19*7 18.0 91.0 10.7 12 464 
2^5 " Loesa-br* 31 #9 22*2 5.8 19.2 14.6 76.0 9.2 7 364 
shale 
5-8« Br* shale 31»2 27.4 6.0 19.6 15.4 78.6 9.2 6 172 
8-12 « Br» shale S4.5 23.6 6.4 19.2 15.4 80.3 8.5 1 152 
12-18« Br« shale 58.7 24.8 6.6 16.3 12.8 78.5 7.4 6 120 
20" Sandstone- «» 6.0 15.9 13.9 87.4 6.7 2 112 
shale 
30" Br. shale 20.2 43.2 5.8 25.0 16.5 66.0 6.3 1 108 
G-4 0-4^ Loesa-till 28.8 22.9 5.5 21.6 18.0 83.3 12.1 10 320 
4-6» Loess-gr• 30.4 39.2 4.4 20.9 16.7 82.8 14.2 25 70 
shale 
6-16« V, dk« gr» 28.6 43.8 2.8 22.2 4.1 18.5 9.2 16 108 
shale 
^•Por a complete color description see the described profiles#. 
^Me. per 100 grams* 
Table 21« Son© ctiealeal and physical characteriatles of profiles G-2 and G-5 
Pro- Layer 
file thiek-
lo» aess 
fyp® 
pareiifc 
material 
Particle 
size distr» 
Sand Clay 
Cation Total 
ex- ©x- Base 
ohang® Chang©- satmra-
able^ tion Ixchan; 
% able €&• 
Available 
V K 
lb/A lb/A 
6—2 0—3 
3-6« 
6-9" 
9-15 « 
19-22" 
22-28« 
28-36" 
G-3 1-8« 
8-12 » 
12" •». 
Loess-till 
Loess-till 
Till-shale 
Br. shale 
Br. to gr» 
shale 
Dk. gr• 
shale 
Dk» gr# 
shale 
Gr. sand­
stone 
Gr# sand­
stone 
Gr• sand­
stone 
S5#2 15.1 5.4 18.2 13.1 72.0 8.2 5 308 
34.7 21.2 5.6 14.1 9.2 65,2 6.7 1 296 
32.2 32.2 4.5 13.7 8.7 63.5 3.2 1 84 
31.3 36.4 4.5 15.5 8.3 53.5 15.5 1 88 
4.3 14.6 7.4 50.6 1.2 2 88 
25.1 47.0 4.2 16.0 7.8 38.7 2.0 8 84 
4.5 17.5 9.3 53.1 3.0 31 108 
45.6 10.4 4.5 13.6 5.8 42.6 3.5 7 96 
51.8 12.5 4.5 9.7 4.1 42.3 1.4 29 76 
59.5 7.4 4.3 5.1 1.9 37.2 0.5 9 44 
^For a complete color description see the described profiles. 
^Me. per 100 graais. 
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Th© low inherent fertility and low exchange capacity of 
th© horizons developed from Pennsylvanian ahalea and aand-
atonea point up som® of the limitations of the us© of these 
materials for agrieultural purposes. 
Characterization of the Principal Coal-Spoil Materials 
The jnethoda ii.sad in strip-raining coal and the type of 
overlsurden that liea above the coal are th© two factors 
which have th© greatest influence upon the character of 
apoil-bank areas. Coal in Iowa is mined by using draglines 
to uncover tii© ooal and small mechanical shovels to load it. 
When draglines are used to remove the overburden, a in3.xing 
of highwall materials occurs as th© overburden is placed 
on the spoil piles. This mixing of the overburden makes 
study and characterization of spoil-bank materials very 
difficult. Fortunately there occur limited areas where 
there has been little or no mixing of the overburden. By 
sampling spoil areas where this mixing is at a minimum, it 
becomes possible to adequately characterize the principal 
types of spoil-bank materials. The studied characteristics 
then become useful in predicting tii© properties of mixed 
coal-spoil iimterlals# 
ftlETHODS OP IlWESl'IGATIOKs Based upon data obtained 
from the survey of spoil-bank areas in Iowa, seven types of 
coal-apoil materials were selected to be characterized. The 
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aefen types were samplsd throughout their geographic range. 
The mjBber of samples taken varied depending upon the im­
portance, availability and heterogeneity of the material 
in <p.estlon# Saai)les were taken in ttie surface layer (0-6 
inches) and all spoil aaterials were 3 years old or older. 
The samples that were collected were used to make a number 
of chemical and physical determinations# 
A modification of the Bouyoucos (1936) method was used 
in making the jarticl© alze amlysea of spoil-bank materials# 
The method consisted of placing th® required aize of sample 
in a 500 ml. Erlemaeyer flask. No grinding or sieving was 
done. The flask was filled about half full of water and 
after shaking 2 to 3 minutes the sample was allowed to slake 
for 1 hour. Following the slaking, the dispersing chemi­
cals wer© added and the sample mixed by the use of a soil 
dispersion mixer, ^'he sample, after dispersion, was poured 
throigh a 2.0 mm. sieve into a standard settling cylinder. 
The gravel-size material which collected on the 2.0 mm. 
sieve was washed, dried and weigjhed, and the weight used to 
correct th© total weight of Idi© saiB.ple, The sand, silt and 
clay contents were determined on material in the settling 
cylinder using the standard hydrometer procedure. This 
modified method of analysis \ms used because it was felt 
that grinding of th© platy shale spoil material would re-
Sfilt in increased amounts of finer particles. 
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Th® chemical analyses included the roeasurement of cat­
ion ©xehang© capacity, exchangeable calclian and total ex­
changeable basea using the afflMonium acetate method aa de­
scribed by ISlack (1954) • Available phosphorus and avail­
able potassium were determined colorlraetrically. Available 
phosphorus was determined by Troug's (1930) method aa de­
scribed in the laboratory manual of the Forest Soils Com­
mittee of th© Douglas Fir Region (1953)• Available potas­
sium was determined by the cobaltinitrit® method as described 
by Ruaael (1950)* Total nitrogen was determined by the 
IJeldahl method aa described by Black (1954)• Sulfates were 
determined by the barium sulfate method as described by the 
U» S* Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954)• Soluble salts were 
determlriBd from a IsS soil-water extract by uae of the method 
and the direct Indicating bridge (solubridge) described by 
the 13 . S. Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954), The conductivity 
readings were converted to parts per million by us© of a 
standard curve prepared by the Iowa State College Soil 
Testing Laboratory, The values obtained are in parts per 
million In the soil sample but should be used with caatlon 
because they are merely relative values and are correlated 
to growth only under certain specific conditions. Spoil 
Biaterlal pH measurements were made using a glass electrode 
pH meter and a Isl soil-water mixture. The cation exchange 
capacity of a number of calcareous spoil materials was 
checked by use of a barium chloride conductance method 
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described bj Mortland and Mellor (1954). 
The colors and color numbers that were used In the spoil 
material descriptiona were from Munaell soil color charts 
(Pendleton and Wickerson, 1951). Because the doscriptiona 
were of surface materials which were oommonlj in air dry 
condition, air dry colors were uaed in coal-apoll descrip­
tions. 
Recommended tree and forage apeciea are tentative 
recomfflendations baaed upon apoil-bank obaervatlona and tree 
and forage trials. The obaervatlona and experimental plot 
work have been carried out within the last three years and 
actually represent studies in the initial sixrvival and early 
growth of planted speciea. Prediction of the ultimate suc­
cess of planted apeciea baaed upon survival and initial 
growth is hazardous. Continued study of the planted areas 
is advisable and doubtless will result in modification of 
the initial recommendations• 
Siaconain loesa 
liaconain loess spoil materials are wind blown materlala 
that were deijoaited upon the glacial till surfaces during 
the Wigoonsln glacial period. The loesa la located, aa 
shown in Figure 2, at the top of the spoil-bank highwalla 
and serves aa the parent material for many of our present 
day southern Iowa soils. Erosion and the depositlonal 
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pattern of tb© loess haa resrulted in It occurring only in 
part of tiie highwalls. The survey of apoll-bank areas, 
mentioned, earlier, infiioated. tlmt loeas spoil material was 
tiria dominant material on approximately 4 percent of the 
Iowa coal-apoll areas# 
Char act ©rigtlc.a* Iioeas spoil materials rang© in color 
from a light brown {7*5 YR 6/4) to a brownish yellow (10 YR 
6/6) when air dry* Some loeaa materials are reddish yellow 
(7,5"YI'i 6/6) but th© colors predominantly are very pale 
brown and light yellowlah brown (10 YR 7/4 and 10 YR 6/4). 
Small reddish black iron-manganese concretions occ\ir in 
many of th© aamples and often th© niaterials show red and 
gray mottling• Loess spoil materials are predominantly of 
silt loam and silty clay loam textures and are made up of 
over 98 percent material less than 2 millimeters in size* 
Table 22 lists a series of particle size analyses of spoil 
materials which are predominantly loeaa-derived, I'he re­
sults Indicate the sampled spoil naterlals contain a much 
larger percent of sand than found in typical loesa-derived 
soils of southern Iowa» This is due, apparently, to the 
presence of aandy buff shale and/or glacial till which haa 
become mixed into th© loess taaterial daring the atrip-mining 
operation# 
Loeas spoil material, deapite Ita mixing witii associated 
horizons, usually contains fairly large amounts of sllt-aize 
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Table 22# Partlcl© size analyses of Wisconsin loess spoil-
bank samples 
Sample 
number 
Sand 
Percent 
Silt 
Percent 
Clay 
Percent Textural class 
S-8 32»8 45,9 21.3 Loam 
S-9 32.1 52.8 15.1 Silt loam 
S-24 2S.3 54.7 22.0 Silt loam 
S-34 19.1 47*4 33.5 Silty clay loam 
S-37 17.7 53.5 29.0 Silty clay loam 
S-38 20.6 45.7 33.7 Clay loam 
particles and retains its characteristic erosive nature* 
Th® erosive nature of loeas is the most serious problem 
encountered in the utilisation of this material. Loess 
when mixed with fairly high proportions of glacial till 
and/or buff ahal® Is less erosive. The resulting mixtures 
retain many of the desirable chemical properties of loess 
materials, yet, when placed on steep spoil-bank slopes are 
less subject to erosion. 
Chemical properties of loess spoil materials. Loess 
spoil materiala are characterized by high base exchange 
capacities, high levels of total exchangeable bases and 
adequate levels of phospborua, potaaalum an<3^ oaloium. 
Nitrogen and organic matter are charaoteristically very low. 
Table 25-24 lists the chemical characteristics of six spoil-
bank samples which are predominantly loess spoil materials. 
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Table g3-H4« Chemical properties of Wisconsin loess spoil-
banJc samples 
Soluble Cation Total Exchange­ Available 
Sample salts exchange exchange­ able K P 
number pH p.p.ai. capacity^ able bases® Ga® p.p.m. 
S-8 5,8 60 24.1 20.8 8.7 150 17 
S-9 5.8 50 25.7 22.2 7.9 168 26 
S-24 7.4 50 23.8 22.7 10.3 104 66 
S-34 5.2 30 24.8 20.5 10.1 190 6 
S-37 5.4 60 22.5 21.6 10.2 126 23 
S-38 7.S 88 28 f 9 24 . 5 13.7 108 66 
®'Aiimonium acetate niethod ~ m®»/lOO g» 
Results indicate that these spoil areas potentially are 
areas with considerable promise and could be expected to 
produce good forage yields and rapid tree growth# 
Recogmended forage 3pecies> Work with forage trials 
on loess spoil materials has been rather limited but several 
plantings liav© been made on loess-buff shale spoil mixtures. 
Survival and growth on these areas indicate that the follow­
ing species would produce satisfactory stands on loess spoil 
areas? 
Legume a 
Lespedeza - well adapted to areas with pH values of 
near 6«0» 
Alfalfa - perennial legume well adapted to better sites 
and a good legume for grass-le^me mixtures. 
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Birdsfoot trefoil - ijerennlal legume well adapted to 
better sites, starts slowly but after eatabliahment 
produces high yields# 
Sweetclover - well auit©d to areas with pH f.':r0ater than 
7 . 0 ,  
Grasses 
Intermediate wheatgrass - well adapted to dry exposed 
sites• 
Canada wild rye - well adapted to dry exposed sites# 
Timothy • does well in a timothy-alfalfa mixture on 
better sites# 
Orch&rdgraaa - well adapted to moist, fertile sites. 
Alta feseue » does well on both wet and dry sites. 
Smooth bromegraaa - well adapted to moist, fertile 
sites. 
ReoommeMed tree speolea. The chemical and physical 
properties of loess spoil materials are such that a large 
mxiiber of tree species would be suitable for planting. 
Erosion is the most serious cause of mortality and makes 
it desirable to seed newly stripped spoil banks, that are 
to be planted with trees, with a low-growing le^ame cover 
crop such as lespedeza or Ladino clover. 
A number of tree species have been tried on loess and 
loeaa-buff shale spoil areas and of the species tried the 
following show the most promises 
Conifers 
Jack pin® « well adapted to dry erosive sites. 
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Red pin© - best adapted to moiat, well drained sites. 
E» wMt© pin© - best adapted to moist, well drained 
sites. 
Pitch pine - does well on acid sites (pH 4.5 to 6.5)• 
Scotch pine - best adapted to moist, well drained 
aitea* 
?irginla pin© - does well on acid aites 4.5 to 6.5) • 
Eastern red cedar - well adapted to dry aites of pH 7.0 
and higher. 
Hardwoods 
Green ash - survives well on all sites but requires 
deep fertile soils for best growth. 
Affierican elm - adapted to a variety of sites? stands 
vegetative competition and drought well. 
Cottonwood - best growth on laoist lower slopes. 
Black locust - does well on a variety of sites bat the 
locust borer restricts its use to that of nurse 
arid cover crop for more valuable hardwoods. 
Sycamore •• survives beat on moist sites where vegeta­
tive ooffipetition is low. 
Kansan glacial till 
Kansan glacial till correctly should be termed Kansan 
and/or lebraskan glacial till because some areas include 
both of these materials. Glacial till was the predominant 
spoil material on 14 percent of the surveyed coal-spoil 
areas# Stratigraphically, as shown In Figures 2 and S, the 
till rests directly upon the Pennsylvanlan shales and ustially 
is covered by a layer of loess. The thickness varies 
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consldarably from one area to another aa shown in Table !• 
fh@ average thickness of glacial till for all highwalls 
raeasTired waa 5«.9 feet# 
Characteristicg. Coal-spoil glacial till varies greatly 
in both color and texteire. The variation has resulted from 
©roaion and intensive weathering of the Kansan glacial aur* 
face. Air dry colors range from light gray (10 YR 7/2), 
for spoil !3iaterial derived from Kansan giimbo till, to red­
dish brown (10 IE 5/4) for apoil Hiateriala derived from the 
B horizons of buried soil profiles. Light yellowish brown 
(10 YR 6/4) and brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6) are the ja'edorai-
nant oolora and in many of the yellowish brown nonleached 
apoil laaterials lime concretioni are numerous. Glacial till 
spoil materials are predominantly of loam and clay loam 
textures and consist of 90 to 95 percent materials less than 
2 iftilliraetera In size# Table 25 liata a aeries of particle 
size analyses of typical glacial till apoil materials. Sand 
makes up a considerable proportion of the samples and in 
some areas the araount of sand exceeds 80 percent* These 
extremely sandy glacial till samples are grouped with the 
Pennsylvanian sandy spoils and are discussed in the section 
entitled Pennsylvanian and Pleistocene sands# 
The Kansan glacial till spoil materials are less of an 
erosion problem than lisconsin loess and chemically are a 
very satisfactory medium for plant growth. When mixed with 
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Table 25. Particle siae analyses of glacial till apoil-bank 
a ample a®' 
Simple Sand' Silt Clay 
number Percent Percent Percent Textural class 
S-5 46.7 31.6 21.7 Loam 
S-22 51.3 43 .S 2§.2 l>oam 
S-51 44.8 28.0 27.2 Clay loam 
S-19 38 .3 29.6 32.1 Clay loam 
S-20 SO. 5 38.1 31.4 Clay loam 
S-21 41.6 24.9 33.5 Clay loam 
®"Materials lea a than 2 mra« only. 
buff shal© atid loess, glacial till Improvea the phyaical 
oharacteristies of these two materials and reaalta in spoil 
areas which are easily revegetated. 
Chemical properties of glacial till anoil materials* 
Kanaan glacial till spoil materials, which appear to be in­
herently high in calcium and other bases, are characterized 
by high level® of exchangeable plua soluble calcium. Be­
cause the time of weathering (since exposure by strip mining) 
is extremely ahort, th® unleached glacial till samples show 
total excbangeable plua soluble base values considerably in 
excess of the base exchange capacity^ Base exchange capaci­
ties are difficult to accurately determine on calcareous 
materials and as a check on the values determined by the 
ammonium acetate method a number of the samples were rerun 
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using Mortlani. Msllor^a (1954) oooductanc© method for 
calcareous aoila# Base exchange values with the exception 
of one sample were essentially uncharged and differences 
between samples appeared to he related to textural differ-
enceE» The magnitude of base exchange values agreed with 
values obtained by Simonson (1941) in his work on buried 
lanaan glacial till profiles,. 
Available potassium and phosphorus are present at 
adequate levels for plant growth# litrogen is low and pH 
values range from pH 6.0 (leached glacial till) to pH 8.0» 
fable 26 summarises the chemical characteristics of seven 
glacial till spoil-bank samples and indicates why glacial 
till areas are potentially the most promising type of spoil 
areas for use in forage pro&ietion. The soil profiles which 
develop on glacial till spoil materials, after thousands of 
years, quite logically can be expected to be similar to the 
presently rraapped Shelby and Lindley soil of southern Iowa# 
Fertilizer treatment results, using tomatoes grown on a 
glacial till spoil sample taken near sample S-3, were dis­
cussed earlier# See Appendix Table 45 for experimental data. 
The results of the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium appli­
cations to the above glacial till demonstrated that nitrogen 
alone, phosphonxs alone and potassium alone did not give 
significant yield increases over the check, fhe highest 
yields were obtained on the IPK treatment but an analysis 
TaW® 26» Chemieal ppopertles of Kansan glacial till spoil-bank samples 
Sample 
nuatoer pH 
Soltible 
salts 
p. p.m. 
Cation^ 
IxclmnKe cawclty 
^4^2^302 Cond.'fe 
Total exeha^e-
able & soluble 
bases^ 
Exchange­
able & sol­
uble Ca^ 
Available 
K V 
p.p.iQ. 
S-3 7.9 110 12.4 10.2 28.0 14.7 166 24 
8-19 6.2 50 28.4 
-
21.8 10.5 72 10 
S-20 6»0 50 56.1 
-
S4.6 13.4 82 6 
S-21 6.0 35 27.3 25.5 22.0 10.0 96 6 
3-22 7*7 85 24.0 21.3 30.7 14.5 92 18 
S-31 7.9 130 12.4 17.0 32.8 15.6 116 12 
S»44 7.5 70 16.0 12.5 ^.8 12.0 54 a 
®Me« per 100 grama# 
^Conductance method for calcareous soils described by Portland and Mellor 
(1954)• 
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of tbe data indicated the NFE treatment yield was not alg-
nifioantly greater than the yielda of the Np treatment# 
Based on theae results nitrogen and phoaphoraa appeared to 
to© equally limiting to plant growth and both should be used 
to give the most economical yield Increases. 
Recomgiiended forage speoiea* Replicated legame and 
grass trials demonstrated ttmt a wide variety of forage 
species were suitable for planting on glacial till spoil 
materlala# Grass aped©a, because of their nitrogen require­
ment, should b© planted aa graas-legume .mixt\ires or planted 
in establisftied legume stands. Recomfflended forage species 
for glacial till spoil materials Include the following: 
Legumes 
Sw©©tclo¥@r - produces exceptional growth on material 
with pH values over 7,0« 
Alfalfa - perennial legume well adapted to the better 
glacial till spoils. 
Birdsfoot trefoil - perennial legume well adapted to 
better sites, starts slowly tout when eatabliahed 
producea high yields. 
Lespedeaa - well adapted to aites where pH values are 
near 6.0. 
Graasea 
Interinediate wheatgrasa - well adapted to dry exposed 
sites. 
Canada wild rye - does well on dry calcareous sites. 
Alta fescue - well adapted to both wet and dry aites. 
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Tliaotfoy « does well in a timothy-alfalfa mixture on 
moist sites. 
Orchardgrasa « well adapted to moist, fertile sites. 
Recommended tree apecies* Two replicated tree plots 
were established on glacial till spoil materials. The spoil 
material on one of the areas was a leached and weathered 
glacial till with a pH of 6»0 to 6.2. The spoil material on 
the other area was calcareous glacial till. Results from 
these two plots point up the importance of properly select­
ing coniferous species for planting on calcareous spoil 
areas. Eastern red cedar was the only coniferous species 
tried that survlifed satisfactorily on the calcareous glacial 
till spoil area# Several hardwood species showed consider­
able promise on calcareous spoil but because of high amounts 
of vegetative competition care imst be taken in the selection 
of hardwoods for planting. Sycamore and cottonwood, particu­
larly, did poorly when sites were dry and vegetative compe­
tition was intense. Recommended a]^cies for glacial till 
spoil areas Include the following8 
Conifers 
Eastern red cedar - well adapted to dry calcareous 
sites. 
Jack pine - well adapted to dry erosive acid spoil 
areas. 
Red pine - grows satisfactorily on moiat, well drained 
acid spoils. 
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I'ltcli pin© - wall adapted to acid sltea (pH 4.5 to 6.5), 
Virginia pin© - does best on acid altea. 
Hardwoods 
Green ash - siir'¥iv@s well on all sites tout requires deep 
fertile soil for good growth. 
Am©rloan elm - adapted to a variety of sites and stands 
drought and vegetative competition. 
Cottonwood - beat growth occurs on moist lower slopes; 
survival is low where vegetative competition is 
high. 
Syeamore ~ survives beat on moist sites where vegetative 
competition is low. 
Black locust - does well on a variety of sites but the 
locust borer restricts Its use to that of a 
nurse and cover crop for the more valuable hard­
wood species. 
Acid, buff, shale a 
Acid buff shale spoil materials originate from shale of 
Pennsjlvanian age. These Aales, as shown in Figures 2 and 
3, usually represent the upper portion of the Pennaylvanian 
deposits in Xowa. In soiae areas erosion has removed the 
light colored shales 'Aile in other areas these materials 
serve as parent material for the previously discussed 
Goaport and Bauer soils. Acid buff shales are the principal 
type of spoil material on approximately 13 percent of Iowa 
spoil-bank areas. 
Characteristics. Acid buff shale spoil materials range 
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In color i'rom very pale brown (10 YB. 7/4) to reddish, yellow 
(7»5 IE 7/6). Predominantly the colors are very pale brown 
(10 IE 7/4) and yellow (10 YR 7/6) but occaalonally light 
gray shales (10 IR 7/1 to 10 IB 7/2) are grouped with the 
acid buff shales beeauae their chemical characteristics ar® 
more Ilk® the buff shalea than those of the gray shales. 
Mixed Into the buff shale spoil materials occur ironstone 
and sandstone partings# These partings are resistant to 
weathering and vary in color from red (10 R 4/6) to yellow 
(10 RX 7/8} and often, through erosion, form a shaly surface 
on the spoil-bank areas. Typical buff shale (not sandy buff 
ahale) dries out rapidly after a rain and often forms a 
hard cmst-like surface# Cracking Is coramon and, during 
periods of prolonged drought, cracks 2 to 3 inches wide 
often extend several feet into the spoil banks. 
Acid buff shales are often quite variable in the amount 
of materials leas than 2 millimeters that they contain. 
Buff shales ^ich contain large amounts of sandstone and 
ironstone partings may have as llttl© as 50 percent material 
leas than 2 millimeters in size# Generally, however, the 
smaller sized raaterials (materials leas than 2 ram.) range 
from 80 to 90 percent. Textures of buff ahaloa are also 
quite variable and, as Table 27 discloses, range from loams 
to olays. Sairiples S-1, S-7, and S-IO are typical buff shales 
while samples S-29 and S-45 represent the extremes which are 
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Table 27# Particle size analyses of acid buff shale spoil-
bank samples® 
&rnpl® 
miniaer 
Sanl 
Percent 
Silt 
Percent 
Clay 
Percent Textural class 
S-1 18 #5 47 #5 34.0 Silty clay loam 
S-7 25#0 51 #5 23.7 Silt loam 
S-10 20 #6 34.8 44# 6 Clay 
S-29 18#8 28,4 52.8 Clay 
LG-5 24#1 43.8 32.1 Clay loam 
S-45 51 #6 29.9 19.5 Loam 
®"llat©rials less than 2 mm# only# 
found grouped within this spoil material type# 
Buff slialea as evidenced by the described physical 
characteristloa make an extremely poor seed bed. The sur­
faces dry out rapidly after a rain and form a hard crust-like 
layer# Erosion usually is not too serious a problem because 
the erosion that does occur removes the small soil-size 
particles and leaves a surface of resistant ironstone and 
sandstone partings which act like a shingle roof and reduce 
raindrop splash action and check further erosion# This 
saoie ahingle roof effect makes the forage stand establish­
ment and natural reseeding of these areas extremely dlffi-
cu,lt# The Biixlng of acid buff shale spoil materials with 
glacial till and loess results in a decidedly improved 
spoil-bank area over that resulting when the buff shale 
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alone is placed on the apoll-bank aurfac®. Buff shalea Yihen 
mixed with gray shales that are lii|^ in pyrlte usually be­
come -very acid and plant growth la greatly restricted. 
Claemical properties of aoicl buff ahales* Acid buff 
shales are characterized by low base excbange capacities, low 
levels of total exchangeable basea and moderate levels of 
exchangeable oalcium:. Sitrogen is characteristically low 
while phoaphorus and potaasium, although in low supply, are 
usually adequate for tree growth. Table 28 liata the chemi­
cal c-haracteristics of eight acid bu.ff shale samples. 
Cloae examination of the physical and chemical charac­
teristics of acid buff ahal® diacloaea that thla material io 
a relatively poor medium for plant growth. Comparisona of 
acid buff shales from spoil banks with buff shale horizons 
in Gosport and Bauer soils also indicate that this material 
does not improve upon weathering. Tables 20 and gl list 
the characteristics of weathered shales exposed in shale 
fSerived soils. Base exchange capacities and nutrient levels 
remain low and pH values are predominantly in the acid range. 
Agricultural ua© of such spoil materials would involve large 
expenditures to increase the base exchange capacity and 
raise the nutritional level to a point where growth waa 
aatisfactory. Ihen buff ahalea are mixed with loeaa or 
glacial till both the physical and chemical propertiea im­
prove and there is evidence from established forage and 
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Table 28» Chesiical ppopertios of acid buff ahale spoil-bank 
samples 
Soluble Cation 'fotal Exchange­
able Available Sample salts exchange exchange* K P 
number pH p.p.iB. capacity®" able bases®" Ca p.p.m. 
LG-3^ 
6.6 700 11.5 11.0 6.2 50 10 
6.1 MOO 17.8 17.1 8.8 58 11 
S-1 5.9 500 15.3 10.1 4.4 126 8 
S-7 6.4 95 12.5 11.1 4.7 60 12 
S-10 7.1 110 18.4 17.2 9.5 74 20 
S-29 5,4 60 17.2 15.3 7.1 106 5 
S-43 7.3 25 17.8 17.0 9.1 72 a 
S-45 6.5 60 13.1 11.1 6.0 52 6 
^•M©. per 100 grams* 
%'wo-y0ar-oM hlgjiwall aaniplea weathered in greenhouse. 
tree plots that trees and forages eould be grown with con­
siderable sacceaa on buff shale-loesa and buff shale-glacial 
till mixtures# 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium fertilization of 
acid buff shale materials further substantiated the low 
nutrient levels indicated hj the cheraical analyses of Table 
28. The results of fertilizer applications to acid buff 
ahale, aa discussed earlier, indicated that nitrogen when 
applied alone, phosphorus when applied alone and potassium 
when applied alone failed to give significant yield increases. 
The best treatment for these shales was found to be a 
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balanced nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium application, 
Reeonmended forag© apeclea* The physical and chemical 
charaoterlatlcs of huff colored shales are guch that grass 
aai legum© plantings ar© not recommended on thla type of 
spoil material unless seeding is accompanied by seed bed 
preparation. A prellrninarj trial uaing aoil conditioners 
and raking treatments demonstrated the importance of a .sood 
seed bed# Raking seed Into the surface material after seed­
ing usually will produce satisfactory stands with such spe­
cies aa lespedeaa, sweetGlo"^er and alfalfa. 
'ihen acid huff shale spoil materials are mixed with 
loesa or glacial till growth is much improved and liie spe­
cies recommended for such mixtures is the aarae as discussed 
for use on loess and glacial till spoil areas# 
EecoHiBie.nid.ed tree apeclea# Tree plantings appear to be 
the best method of utilising acid buff shale areas# Repli­
cated trials located on two buff shale areas (Tables 7 and 8) 
indicate there are a number of trees which will grow on 
areas of this type# The low nutrient requirement of trees 
and utilization of large well-rooted planting stock makes it 
possible to obtain reasonably good plantation survival# 
Vegetative competition usually is not severe and erosion of 
buff shales is not as aerioixs as it la on loess and glacial 
till spoil materials#. Buff shales which contain large 
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attounta of aandstone partlnga are very poor forage altea but 
may pro¥e to be good tree sltea because they readily absorb 
moisture, crack leas during periods of drought and allow deep 
root penetration. The recommended species for planting on 
bttff shale include liie following; 
Conifers 
Jack pin© - well adapted to dry erosive altes. 
Slastern red cedar - well adapted to dry sltea. 
Pitch pine « does well on acid sites (pH 4.5 to 6.5)» 
Austrian pine - well adapted to a variety of sites. 
Virginia pine - doea well on acid altea (pH 4.5 to 
6.5). 
Hardwoods 
Green aah - survives well on all sites but requires 
deep fertile soil for best growth. 
American ©Im « adapted to a variety of sites; stands 
vegetative competition and drought well. 
Cottonwood - best growth occurs on moist lower slopes. 
Sycamor© - best adapted to moist sites where vegetative 
competition is low. 
Black locust - doea well on a variety of sites but the 
locust borer restricts its use to that of a nurse 
crop and cover crop for more valuable hardwood 
species. 
Acid and toxic gra? shales 
Gray shales occupy approximately 3S percent of coal-
apoll areas in Iowa and contain a variety of types of 
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geologic materials# The shales that ^nak© up the gray shale 
spoil material type are of Permaylvanian age and iimially 
underlie the bu.ff colored shales# They include materials 
with vaiying amount a of sulfur, which, upon oxidation pro­
duces aulfuric acid* The sulfuric acid that la produced 
causes the pH of the gray shales to drop to a point where 
few If any plants will grow on the area. Figure 6 pictures 
an area of toxic gray shale in Mahaska County, Iowa* This 
picture clearly illustrates why these acid and toxic gray 
ahalea are considered the najor spoil-bank revegetatlon 
probleM# 
Characterlatica » Air dry samples of acid and toxic 
gray ahalea range in color from light gray (10 YR 7/1) to 
¥©ry dark gray (2.5 T S/O). Light brown gray (2.5 YR 6/2) 
and gray (10 YR 6/1) are the predominant colors although the 
gray shales often grade into th© buff colored shales. This 
results in spoil materials which liave physical and chemical 
characteristics Intermediate between the two spoil material 
types. Samples S-16 aol S-42 are such spoil materials. 
Some gray shale materials are made up of numerous thin 
platy diale particles tlmt exhibit sulfate crystal formations 
on th© ahal© plates. Other gray shales decompose rather com­
pletely and because of their acid nature exhibit wet spots 
which result from atmospheric moisture being taken up by 
the sulfuric acid in the spoil materials. Still other very 
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dark gray ^ales form a erust-llke surface over the entire 
spoil bank which, in some oases is so firm you can walk up 
steep rough surfaces withotit disturbing the material from 
its original position. Drainage waters from gray shale 
areas are often very acid and contain such high amounts of 
dissolved Iron that the strip-mine ponds are red in color. 
Gray shale spoil materials characteristically contain 
particles which are from 80 to 90 percent less than 2 milli­
meters in size although there are occasional areas where 
these particles make up as little as 50 percent of the 
material# Particle size analyses (Table 29) indicate gray 
shale materiala are usually in the ailty clay loam textural 
class. 
Table 29. Particle size analyses of acid and toxic gray 
shale spoil-bank samples® 
SafflpLe"' "' Sa ' Silt '"C"iay ' ' '-
number Fercent Percent Percent Textural olaaa 
S-4 « Silty clay loam 
S-5 « « - Loam 
S-6 • » -. Silty clay loam 
S-15 - - - Silty clay loam 
S-26 - Silty clay loam 
S-5S - Silty clay loam 
S-42 27,9 34.5 37,6 Clay loam 
^"Materials less than 2 millimeters only, 
"^Textural class estimated in all samples except S-42 
because high soluble salt caused flocculation of clay-size 
material• 
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Cheialoal propertlea of aold &.ij& toxlo gray ahalea. Acid 
and toxic gray ahalea, chemically, have littl© in common with 
soil materials. These ahalea characteristically have pH val­
ues which are lower than thos® tolerated by plants. Base ex­
change oapacitiea normally are quite low and nutrient levels 
vary froa more than adequate to less than the minimum require­
ments for plant growth. Low pH values usually are accompanied 
by excessively high levels of soluble salts. Soluble salt 
levels (determined from ls2 soil water extract) above 1500 
parts per million are considered by Hanway (1954) to result in 
reduced plant growth. Table 30 sumiaarizes the chemical pro­
perties of acid and toxic gray ahales. The data indicate sol­
uble salt concentrations are well above levels for good plant 
growths 
The total exchangeable bases were determined by the usual 
method of titrating the bases obtained in the neutral aimaonium 
acetate extraction. The values obtained for exchangeable bas­
es appear to be low when compared with the values obtained for 
exchangeable calcium. This, however, is not the case. The 
total exchangeable bases are actually quite low as Table 30 
indicates. The discrepancy which exists results because ex­
changeable calcium actually is exchangeable plus soluble cal­
cium. The amount of sulfate present in the aiamonium acetate 
leaohate was determined to substantiate this idea. Results of 
these determinations are listed in Table 30 and indicate gray 
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Table 30* Chemical propertle® of acid and to:K:lc gray shale 
spoil-bank aamplea 
fotal Ex­
Soluble Cation ©xchange- change­ Sol­ Available 
Sample salt s exchange able able uble •u K P 
mmber pH p.p.m. capacity® bases Ca®' S04^  p.p.m. 
S-4 S.6 3000 15.6 9.2 7.2 9.5 88 80 
S-5 2.7 6250 18.7 0.0 1.8 27.6 26 4 
S-6 3.S 5900 19.3 4.1 14.9 22.1 62 6 
S-12 2.5 15000 17.4 6.1 0.5 38.9 76 5 
S-15 2 .3 5100 22.4 0.0 O A  28.8 34 6 
S-16® 3 #0 50 21.4 5.5 0.2 0.9 302 3 
S-g6 2.8 4100 11.5 0.0 6.12 13.9 20 2 
S-27 2.7 8700 16.2 0.0 0.89 39.6 52 2 
S-35 2.6 15200 14.9 5.0 1.18 61.7 676 10 
S-42® 4.5 950 12.5 10.9 11.8 3.2 274 6 
%©, per 100 grams. 
Sulfates determined on the ammonium acetate extract. 
%hese samples are transition materials between buff 
and gray shales. 
ahalea contain abnormally high concentrations of sulfates. 
When the soluble salt concentrations are compared with the 
sulfate-ions present there appears to be a very good corre­
lation. Plotting the data and calculation of the correlation 
coefficient reveals a linear relationship and a correlation 
coefficient of 0.94* This suggests that a large ja'oportlon 
of soluble salta are sulfates of one kind or another. 
Liming and fertilizer treatments of toxic gray shale 
materials were discussed earlier and Table 6 and Appendix 
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Table -iO aiiramarlze jields which wei^e obtained from tomato 
plants grown in the greenliouse* Results indicated that not 
only does liming make growth possible but the higher levels 
of lime produced higher pH values and greater yields, nitro­
gen, phosphorus and potassium fertilization studies showed 
that nitrogen and potassium applied individually did not 
produce significant yield Increases• Phosphorus, however, 
did produce significant yield increases when applied alone 
and apjjeared to be the element first limiting tomato growth 
on limed toxlo gray shales. TI16 exact mechanism involved 
in the phosphorus deficiency ia not known but quick testa 
made on toxic gray ahale spoil materlala Indicated low pH 
values were accompanied by hi^ amounts of soluble iron and 
aluminum, llther of these elements could complex phosphorus 
and lower Ita availability for plant growth. The beat yields 
resulted from a complete NPK fertilizer treatment on the 
gray ahale materials #iich had been limed with 19.8 tons of 
lime per acre. 
Reoongnended tree and forage 8peoiea> The acid nature, 
high soluble salt concentrations and low nutrient level of 
acid ana tozlc gray shales make plant growth Impossible on 
these areas. Liming of toxic shale materials is not practi­
cal because of the excessive aaounta of lime required and 
limited time the liiae la effective. Ho tree, grass or legume 
species was found suitable for planting on acid and toxic 
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gray shale apoil aiaterlals. Reolaraatlon of these areas 
wlthoxit reworking the piles is not feasible at present. 
Comparisons of toxic gray shales with gray shales which 
make up ttie lower horizons of Goaport and Bauer aoila 
(fables 20 and 21) suggest that weathering and leaching will 
not greatly Impro've Idae character of theae areas within the 
foreaeeahle future# 
The real answer to the improvement of spoil-bank areas 
la the detection of potentially trouble some nmterlala be­
fore oxidation of the sulfur compounds occurs. Detection 
of the troublesome cmterial while it is still in the high-
wall would allow atripping of the overburden in such a way 
that troubleaoae materials could be covered by good spoil-
bank materials. Properly covered, little oxidation would 
occur and few toxic or highly acid areas would develop. 
Brownston© ahalea 
Brownatone shales are similar to the previously describ­
ed acid and toxic gray shales. Ihe brownstone shales are of 
Pennaylvanlan age, similar in color and generally found 
associated with the gray shales. The principal difference 
between the two is the presence of resistant brownatone 
partings# The number of brownstone partings in the hi^-
wall fflaterlal varies from one to eight per foot. Brownstone 
ahalea are the predominant type of spoil material on 
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approximately 18 percent of IO\TO spoil-'bank areas* 
Charaeteristica > The color of air dry brownstone shales 
raises from gray (10 YR 6/l) to dark gray (10 YR 4/1)• The 
brownatone partings vary in color from dusky red and dark 
reddish browi (2«5 IK 3/2 and 3/4) to pale red (2.5 YR 6/4)• 
Reddish brown (2*5 YR 5/4 - 4/4) ia the predominant color 
of the brownatone partings and on areas where there are 
large numbers of partings the banks take on an over-all 
reddish tinge. 
The brownatone partings are composed of iron carbonate, 
clay and iron pyrit©» They are resistant to weathering and 
sometimes siake up as much as 30 to 40 percent of the spoil-
batik materials# Usually th© brownatone shales are composed 
of materials 70 percent of which are less than 2 millimetera 
in size and as Table 31 indicates the texture is usually a 
sixty clay loam# 
Table 31• Particle size analyses of brownatone shale spoil-
bank samples®-
Sample Sand Silt Clay 
nuntjer Percent Percent Percent Textural class 
S-2 13.7 53.6 32.7 Silty clay loam 
S-M 17.9 55.9 26.2 Silty clay loam 
S-18 17.7 47.9 34.4 Silty clay loam 
S-30 16.8 45.1 38.1 Silty clay loam 
S-13 23.9 43.5 32.6 Clay loam 
Siaterlals less than 2 am# only# 
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Ch0aileal properties of brownatone shale a» Th® phys leal 
appearance of the brownstone shales la v©ry almllar to th© 
prevloualj desoribecJ gray shales but chemically there are 
some Important differences. One Important difference is 
th© location of the oxidlzable sulfur compounds. In the 
brownatone shales a "varying proportion of the aulfur ia 
associated with th® brownstone partings. The partings are 
resistant to weathering and the result ia that spoil-bank 
acidity develops more slowly and often never develops to 
the degree it does in toxic gray shales. The proportion of 
aulfur in th© brownstone partings and the total sulftir con­
tent of the samples vary with the result that pH values 
range from less than pH 4.0 to pH 8 .0. Generally, however, 
the pH values border the toxic level (pH 4.0) and the areas 
are very poor for plant growth. 
Other cheralcal eharacteristica are summarized in Table 
32. Samples S-14, S-18 and S-30 are typical brownstone 
slmle materials and demonstrate the limited usefulness of 
this type of spoil taaterlal for plant growth. 
Recommended species for reve.^etatlon« Brownstone shales 
differ in pH frcwi one area to another and because of this 
variation few species can be recommended which would be 
satisfactory for th© entire range of chemical and physical 
conditions which exist. Results from a legume trial on 
brownatone shales with a pH of 4.0 to 4.8 failed to reveal 
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Table 32. Chemical properties of brownstone shals spoil-
bank samples 
Sample 
number pH 
Soluble 
aalta 
p.p.m. 
Cation 
exchange 
capacity®" 
Total 
exchange­
able bases®" 
isxcnange-
able 
Ca^ 
Available 
K P 
p.p.m. 
S-2 7,4 150 10.6 8.7 3.0 188 129 
S-13 6.5 650 10.7 8.5 5.0 230 140 
S-14 5.7 1870 7.6 7.0 5.2 120 112 
S-18 4.8 400 n.3 5.2 2.5 112 62 
S-30 4,2 1400 12.1 6.0 4.5 130 27 
%©# per 100 grams# 
any apeeies whleh produced satisfactory stands. Brownatone 
shales with hi^ar pH values, although exposed to natural 
seed sources, usually had very spars© vegetative cover* 
More work needs to b© done on this type of spoil material 
before any forage species can b© recommended for planting. 
Sweetclover la the one species that has shown promise on 
the less acid brownatone shale areas# 
Experimental trials of tree species on brownstone shales 
have revealed that on typical areas where pH values are less 
than 5 very few tree species survived satisfactorily. The 
better species were jack pine, eastern red cedar, sycamore, 
green, a ah and American elm. More work needs to be done 
before large scale plantings are carried out. At present 
plantings should be limited to areas with pH values above 5 
and careful checks of soluble salt concentrations should be 
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mada "before planting sites are selected. 
Calcareous black shales 
Caleareoua black shales are one of the minor types of 
spoil materials# They make up about 6 to 7 psrcont of the 
total spoil area in Iowa and geographically are located in a 
limited area in aouthern Mahaaka County, Stratigraphically 
the black calcareous ahalea, where encountered in highwall 
studies, are located directly over the coal* 
Cha.racteriaties« These calcareous shales are uniformly 
dark gray (2«5 Yli 4/0) or black (2«5 TR 2/0) in color. Small 
coral and crlnoid fossils are comc;on and in many areas 
massive limeatoii© is aasociated with the ahale. In some 
areas the limeatone fragments are large and numerous and 
constitute a problem in revegetation. Commonly, however, 
the black calcareous shales are composed of 70 to 80 percent 
material which ie less than 2 millimeters in size. The 
textare varies, as Table 33 indicates, from a loam to a 
clay loam. The variation Is due primarily to the mixing of 
other types of spoil materials with the shales in question# 
Chemloal propertlea of calcareous black ahalea. The 
calcareous black shales (Table 34) are characterizsed by low 
base exchange capacities, high levels of soluble plus ex­
changeable calcium, high levels of total soluble plus 
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Table 33, Particle size analyses of calcareous black shale 
spoil samples®-
SaMpie'" Sand" '' " Sll'fc""'Slay'' 
oaBAaer Feroent Percent Percent Textural class 
S-32. 43,7 42.4 15.9 Loam 
S-33° 27.4 39.5 33.1 Clay loam 
S-40 55.2 36.9 7.9 Sandy loam 
S-47° 26.3 39.8 33.8 Clay loam 
Materials leaa than 2 mm. only. 
ahale and loess mixed Into sample. 
©xchar^eable bagee and adequate levels of available phos­
phorus and potassium. The pH values characterlgtlcally 
rang® from 7.0 to 7.7 and the soluble salt levels are ex­
tremely high. The soluble salt concentration of sample 
S-47 Is conaiderably less ttian the 1500 p.p.m. considered 
by Hanway (1954) the maximum concentration for good growth. 
This sample, however, contains buff shale and loess and is 
atypical. 
The most notable characteristic of the calcareous black 
shales ia the extremely high total nitrogen content of both 
highwall and spoil aamples. Surface soils in Iowa normally 
average from 2,000 to 3,000 pounds per acre of total nitro­
gen. Hlghwall and spoil samples in Table 35 indicate total 
nitrogen values range from 1,700 to 4,700 pounds per acre. 
As a check on the nitrogen available for plant growth. 
Table 34, Chanlcal properties of calcareous black shale apoil-baiik samples 
Saiwple 
number pH 
Soluble 
salts 
p.p.ta. 
Cation 
exchame capacltj®' 
™4°2«302 
Total 
exchangeable 
& soluble 
bases® 
Soluble & 
exchangeable 
Ca® 
Available 
K P 
p.p.M. 
S-32 7.2 3300 7.9 12.0 25 . 8 16.6 170 12 
S-35 7.5 3050 15.2 16.1 32.6 17.8 170 18 
S"'40 7.0 3300 9.6 13.4 25.9 15.7 146 7 
S-47 7.7 115 15.6 17.3 26.5 16.2 160 16 
^•M©. per 100 grams. 
^Conductance method for calcareoua soils aa described by Mortl&nd and Mellor 
C1945). 
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four samples of th© calcareous black shale upon which total 
nitrogen infor nation was available were tested by the Iowa 
Stat© College Soil Testing Service, Thej determined the 
nitriflable nitrogen of the samples. This method involves 
remoTirig soluble nitrates present, incubation of the samples 
for 2 weeks and then determining the nitrate nitrogen pro­
duced during the period of incubation. The relative nitro­
gen supplying power varied greatly between samples {Table 35), 
There are at least two possible explanations. Samples S-32 
and S-40 were fin© materials taken on bare areas where large 
blocks of shale were weathering. These samples may have had 
low microbial populations which might account for the low 
levels of nitriflable nitrogen produced. Samples S-33 and 
S-47 on the other hand were taken In areas where the shale 
was mixed with loesa and bixff shale material. The S-33 
area was growing clover and forbs while S-47 was taken in 
a 10 to 12-year-old black locust stand. The higher nitrate 
nitrogen production In these two samples could be due to 
the available nitrogen added by legumes growing on the area. 
It might also be due to the greater microbial population 
which released some of the total nitrogen that was present. 
Th© hlglri nitrate production might also be due to a combina­
tion of these two factors (microbial population and legumes). 
Additional work relating to revegetation and to the 
possible use of calcareous black shales as a fertilizer needs 
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Table 35» Nitrogen In calcareous black shales 
Sample 
mmber Total® 
Ib^A 
litrlfiable 
lb»/A Remarks 
H-3 
H-4 
S-32 
S-3S 
S-40 
S-47 
1950 
2700 
1770 
1930 
4220 
4650 
3 
S7 
6 
114 
Hlghwall 3€unple 
Hi^wall aampl® 
Bare spoil sample 
Sweet clover on area 
Bare spoil sample 
Spoil sample from 
black locust stand 
®T?otal nitrogen determined by K^eldahl method, 
^Mltrlflable nitrogen as determined by Iowa State Col-
leg© Soil Testing Laboratory* Less than 25 lb ./A is very 
low, 57 lb»/A is medium and greater than 100 lb« /A is high# 
to be done. 
All of th® data on chemical and physical characteris­
tics of the calcareous black shales Indicate that, were it 
not for the high soluble salts, this calcareous material 
would be one of the best types of spoil-bank materials for 
plant growth. Despite the high soluble salts fair growth 
occurs. Leaching and weathering in time will doubtless 
improv® these materials. Where th© black shales are mixed 
with loess, baff shale or glacial till their character is 
greatly improved. 
IteooiameMed forage species. No forage plots have been 
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located on this spoil material type and recommendations for 
g;i'a33 planting will hinge on the availability of a potential 
nitrogen supply. Good atanda of aweetclover and Canada wild 
rye exist on several of these areas and Indicate that these 
and similarly adapted species could toe used for revegetation# 
l¥ith this in Blind the following species are suggested for 
planting on calcareous black shales and black shale mixtures 
where soluble salts are not excessive: 
Legumes 
Alfalfa «• jierennial, gives best yields on moist, well 
drained sites. 
Sweetclover « biennial, well suited to a variety of 
sites# 
Grasses 
Canada wild rye « well adapted to dry exposed sites. 
Intermediate wheatgrass - well adapted to dry exposed 
sites• 
llta fescue » does well on both wet and dry sites. 
Reoommended tree species. One replicated tree plot was 
located on a calcareous black shale area. Data from this 
area indicated that the planted species suffered severely 
from drought and competition. Eastern red cedar was the only 
coniferous species with satisfactory survival. Growth of 
this species was very good and the color was excellent. 
Green ash and American elm survived well and there are 
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indications th© growth of these two species will be good, 
E^lack locust also appears quit© promising for use as a nurse 
crop and site builder for more valuable hardwoods. Survival 
of sjcaiaor® and cottonwood was low because of their low 
resistance to drought and competition. Both species are 
recoMsended for plantings where competition is low and 
soluble salts are more nearly normal. 
High total nitrogen and the possibility of high avail­
able nitrogen as the microbial population increases make 
this material a potential planting area for many of the 
nitrogen dOTandlng tree species. More work needs to be done 
to determine the suitability of calcareous black shale alone 
and in mixtures wlthi other spoil materials as planting sites 
for more demanding species sach as black walnat, oak and ash. 
Penngylvanlan and gleiatocene aand.s 
Fennsylvanian and Pleistocene sands make up a minor 
part of Iowa spoil-bank areas. They are the dominant 
materials on approximately 5 to 6 percent of the total 
spoil-bank area and usually occur in small localized patches. 
Pleistocene sands are the most common although there are 
locations where Fennsylvanian sandstones have decomposed 
and produced sandy spoil areas. 
Charact@risti cs• The Fennsylvanian sands usually range 
in color from light gray (10 YR 7/g} to yellow (10 YR 7/6). 
15S 
These sanis are fine textured and contain few gravel-size 
particles# Frequently a large number of resistant sandstone 
fragraents occur which tend to make them droughty. Pennayl­
vanian aanda usually are In the loam and sandy loam textural 
range* 
The Pleistocene sands range in color from brownish 
yellow (10 YR 6/6) to brown (10 YR 4/3). They are often 
quite drotighty and are made up of from 10 to 40 percent 
gravel-aize particles, fextures (Table 36) range from 
loams to loamy aands. 
Gheiaioal ig'oiserties of sandy spoil materials. The 
Pennsylvanian sands were not sampled In Iowa coal-spoil 
areas but included in Table 37 with the Plelatocene sands 
are two samples of the Pennsylvanian sandy materials obtained 
when studying a sandy Gosport soil. These samples, even 
though weathered i«u.ch longer than spoil-bank samples, give 
some Indication of the characteristics of Pennsylvanian sands. 
Sample G-3-2 and G-3-3 demonstrate the low base exchange 
capacity, low exchangeable calcium and the low available 
potassium which is characteristic of these sands. The pH 
values are also quite low and this, along with the listed 
nutrient deficiencies, make these areas of limited useful­
ness for plant growth. 
The Pleistocene aands are quite similar to the Pennsyl­
vanian sands except that they are less acid and have hi^er 
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Tatol© 36# Mechanical analyses of JPleistocene sand spoil-
bank samples®" 
Sample Sand Silt Clay 
nufflber Percent Percent Percent Textural claas 
S-25 75 #2 11.2 15.6 Sandy loam 
S-36 52,2 25.4 22.4 Loam 
S-39 80#4 13.2 6.4 Loamy sand 
S-41 87.1 8.2 4.7 Loamy sand 
S-46 78.3 9.7 12.0 Sandy loam 
^•Material less than 2 imm. only# 
Table 37. Chemical oharacteristlca of f©nnaylvanlan and 
Pleistocene sand, spoil-bank samples 
Sample 
number pH 
Soluble 
salts 
p.p.m. 
Cation 
©xchajnge 
capacity® 
Total 
exchange­
able bases®-
Exchange­
able 
Ca® 
Available 
K P 
p.p.m. 
S-25 5.8 85 6.7 5.1 1.9 46 16 
S-36 5.5 30 10#9 10.1 4.7 82 12 
S-39 7.6 60 7.1 10.6 7.9 86 35 
S-41 7.6 60 5.8 6.8 4.1 70 53 
S-46 . 6,1 35 9.1 8.7 3.3 46 14 
G-3-25 4.5 m 9.7 4.1 1.4 38 29 
0-3-3° 4.3 m 5.1 1,9 0.5 22 9 
^•16# per 100 grams# 
Samples of Pennsylvanlan material from Gosport profile 
G-5# 
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levels of exchangeable bases and ©xohangeable calcium# 
Samples S-39 and S-41 are calcareous and the values listed 
for total ©xchangeabl© bases and exchangeable calcium also 
inelud© soluble bases and soluble calcium. The conductance 
method (Mortland and Mellor, 1954) for calcareous soil was 
used to check the base exchange capacity of samples S-39 
and S~41. This method gave values of 6.8 and 5.2 for the 
two samples In question. Available potassium is consistently 
low in both the fleiatocene and Fennsjlvanian sands and 
phosphorus occurs at moderate levels. 
Reconanended forage species. Low base exchange capaci­
ties and low nutrient levels make the sandy spoil-bank 
areas of limited usefulness for forage production. No 
forage plots were located on these areas but observations 
indicate areas with pH above 6.0 could be vegetated with 
cover crops of auch deep rooted legumes aa sweetclover and 
alfalfa. Intermediate wheatgrass and Canada wild rye are 
the two grasses which have looked most promising on dry 
sites of similar pH ranges. Grasses should be sown into 
establli&ed legume stands. Forage production of these sandy 
areas is low and the above species are recommended for use 
as cover crops# 
liecommended tree species. Ho tree plots were located 
on sandy coal-spoil areas and the tentative recommendations 
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listed are based on, the behairlor of the tested tree species 
In the other aimllar apoll-bank trials. The recommended 
species Includ© the following; 
Conlfers 
Jack pine - starts quickly and doea well on acid areas. 
Pitch pin© - well adapted to acid areas# 
Eastern red cedar - drought reslatant and doea best on 
calcareous materlala# 
Hardwoods 
Cottonwood - the only hardwood recommended for use on 
these sandy spoil areas; Its use la restricted to 
moist, lower slopes of Pleistocene sands# 
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DISOIJ SSION 
IniproYement of the Chemieal and Physical Conditions 
of Coal Spoil-Bank Areas 
Forty eight percent of Iowa coal-apoll areas have sur­
faces that ar© very acid or toxic to plants. Improvement 
of these areas is the most serious problem related to Iowa 
spoil-bank revegetation. Different types and species of 
vegetation ar© suitable for planting on the leas acid areas. 
What can be done to improve the very acid areas and the 
areas toxic to plants'? 
'Workers on this problem have suggested leveling, liming, 
long term leaching and covering of toxic materials as poss­
ible solutions to this problem. 
Leveling improves the appearance but la expensive, 
causes compaction, increases erosion and does not prevent 
toxic areas from developlE®* lilmlr^ is not feasible because 
of excessive coats and ttoe temporary nature of the effect. 
Work on the oxidation of iron pyrite indicates long term 
leaching is not practical because the time required might 
well involve 50 to 100 years. Covering toxic materials as 
part of the strip-raining operation appears to be the most 
feasible method of spoil-bank improvement. This method 
would entail the modification of the present strip-mining 
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methoda tout seems to b© the most logical approach to the 
probleai In Iowa. 
Modification of atrlp-mlnlm methoda 
Present atrlD-mlnlm methods* Draglines are used almost 
oxclualvely for th© removal of overburden from Iowa coal. 
Under th© usRial atrlp-mlning procedures a large proportion 
of tlm overburden which occurs Immediately over the coal is 
placed on top of the spoil-bank piles. Thia material la 
ustially hi^ in ailftir aM upon weathering often produces 
very acid and toxic spoil banks. 
Leveling of apoll-bank areas haa been advocated by 
many as an axiswer to spoil-bank problems. Thia, however, 
does not aeem to be the answer to the problem in Iowa. 
Iowa strip-mine areas have a high percent of potentially 
toxic materials in the hlghwalla. Much of the good spoil 
material, unless special precautions are taken, is removed 
first and is either burled deep below the acid forming 
materials or Is ao intimately mixed with them that it can­
not be recovered# Leveling results in the lowering of spoil-
bank heights and the reduction of public awareness of the 
areas. Toxic areas, however, are still toxic and the com­
paction of the fine-textured materials which results from 
levelinis way actually slow the rate of improvement of these 
materials. Liming, or levelini?; plus liming of these areas 
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does not seem to b© th® answer either. Levels of lime re-
q\ilred for toxic raaterials are extremely high {15 to 20 tons 
per acre) and greenhouse work with spoil materials indicates 
liming effects are temporary in nattxre and total applica­
tions of as rmich as 60 tons per acre may be needed to main­
tain desired pH levels• 
Another approach to this problem, and perhaps a more 
logical one, is to modify the present stripping methods to 
obtain a greater proportion of good spoil material on the 
top of ttie spoil banks* This would involve identification 
of potentially troublesome overburden and taking special 
precautions to see that this material ia covered by one of 
the better types of spoil materials. Immediate covering of 
the potentially troublesome overburden would not allow the 
sulfur compounds to oxidize and low pH values would be pre­
vented in a large proportion of these materials. 
Identification of th© potentially troublesome materials 
is not particularly difficult. The lead acetate field test 
for sulfides, which was discussed earlier, is easy to per­
form and will satisfactorily identify all troublesome and 
potentially troublesome materials. Stripping methods also 
need not be greatly modified to bring about considerable 
improvement In spoil-bank conditions. 
"Bench method" of atrip mining. At present in Iowa 
there is in limited use a method of strip mining which 
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produces spoil banks in which a large proportion of the 
better raaterlala Is placed on the top of the banks. This 
method is called the "bench method" and appears to be a very 
practical approach to th® improvement of apoll-bank acidity. 
Figure 24 illustrates the technique involved in the iise of 
the "bench method". The method xia&d ia very simple and 
involves what is known aa "carrying a bench". Th© bench is 
merely a leveled area on which the dragline sits while re­
moving the overb-urden from ttie coal. The usual procedure 
is to first remove the gray shales immediately above the 
coal and forM a spoil bank from them. Then before moving 
on along the highwall the dragline reaches ahead and to the 
side, and digs the new bench upon itiich the machine ia to 
b© moved. The overburden removed in the process of digging 
the new bench is usually loess, glacial till and buff shale 
and this good, material is used to cap the gray shales re­
moved from immediately over the coal. The only drawback to 
this mettiod is that draglines with extremely short booms 
have difficulty in doing a good job of capping the poor 
materials without seriously reducing the size of the strip 
of coal that ia being uncovered. 
The "bench method" la efficient, simple, inexpensive 
anci results in greatly improved spoil-bank areas. This 
method appears to be a more effective means of improving 
the chemical conditions of Iowa spoil banks than the 
B'lgure 24• This diagram illustrates the "bench method" of 
atrip raining. The use of ttiis method resalta in 
spoil-bank piles which are capped with good 
spoil materials having desirable physical and 
ciierfiic al properti ea • 
LOESS . 
.  TILL.  '  .  BENCH 
BUFF SHALE 
— GRAY SHALE 
•  .  '  1  «  n .  / .  f  I  n ~ T ~  i  I  1 1  /  /  /  /  I  '  
Ihli.';' / ' /tcoal , I ,',i 7<7 
H 
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wideli'-ad^ocated leveling Idea. Figures 25, 26 and 27 pic­
ture tli6 resalta of ttoe use of th© "bench method" by the 
Wilkinson Coal Company of Knoxville, Iowa» 
Soil development on 8i>oil iaa.teriala 
Ua© of th© "bench method" of strip mining produces 
areas #iich are ooBiposad of a mixture of loeaa, glacial 
till and buff shale* Soils developing on these areas doubt-
lesalj will have characteristics similar to th© shale derived 
soils described earlier# These soils have developed pri­
marily from Pennsylvanian shale (and sandy shales) parent 
materials and are characterized by low inherent fertility, 
low cation exchange capacity and pH values in the acid 
raiig©* Goaport and Bauer and almllarly derived shale soils 
are of limltad ua® agriculturally and indicate that airailar 
spoil-bank aoila would best be used for forage and timber 
production# Soil derived primarily from loess or till is 
better suited for agricultural use and has higher fertility, 
base exchange capacity arKi pH« 
Revegetation of Spoil Banks 
T'he plantings of trees and the seedings of grasses and 
leg:um©s are the two principal ways - of revegetating spoil-
bank areas. The methods and species used for revegetation 
Flgur© 25# Pictured in this photograph is a newly ex­
posed area that baa been mined using the 
"bench raethod". Most of the area has been 
oapped with good spoil material. 
Figure 26* The same area as figure 25 showing how the 
area looks after it has been revegetated with 
aweetclover and lespedeza. 
Figure 27. Birdsfoot trefoil and aweetclover on the aroa 
pictured in Figures 25 and 26. Sweetclover 
and birdsfoot trefoil give good yields on 
of areas mined by the "bench, method". 
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will depend upon such factors aa spoil reaction, chemical 
and phjaical character of the spoil material, acceaaibillty, 
slop®, aspect, adjacent land use and owner interests# 
Tree, plantings,, 
Tree plantings appear to be one of tiie most promising 
ways of utilizing coal spoil-bank areas. Trees are con-
aldered suitable for use in revegetatlon of six of the seven 
types of Iowa coal-spoil materials# The selection of the 
species to be planted on an area is governed by the objeo-
tivea of the planting, moisture conditions and spoil-bank 
acidity. Moisture coMitlona are affected by the texture 
of spoil material, steepness of slopes, position on slopes 
and the aspect of the site. Silt loams and loams are 
usually the most desirable textures iiiille lower slopes and 
cove positions on north and east aspects have the most favor­
able moisture conditions• Table S8 lists species suggested 
as suitable for planting at various acidity levels and 
moisture conditions# Recommendations are based on 2 and 5 
year survival of plantations In Iowa and results obtained 
from spoil-bank plantations in neighboring states. 
1h© us© of tree apeciea mixtures la aometiraes desirable 
when making hardwood and conifer plantings. Black locust, 
because of its soll-buildlng and site-protecting qualities, 
makes a good species to mix with such hardwoods as green ash 
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Table 38* Suggeated tree apoolaa for planting on spoil-bank 
areas'®' 
Acidltj Moist sites Dry sites 
Toxic • 
(pH 4,0) 
Very acid 
CpH 4*0 • 
5*0) 
Acid 
(pH 6.0 -
7,0) 
Ho tre© species recoauaended for planting on these 
sites. 
Caloareoua 
(pH 7.0) 
Jack pine, red pine, 
Virginia pine, plt<^ 
pin©, sycamore, green 
ash and black locuat. 
Jack pin©, red pine, 
eastern white pin®, 
Virginia pine, Austrian 
pine, Scotch pine, eastern 
red cedar, American elia, 
Cottonwood, sycamore, green 
ash and black locust. 
Eastern red cedar, 
Cottonwood, aycamore, 
green ash, American elm, 
black walnut and black 
locus t. 
Jack pine, Virginia 
pine and pitch pine. 
Jack pine, Virginia 
pine, pitch pine, 
Austrian pine, Scotch 
pine and eastern red 
cedar. 
Eastern red cedar. 
E'or a taor© complete breakdown of recommended species 
see the recoimnendationa made for the described types of spoil 
materials * 
and American elm. Black locast mixturea with conifers, 
sycamore and Cottonwood are not recommended. Mixtures by 
groups or .Bnaltiple rows appear to be the most advantageous 
because the stands will receive the benefit of the presence 
of the black locust yet the more valuable hardwoods will 
not suffer from the excessive competition of this rapidly 
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growing ap®oi®s# 
Mlxtor«a of conifers are often desirable but care should 
be taken that the apeciea tolerances and growth rates are 
matched. The best method of mixing conifers appears to be 
the use of a group mixture with drought resistant species 
occupying the exposed upper slopes and ridge tops while 
moisture demanding conifers are used on lower slopes and 
cove positionst 
Planting results on coal spoil-bank areas in the 
Central States region and recent work by Hansen (1954) on 
southern Iowa forest plantations, indicate that conifers 
appear to offer the most promise for large scale plantings* 
On certain types of spoil material, erosion Is a problem 
during the first few years when growth is alow and the stand 
is becoming established, filth this in mind the following 
procedure la suggested for the establishment of coniferous 
stands on newly exposed spoil-bank areas. The first spring 
following stripping, when the spoil banks are loose and 
porous, the area should be seeded with a low-growing legume 
such as lespedeza. The spoil bank should then be allowed 
to stand until the following fall at which time a survey of 
the planting area 3hould be made. Toxic apots, which wet 
up and are plainly avldent during dry weather, should be 
staked out along with the very acid and potentially acid 
areas. Moist lower slopes, cove positions and sheltered 
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nofth and east aspects should "be mapped out and suitable 
species, aich as ©astern white pine or red pine, aelected 
for planting on these areas* Drj exposed upper slopes, 
ridg© tops and south and west aspects should also be located 
and suitable drought resistant species selected for these 
areas. The following spring as soon as the frost is out 
of the ground planting should begin. A six by six spacing 
is suggested although a closer spacing may be desirable for 
Chriatmaa tree plantings. 
Using the above method for establishing conifers the 
low growing legume cover will reduce erosion and improve the 
site while the trees are becoming established. As the tree 
crowns begin to close the legume stand will gradually be 
shaded out and the ait® will be dominated by the protective 
forest canopy. Ilanting conifers into second year sweet-
clover is not reconmended and the use of sweetclover is not 
desirable on areas which are to b© later converted to forest 
plantations• 
Coal spoil-bank planting is a hand planting job and 
usually la done with the aid of either a planting bar, lon^ 
handled shovel or a narrow tiling spade. The use of a plant­
ing bar Is faster and works well where textures are light 
and spoil materials are loose# Good planting stock on 
spoil-bank areas Is very liaportant. Coniferous planting 
stock should be 8 to 12 Inches tall, be of large caliper 
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and have a high root-top ratio* Hardwood stock should be 16 
to 20 inches tall and have a large number of fine roots* 
Larger planting stock may be desirable where conditions of 
©rosion ar@ severe# 
Additional work, needs to be don© on methods of increas­
ing the survival of plantings. Mulching with wood chips and 
straw should be tested along with soil conditioners aa a 
possible means of decreasing erosion and increasing moisture 
infiltration, IIae of organic matter as a means of maintain­
ing healthy mycorrhizae should bo investigated. Additional 
work is also needed in evaluating mixed plantings, studying 
the posaibilltiea of direct sehiding am investigating the 
possibilities of the use of widely apaced plantinga of 
species which spread by root sprouts, 
B"'orage seeding a 
Grasses and legumes are suitable for the revegetation 
of the following five types of spoil materials: Wiaconain 
loesa, Kanaan glacial till, acid buff shale mixtures, cal­
careous black shale mixtures and Pleistocene sands. Spoil 
acidity is even more important in the case of forage plant­
ings than in tree plantinj^s• Beat growth of forages is 
believed by moat workers to occur at pH values greater than 
6,0, Table 39 lists species suggested for planting at the 
described acidity levels and moisture conditions. 
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Table 39. Suggested forage species suitable for planting on 
coal apoil-bank areas®' 
Acidltj Moist sites Dry sites 
Toxie 
(pH 4.0) 
Mo forag© species are recommended for plant­
ing on these sites. 
'Very acid 
(pH 4.0-5,0) 
Acid 
(pH 5.0-7.0) 
lo forage species are recommended for plant­
ing on theae sites. 
Lespedeza, alfalfa, 
blrdsfoot trefoil, red 
clover, aweetclover, 
timothj, smooth brome, 
Alta fescue, Grcha,rd-
grasa and Intermediate 
wheatgrass. 
ieapedeza, alfalfa, 
sweetclover, 
intermediate wheat-
graaa, Alta fescue, 
Canada wild rye. 
Calcareous 
(pH 7.0) 
Sweetclover, alfalfa, 
red clover, blrdsfoot 
trefoil, Canada wild 
rye, intermediate 
wheatgrass, orchard-
grass, smooth brome, 
Alta fescue, Kentucky 
bluegrass. 
Sweetclover, 
alfalfa, Canada 
wild rye, intermedi­
ate wheatgrass and 
Alta fescue. 
For a more complete breakdown of recommended species, 
ae© the recommendations iimd© for the described types of 
spoil Biateriftla. 
^Forage production on dry exposed sites ia usually low 
and the suggested apecies are primarily cover crops for theae 
sites. 
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Early a|:a:*ing seeding (March or April) of legumes on 
newly stripped, spoil areas haa been the most successful 
method of getting good legume stands established. Light 
raking of the planting site after the seed la sown more ttigai 
doubles th© stand densities* Raking treatments are particu­
larly r®0OBaiend0d for ua© when high value seed Is being 
planted on exposed ridge tops and upper slopes. Well estab­
lished stands In advantageous positions will result in the 
gradual spread of vegetation down the spoil-bank slopes. 
Grasses, because of their nitrogen require^nts, must 
be associated with legumes to give good yields on spoil-
bank areas. Grass-legutae mixttirea can be established either 
by seeding the grasses at the same time the legumes are seed­
ed or seeding the grasses into established legume stands. The 
conversion of legume stands into a grass-legume mixture Is 
usually accomplished by fall seeding of the grasses. Con­
version of sweetclover stands is more of a problem than 
conversion of other legume apeeiea because of the severe 
competition offered toy the rapidly growing second-year 
plants. Eiest results are obtained in the conversion of 
sweetclover by early fall seeding of grasses into stands which 
have Just set seed. By taking advantage of the cyclic growth 
of ungrazed sweetclover and the fall germination of the 
graasea, grass stands can be established the following year# 
Chemical analyses of apoll-bank materials and gireenhouse 
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work indicate that fertilizer treatments would improve 
forage jielda. Acid Pennajlvanlan shales, particularly, 
could b© expected to give yield reaponaea to a balanced NPK 
treatment and on glacial till and loesa spoil materials a 
MP treatment would "bo beneficial. Costs, difficulty of ap­
plication and. the hazards of loss tlirough erosion make fer­
tilization uneconomical except on a limited basis on high 
value spoil-bank areas# 
Coal Spoil-Bank Uses 
First impreasions of spoil-bank areas often give many 
the idea that the areas are worthless. There is little 
doubt that atrip mining greatly reduces the land use capabil­
ity but few areas are completely useless. A survey of the 
ways in itiich apoll-bank areas are being utilized in other 
states iiidicatea the number of uses is limited only by the 
owner's ingenuity. 
POKEST PLASTINGSi The planting of spoil-bank areas 
with suitable conifers for use in the production of Christmas 
trees, Christmas greens, posts and poles appears to be one 
of iJie most economically attractive ways to utilize properly 
mined, coal-apoll areas. Original planting costs would be 
high, but by proper management the first returns from an 
area could be expected within 5 to 6 years and periodic 
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returns could be expected, for a period of 15 to 20 years 
depending upon management objectives, plantings of cotton-
wood and other hardwoods on properly selected aitea also 
appear to b© prowlalng. Hardwood stands coat leaa to eatab-
liali and would require very little car© for a number of 
years. I'osta, pilpwood, handle stock, ties and lumber are 
some possible proAicta fropi hardwood plantings. 
FORIG'E FROKJCTIOli Measurement of forage production 
on coal-spoil areas indicates production from the better 
spoil areas corapares favorably with that of unatrlpped land 
in southern Iowa» Experience in other states indicates 
that by combining, atrip-mine forage production with hay and 
amall grain from unstripyjed areas, a balanced livestock 
program can be carried on. Both cattle and sheep have 
shown good gains when grazing'atrip-mine forage areas# 
RECRBIATIOML Ai^EASl The utilization of atrip-mine 
areas for recreational purposes promises to be one of the 
aiost rewarding usea that can be mad® of these areas. In 
Iowa the atrip mining occurs in a section of the state that 
is without lakes. Lakes and ponds which form in the non­
toxic strip-mine areas are deep and iisually suitable for 
fish and wildlife habitat. Several areas already have begu.n 
to produce good fishing and other areas are known to be fre­
quented by ducks, quail, pheasants, rabbits, muakrata, 
raccoons, fox and even deer. Figures 28 and 29 picture two 
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strip-mine poMs that are already being used as recreational 
areaa. The area pictured in Flgu,re 28 Is on© of three which 
have been piirchased by the Iowa Conservation, Conimisaion for 
use as fiah and game irmnagement areas and public recreation 
sites. 
ORCHARDS AKD VIIEYARDS J Planti ngs or apple, pear, 
peach, cherry and, other fruit trees have been tried in 
neighboring states with moderate auccesa. Grapes and a 
number of species of berries (raspberry, gooseberry, currant, 
blackberry) have also been planted and yields have been 
moderate. Apple, pear and peach trees were planted on two 
areaa in Iowa (1945 and 1946) but poor selection of planting 
aitea and lack of care liave caused results to be poor# Com-
Hierclal pro<^ction from atrip-mine orchards does not appear 
very promising but the planting of small orchards' by farmers 
for their own use does have considerable merit• 
mmi^lE USE OF STRIP-MINE AKEASj Combining recrea­
tional use of coal spoil-bank areas with other types of 
spoil-bank uses appears to be the way for private individuals 
and/or state organizations to obtain the greatest returns 
froa the areas in question# Spoil banks designated for 
for eat production coiild also bo mad© available to the public 
for picnicking, hiking, fishing, boating and swiimmlng. Re­
creation and forage use also could be complementary. Simi­
larly, wildlife refuges and game management areas could be 
Flgur© Thia Warren Coxmty strip-mln© pond has recently 
been purchased by the State of Iowa for a 
public recreation area* Multiple uae of auch 
areas for fishing, swimming, boating, forage 
production and/or timber production promiaea 
to be the beat way for society to receive the 
greatest benefit from this type of area. 
Figure £9« This strip-mine pond, near. Hartford, Iowa ia 
a good, example of an area where multiple uae 
ia being practiced. The spoil banks around 
the pond are being paatared while the pond 
itself is being used for fishing, swimming 
and boating. 
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used for timber and forage production# Iftiltiple use ap­
pears to be the beat way to achieve ooBununal gain from coal 
atrip-mine areas* 
MISCILLAMEOIJS SPOIL-BAM OSESS Other spoil-bank uses 
that have been suggested Include the utilisation of the 
areaa as fu.r farms, fish and frog culture areas, aplariea, 
quail farms, dumping grounds, bird sanctuaries and indus­
trial sites# These uses and those 3Ug;gested in previous 
paragraphs do not represent all of the possibilities for 
coal 3trip-ffiln® areas but they do point up the fact that 
the problem In Iowa is not the finding of uses for strip-
mine lands but the improvement of physical and chemical 
characteristics of coal atrip-mine areas# 
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afMMARY AID CONCUJSIOIS 
Research work on Iowa eo&l atrip-min© areas was initi­
ated in March, 1952, upon th.® signing of a memorandum of 
understanding between the Iowa Coal Research Association 
and the Iowa Agricultural Blxperiment Station. The primary 
problem involved was the revegetation of areas strip mined 
for coal* Because no previous work had been done on the 
revegetation of Iowa strip-mine areas considerable prelimi­
nary? work was necessary before the major types of coal 
spoil-bank materials could be characterized as media for 
plant growth# 
Briefly summarised below are some of the more important 
conclusions resulting from the several preliminary investi­
gations and the work on the characterization of the principal 
coal-apoil materials. 
1. A 1952 survey of Iowa coal strip-mine areas shows 
that 93 percent of the estimated 5,000 acres of 
strip-mine areas are located within 10 miles of 
th© Des Moines River. The northernmost mine is 
located near Runnells and the strip-mining area 
extends south along the Des Moines River to .Farming* 
ton. 
2. Spoil-banks with toxic surfaces make up approximate­
ly 38 percent of the total spoil-bank area in Iowa 
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arid constitute the major problem in revegetatlon. 
3. Iowa spoil materials consist of a high percenta.^e 
of particles lesa ttmn 2 mllllmetera in size and the 
textiirea ara predominantly in the ailty clay loam 
and loam range. 
4# Moat spoil materials, with the exception of brown-
ston® ahalea, develop their maximum acidity within 
6 trionths. 
5» Th© lead acetate field test for sulfides, althotagh 
it overestimates the degree of acidity on certain 
spoil materiala, is a satisfactory method for the 
identification in the highwall of potentially 
trouhleso®© coal spoil-bank materials. 
6. Liming of toxic spoil areas is not practical from 
an economic viewpoint. The effect of liming is 
temporary. 
7. Studies of shale derived soils indicate that soils 
derived from Pennsylvanlan parent material inher­
ently will to© soils with a low level of fertility. 
This atuc^ also suggests that the improvement of 
toxic and very acid spoil areas fey leaching and 
weathering is not a rapid process. 
8. Fertilizer experiments indicate phosphorus is the 
element first limiting plant growth on toxic, very 
acid and acid spoil materials. A combined nitrogen-
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phoaphoTOs treatment appears to be the beat ferti­
lizer treatment for loess and glacial till spoil 
materials while a balanced nitrogen-phoaphorus-
potaasium treatment is desirable for use on Pennsyl-
vanian shale and Pennsylvanian and Pleistocene 
sands. 
9» Iowa spoil-bank areas were divided into seven 
principal types of materials« Wisconsin loess, 
Kansan glacial till, add buff shales, Pleistocene 
and Pennsylvanian sands and black calcareous ahalea 
were the types of spoil materials best suited for 
plant growth# Toxic gray shales and brownstone 
al'ialea were the least suited for plant growth. 
10. Tree species were suggested for use in revegetation 
work on six of the seven types of apoil materials. 
11. Forage species were considered suitable for cover 
crops or forage production on five types of coal 
apoil-baok materials. 
12. Work on the establishment of forages indicated 
raking of the seed beds after sowing greatly in­
creased grass and legume stands. Early,spring 
plantirg of legxxmea increased stand densities of 
alfalfa, did not affect the density of sweetclover 
and resulted in a decrease in the stand density of 
leapedeza. Pelleting did not affect the stand 
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densltiea of the legiimes which, were tried. 
13» Modification of atrlp-mlnlng methods by the uae of 
a procedure similar to the "bench method" appears 
to be the most practical way of Improving the 
character of coal spoil-bank materials# 
14. Multiple use of spoil-bank areas appears to be the 
beat way to taaxlmlze returns for the Individual 
and society. 
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APPENDIX 
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fable 40. fomato yields on toxic gray shales 
Average green weight of plants 
T/A "6k I P K HP HK PK NPK Totals 
12.2 
• 23 
.30 
*.^2 
.32 
.23 
.80 
1.01 
.64 
.48 
.54 
.39 
.31 
1.04 
1.35 
1.01 
.45 
.31 
.66 
.68 
.64 
.77 
1.90 
1.84 
2.07 
.75 .75 2.13 1.24 3.40 1.42 2.09 5.81 17.59 
15.8 
.28 
.34 
.38 
.43 
.37 
.71 
.51 
.78 
.60 
.60 
.52 
.44 
1.44 
1.71 
2.24 
.56 
.35 
.50 
.60 
.86 
.79 
2.05 
1.22 
2.39 
1.00 1.51 1.89 1.56 5.39 1.41 2.25 5.66 20.67 
19.4 
.47 
.56 
.56 
.66 
.36 
.68 
1.15 
1.16 
1.05 
.48 
.52 
.65 
1.39 
1.26 
1.16 
.34 
.63 
.38 
1.15 
1.32 
1.13 
2.35 
2.24 
2.68 
1.59 1.70 3.36 1.65 3.81 1.35 3.60 7.27 24.33 
Totals 3.34 3.96 7.38 4.45 12.60 4.18 7.94 18.74 62.59 
1 0.37 0.44 0.82 0.49 1.40 0.46 0.88 2.08 0.869 
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Table 41 <» Analysis of varlanee of tomato yields on toxic 
gray shales 
Source Sum of squares Mean squares 
Total 71 27 .7815 
aibtreatment 23 23,4988 
Lime 2 0.9488 0.4744"^  
Fertilizer 7 22.4311 3.2044^  
N 1 3,722 3.722 ^  
P 1 13.116 13 .116 ^  
K 1 0.896 0.896 ^  
HP 1 3.410 3.410 ^  
m 1 0.306 .306 
m. 1 0.401 .401 ^  
NPK 1 0.581 .581 * 
Interaction (FxL) 14 0.1189 .008 
Exp. error 48 4.2827 0.0892 
'^ Significant at the 5^  probability level# 
*^Signifleant at the 1^ probability level# 
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fable 42# Tomato yields and. the analysis of variance of 
variance of tomato yields on a neutral, light gray 
shal® 
Average green weight of plants 
in grama by treataenta 
Replications 6k N P k IP NK PK W" 
1 .63 1.03 .75 .50 5.21 1.64 .95 5.34 
2 .87 1.23 .92 .65 6.34 1.40 1.18 4.93 
3 .66 1.81 .76 .72 5.46 1.07 .81 4.91 
Totals 2.16 4.07 2.43 1.87 17.01 4.11 2.94 15.18 
f .72 1.36 .81 .62 5.67 1.37 .98 5.06 
Analysis of variancei 
Source d.f # Sam of squares Mean squares 
Total 2S 90.23 _ 
Treatment 7 88.77 12.68^ 
M 1 39.96 39,96^  
P 1 26.78 26.78 
K 1 0.10 0.10^  
NP 1 21.41 21.41^  
IK 1 0.17 0.17 
PI 1 0.06 0.05 
IPK 1 0.30 0.30 
Exp. error 16 1.46 0.091 
"^Significant at the 1% probability level. 
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fable 43. Tomato yields and the analysis of variance of 
tomato yields on glacial till 
Average green weight of plants 
in grama by treatments 
Replications 6k 1 P K m PK NPK 
1 .38 .61 .47 .60 2.46 .78 .53 3.87 
2 •59 .35 .47 .63 4.53 .65 .52 3.42 
3 •42 .34 .54 .50 3.53 ,.45 .49 5.08 
Totals 1.19 1 .30 1.49 1 ,74 10.52 1.88 1.54 12.37 
f .40 .43 .50 .58 3.61 .63 .51 4.12 
Analysis of variance! 
Source d • f # Sum of squares Mean squares 
Total 23 53.63 
7.13^ "^  Treati»nt 7 49.90 
M 1 10.85 16.85^  
P 1 16.35 16.35^  
I 1 0.38 0.38 
NP 1 16.02 16.02"^  
IK 1 0.14 0.14 
PK 1 0.02 0.02 
IPK 1 0.13 0.13 
Exp# error 16 3.73 0.23 
'^Significant at the 1% probability level# 
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Table 44. Tomato yields ard. the analysis of variance of 
tomato yields on acid buff ^ale 
Average green weight of plants 
in grama by treatments 
lieplications Ck 1 P K m NK PK NPK 
1 .19 .15 .84 .24 4.60 .29 .98 7.42 
2 *21 .23 1.07 .31 2.3S .19 1.06 5.98 
3 .26 
liiijlliMHWil .22 .84 .38 3.24 .19 .66 5.64 
Totals .72 .60 2.75 .95 10.19 .67 2.70 19.04 
I .24 .20 .92 .31 3.40 .22 .90 6.35 
Analysis of variancei. 
Sotarce d»f» aim of squares Mean squares 
5otal 23 105,74 
Treatment 7 102.21 l^.eofj 
I 1 22.82 22.82^  
P 1 42.05 42.03^  
K 1 3.42 S.42jf 
m 1 24.52 24.32^  
m 1 3.18 3.18^  
pK 1 3.04 3 *04;: J 
IPI 1 3.42 3.42"^ * 
Exp. error 16 3.53 0.22 
^Significant at the 1?S probability level. 
